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ABSTRACT 

 
 
 James Fenimore Cooper’s work as a political activist is the underlying subject of this 

monograph. This study looks at how Cooper used his political writing to disseminate the 

ideology of the radical enlightenment. Cooper’s specific support for the independence of Poland 

is examined within its historical context. This work explores Cooper’s relationship to the Polish 

cause. It is an aspect of Cooper scholarship that is necessary to understand his political activity. 

This study is primarily interested in Cooper’s use of the political writing to disperse the tenets of 

American political and social life into European populations. 

 Cooper’s critical heritage is examined in this study. The personal relationship between 

Cooper and Walter Scott is examined. This relationship grew to personify the cultural war that 

divided England and America. Cooper’s literary reputation was harmed by English critics that 

resented his political activism.  

 Bibliographical analysis supplied the quantitative data needed to develop Cooper’s 

imprint distribution frequencies. The data from Cooper’s enumerative bibliography allowed 

contrasts to be made between political and non-political fiction and non-fiction. Analysis of 

distribution frequencies supplied answers to questions concerning the popularity of Cooper’s 

political novels compared to his non-political novels. Bibliographical data in this study supplies 

facts about the distribution of Cooper’s texts.  

 Cooper’s activism and political ideology is placed in the context of American philosophy 

as proto-pragmatism. Resistance to hereditary monarchy and European political systems is 

indicative of an evasion of European philosophy that characterized American intellectual circles. 

Cooper is placed in the tradition of American thought that founded the philosophy of 

pragmatism.
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 
  James Fenimore Cooper is a literary figure who revolutionized literature by politicizing 

the novel as an instrument for disseminating American ideology. How I made this conclusion is a 

story worth relating. When I started researching Cooper I knew comparatively very little about 

him. I endeavored to produce an intellectual history of an individual author based on 

bibliography as a point of departure. The original conception of this study was dictated by a need 

to find an American subject who published a variety of novels in both America and Europe 

during the first half of the nineteenth century.  

 Charles Brockden Brown, Washington Irving, and J. Fenimore Cooper immediately came 

under scrutiny as likely candidates for study. Brown is historically the first of the three to claim 

rights as a professional novelist with an international presence. However, Brown’s bibliography 

is neither as extensive nor as varied as either Irving or Cooper. Irving had an international 

reputation and published for a longer period of time than Cooper or Brown without maintaining 

fiction as his primary literary genre. Short tales of fiction are complimented with lengthy 

biography and history in Irving’s oeuvre. Only Cooper’s writing produced at least one 

publication every year for thirty years while maintaining the novel as his primary genre for much 

of his career. The choice was made after a brief perusal of Spiller and Blackburn’s descriptive 

bibliography of Cooper’s work.  

 The guiding principle of my research is that verifiable, objectively real, physical evidence 

should be the foundation of intellectual and literary history. Bibliography provides the necessary 

data to found an inquiry into any individual author. I assembled a new expanded enumerative 

bibliography for Cooper that provided data that allowed new avenues of inquiry to be explored. 

Cooper’s bibliography reveals the facts concerning his publishing history. I then placed the facts 
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concerning Cooper’s books into an expanded historical context by studying his letters and 

journals. Only then did I allow myself the luxury of a broader speculation into the intellectual 

ramifications of Cooper’s work during the age of political revolution and experimentation. 

 My research disclosed a Cooper that bore little resemblance to a children’s author who 

told tales of Leather-Stocking and the sea. The Cooper that my course of inquiry revealed is a 

staunch political activist who championed American democracy in his many books. I came to 

realize Cooper remains a complicated literary and political figure. The importance of Cooper’s 

political agency historically remained on the margins of comment by detractors and admirers 

alike. In chapter one I have provided an overview that introduces the thematic elements that 

animate Cooper’s political activism within a uniquely American intellectual tradition. Cooper is 

placed in a historical and ideological context that works toward recovering a more correct 

interpretation of his activities as an early American writer.  

 A question immediately presented itself: Why is the Cooper presented in this study so 

different from his critical reputation? Chapter two confronts this question by examining Cooper’s 

critical heritage. I start at the beginning by exploring the historical facts surrounding the 

complicated relationship between Cooper and Walter Scott. With the appearance of Cooper’s 

first publications, a campaign of derogatory comparisons that malignly compared Cooper with 

Scott eroded Cooper’s critical reputation. Cooper entered the profession of novelist before any 

conception of an established tradition of American literature existed. English critics perpetrated a 

culture war that was meant to marginalize the political impetus of American letters.  

 Hereditary Monarchy is a political institution that Cooper worked against by 

disseminating democratic ideology. Cooper deliberately used many of his publications to spread 

notions of American democracy. Critics generally admired Cooper’s ability as a popular novelist. 
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However, his contemporary critics often resented and derided Cooper’s use of the novel as a 

political mouthpiece for American idealism. English critics in particular wanted to silence 

Cooper’s political voice. Chapter two is meant to initiate a new interpretation of Cooper’s critical 

heritage. 

 Bibliographical data provided the necessary facts to assess the publication frequency of 

Cooper’s many books. Most of Cooper’s work was replicated and disseminated by the 

publication of many separate imprints throughout the European continent and the American 

states. I use the publication frequency of Cooper’s imprints to assess relevant trends in the 

dissemination of Cooper’s texts. Contrasting data provides an objective view into the reader 

reception of different categories of Cooper’s publications. A publication frequency comparing 

fiction to non-fiction and political to non-political work serves as two examples where the largest 

reception and dissemination of material texts can be assessed. Coupling this data with the 

political objective of Cooper’s work provides insight into the cultural penetration Cooper 

achieved as a political activist. 

 Material evidence provided by bibliography points to the political novel as Cooper’s most 

effective vehicle for disseminating American political ideology. However, bibliographical data 

that is historically contextualized is generally diachronic as it illustrates development over time. 

Cooper understood that the power of literature is connected to its ability to serve an individual a 

wholly new political circumstance that an individual can test against current political realities in 

the imagination of a reader. A reader who is exposed to the tenets of American democracy for 

the first time in one of Cooper’s political novels is challenged to reflect on the government that 

ruled their affairs. Cooper entreated the moral imagination of his reader. Chapter three examines 

the moral imagination of Cooper’s reader as a tenet distinguishing American thought that would 
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be codified later in the century by American pragmatist philosophers. Cooper sought to disrupt 

the belief systems that supported hereditary monarchy. The belief in hereditary political systems 

can be characterized as a habit that Cooper thought could be modified or changed if the 

imagination was confronted by a viable alternative. Cooper used the novel to effectively 

introduce American democratic ideology as an alternative to hereditary monarchy.  

 Cooper’s letters and journals are particularly informative when examining his personal 

political disposition and engagement with the political events that he experienced while living in 

Paris and Rome. In chapter four I ground Cooper’s political activism within the historical context 

of the Polish November Revolution of 1830. Questions concerning the freedom and liberation of 

an annexed and divided Poland thrived during Cooper’s residence in Europe. The November 

Revolution of 1830 provides a historical event where Cooper’s engagement and response as a 

political activist is illustrated.  

 In my investigation into Cooper’s ideological disposition I came to realize that Cooper 

cannot be interpreted purely as a literary figure supporting the tenets of American Romanticism. 

Cooper’s literary activism is a product of the radical Enlightenment. Fiction and non-fiction was 

often disseminated to foment political change. Cooper subscribed to revolutionary activity that 

sought to replace hereditary monarchy and those political systems that supported it.  

 Chapter five focuses on the political novel as an instigator of political dissemination and 

Cooper’s theory or philosophy of language. Understanding Cooper’s theory of language and its 

use and power is the guiding principle that binds the novel to his political activism. Cooper 

believed language mirrored the reality of nature. The writer who could name new circumstances 

for a reader entered the imagination and offered a competing political reality. Moral authority is 

for Cooper demonstrated by American democracy as the best known form of government. 
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Cooper believed language solidified the habits of cultural and political practice. Fiction and non-

fiction was placed before the public to alter the political practices and opinions of Cooper’s 

reader in favor of democratic principles.  

 Cooper’s theory of language shares several characteristics with American pragmatism. 

Both are concerned with the evolution of practice by challenging belief to subjugate and alter 

behavioral habit. Cooper’s proselytizing of American life populated the imagination of his reader 

with uniquely American political principles. The imagination mirrors the reality found within 

Cooper’s language. Cooper shares the notion of language mirroring reality with the philosopher 

Walter Benjamin. However, Cooper anticipates pragmatic philosophy by employing language to 

disrupt the belief systems of individuals to realign political habits and practices. A proto-

pragmatism indicative of nineteenth century American intellectualism was practiced by Cooper.  

 Chapter six explores the intellectual relationship between the pragmatism of Charles 

Sanders Peirce and the proto-pragmatism of Cooper. Pierce codified pragmatism as a distinctly 

American philosophy. As a pragmatist philosopher Peirce is Cooper’s closest historical 

contemporary. Cooper’s proto-pragmatism anticipates pragmatism. Peirce's pragmatism is a 

partial result of the American intellectual tradition in which literary figures like Cooper 

participated. The tenets of pragmatism share intellectual ground with Cooper’s political 

literature.  

 The prefaces of Cooper’s political fiction is where he made many overtly political 

statements. In the final section of this study I provide a close reading of the political messaging 

that appears in the prefaces of Cooper’s political fiction. Cooper produced political fiction in 

each decade of his thirty year career. Each preface that is examined is an illustration of Cooper’s 

political activism.  
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 My study of Cooper started with no initial historical or critical disposition to prejudice 

my inquiry. A simple pragmatic plan sufficed. Bibliography served as a point of departure for 

this work. The copious surviving letters and journals provided Cooper historical context for 

expanding the subject. I then studied Cooper’s life and work with a broader and more speculative 

search for the ambitions that animated Cooper’s life. The Cooper that emerged from my program 

of study is a far more complicated literary figure then I could have anticipated. However, it is 

clear the critical oppression of Cooper’s political activism effaced one of his important 

contributions to American literature. That contribution being the political novel itself. Cooper 

effectively disseminated American ideology throughout the European continent. The radical 

activism that Cooper employed by politicizing the novel was the true target of a culture war that 

successfully revised history and diminished Cooper’s impact as a political activist. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 
 

COOPER’S CONTEMPORARY REVIEW 

A new evaluation of a major literary figure like J. Fenimore Cooper requires a program of 

study designed to open new avenues of inquiry. I have worked to recover the motivations that 

animated Cooper’s political activism. Cooper is a literary and political figure that requires a 

short, introductory intellectual biography to introduce the key principles that guide his thought. 

Within this chapter I provide an introduction to the historical circumstances that animate 

Cooper’s political activism and participation in a unique American intellectual tradition. I place 

Cooper in an ideological and historical context that works to recover a more accurate 

interpretation of his career.  

James Fenimore Cooper is America’s least recognized revolutionary activist. Born in 

Burlington, New Jersey, on September 15, 1789, Cooper is representative of the new Republic’s 

first generation of authors. Of central interest is Cooper’s deliberate use of book publishing as a 

tool needed to popularize an American democratic ideal. Cooper sought to forward anti-

monarchic thought. Among over thirty published novels, twelve overtly political fictions 

appeared before Cooper’s death on September 14, 1851. European publishers, printers, and 

booksellers disseminated Cooper’s revolutionary message to individuals struggling against the 

tyranny resulting from restoration of monarchal rule in Europe, following the Congress of 

Vienna. This study examines how Cooper’s political novel, often popular and reproduced 

widely, provided a literary form that infiltrated authoritative and oppressive governments in 

Europe between 1820 and 1848. Cooper used text to proselytize American democracy. Studying 

Cooper’s political writing is necessary to appreciate his full involvement in revolutionary 
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politics. The turmoil and revolutionary activity in Europe provide a vibrant backdrop to a 

republican ideal Cooper propagated. 

The superiority of a Republic to all other forms of government is central to Cooper’s 

thought. Self-critique is always necessary in Cooper’s ideal nation. No Republic is without 

possible corruption. Cooper relates, “Republics have been as liable to frauds, and to departures 

from their professions, as any other polities, though no government can properly be termed a 

republick at all, in which the predominant authority of a single hereditary ruler is acknowledged” 

(Cooper 80). Distrust in hereditary monarchy is a refrain Cooper repeats throughout his work. 

Cooper used political writing to critique the political situation he observed in America and 

Europe. From the advent of his career, Cooper understood he wrote for people in many different 

nations.  

 Cooper is best known for historical romances that represent only a small part of his work. 

His other contributions to literary history include the sea-tale, travel writings, political 

commentaries, and formal American Naval history. Interest in the Leather-Stocking Tales and 

many sea adventures overshadowed the important role of Cooper’s political writing in the 

nineteenth century. The Leather-Stocking Tales deservedly command attention from literary 

critics and historians of culture. For nearly two hundred years, interest in Cooper is founded on 

the tales of America’s mythical figure Leather-Stocking. However, for historians interested in the 

relationship between books and politics, Cooper’s Leather-Stocking Tales is not the most 

important aspect of his work. Cooper’s importance as a nineteenth century author is bound to the 

deliberate use of publishing to spread his democratic ideal throughout Europe. Cooper attempted 

to use literature, namely the novel, as an effective political vehicle. A political intention is 

proscribed in many of Cooper’s texts. The political novel is Cooper’s great literary experiment. 
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Cooper understood that people are influenced by what they read. Much of this study is concerned 

with demonstrating Cooper’s political intentions overtly expressed in his texts: both fiction and 

non-fiction. Ultimately, avenues of inquiry attempting to assess and place into historical context 

Cooper’s political texts is an important goal that must not be ignored and is explored in this 

study.  

 The difficult and antagonistic relationship between England and America, in 1820’s and 

1830’s, cannot be overstated. Washington in flames remained a fresh memory for all Americans. 

England as America’s first enemy is an uncomfortable reality. Democracy for Cooper is an 

American principle, offered as the new classical standard, which has little tolerance for 

monarchy or hereditary governance. Cooper insists, “In England, the institutions have been the 

result of those circumstances to which time has accidentally given birth. The power of the king 

was derived from violence…” (Cooper 91). England contrasts America as both cultural parent 

and political adversary. New institutions defined the identity of the new Republic. Cooper noted, 

“In America, the institutions are the result of deliberate consultation, mutual concessions, and 

design. In England, the people may have gained by diminishing the power of the king, who first 

obtained it by force; but, in America, to assail the rightful authority of the executive, is attacking 

a system framed by the constituencies of the states, who are virtually the people…” (Cooper 91-

92). Differences defining the two nations are for Cooper fundamentally ideological. Cooper 

thought America’s example could set England and all the people of Europe free.  

 Freedom is a concept that Cooper equated with all pursuit of the classical notion of a 

good life. Cooper prescribed representative government as the key to a happy nation. He reprised 

this ideal in both fiction and non-fiction. Cooper cited, “…a nation is happy, in which the people, 

possessing the power to select their rulers, select the noble” (Cooper 150). If the selected rulers 
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were not noble, Cooper would concede the nation would suffer. However, the people in a 

democracy would have a chance to undo their mistake and replace the ruler. Cooper understood, 

“Power cannot be extended to a caste, without caste’s reaping its principle benefit; but happy, 

indeed, is the nation, in which, power being common property, there is sufficient discrimination 

and justice to admit the intelligent and refined to a just participation of its influence” (Cooper 

150). America represented a new model for a happy nation.  

 Cooper thought the people of Europe generally suffered under oppressive governments 

founded on hereditary power. Literature allowed Cooper to express representations of American 

life that described the merits political liberty. A reader of Cooper’s fiction entered a moral 

universe founded by a recognizable political reality that allowed the disenfranchised the ability 

to form a new unique political identity. The ability to choose a political identity is an expression 

of individuality. Cooper said, “Individuality is the aim of political liberty. By leaving to the 

citizen as much freedom of action and of being, as comports with order and the rights of others, 

the institutions render him truly a freeman. He is left to pursue his means of happiness in his own 

manner” (Cooper 228). In Cooper’s view, American political liberty provided European 

populations an example and path that lead toward new freedoms and happiness. Cooper is a 

zealous believer in representational governments. His political writing spread America’s political 

example to many European citizens subjected to hereditary monarchy.  

Cooper’s critical heritage is a complex abstraction. English criticism marginalized 

Cooper’s unique contribution as part of a campaign to maintain cultural domination. The War of 

1812 was for Cooper the most recent in a series of traumatic events defining the relationship 

America had with England. It was American independence that rankled English literary critics 

and the general foment of English taste. Cooper encountered derogatory comments originating 
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from former colonial masters and literati who could afford to simply ignore him. Considering the 

extent evidence available from period critics, it is clear, Cooper’s reputation suffered from 

prejudice that championed England’s literature, as a point of national pride. Continual 

comparisons to the likes of Sir Walter Scott were meant to place Cooper in a subordinate 

position. The conspiracy of a cultural elite, comprised mostly of English critics, withheld the 

support Cooper needed for critical acceptance.  

The general marginalization of Cooper’s work originated in England. When Cooper 

started writing, England provided America a cultural exemplar for literary style and criticism. 

American authorship suffered from a stigma that perceived American literature as a mere 

reflection of an authentic English original. The English monarchy lost political rule over 

America. As much as it could, England wished to maintain a sort of cultural domination that, by 

proxy, legitimated a notion of hereditary monarchy as politically superior. In the 1820’s, 

Cooper’s critical success amounted to a cultural break with England that legitimated the cultural 

individuality resulting from American style Democracy. I am not claiming that everyone in 

England disliked all things American. After all, Cooper’s writing sold well in England. Yet 

prejudice against Cooper’s Americanism did exist. Despite the success of The Spy, the prominent 

English publisher John Murray, who sold the works of Sir Walter Scott and Lord Byron, refused 

to take it on. Washington Irving knew Murray and tried to further Cooper’s interests. In 1822, 

Cooper wrote Irving, “I was not very sanguine as to the success of ‘Spy’ in England, nor was I at 

all surprised when I learnt that the book was referred to Mr. Gifford, that Mr. Murray declined 

publishing it” (Beard 75, Vol.1). William Gifford, the editor of The Quarterly Review, had a 

reputation for hostility to American books. Cooper described Gifford’s influence on Murray as 

“evil guidance” for a publisher.  Latent prejudice, not good business sense, made John Murray 
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neglect the needs of Cooper. The Pioneers is the only English edition of Cooper that Murray 

published.  

At memorial banquets after his death most American authors heaped praise on Cooper’s 

legacy. Washington Irving, George Bancroft, Richard R. Dana, H.W. Longfellow, R.W. 

Emerson, Herman Melville, William Cullen Bryant and Francis Parkman all contributed warm 

observance to Cooper’s memorial. Cooper is recognized as an important American author and 

literary influence by the first and second generation of writers born in the American republic. 

Why did the American literary establishment seemingly crown Cooper the father of American 

literature? And equally compelling, why is Cooper’s critical reputation a history of 

marginalization and neglect? The praise issued from the memorials after his death remained 

earnest and personal, at the very least, establishing Cooper the founding father of the American 

romance. Two groups of related issues provide different paths toward answering these questions. 

Answering the first question, as to Cooper’s position of renown at the time of his death, seems 

on the surface, easiest. Cooper’s bibliography shows him to be one of the most energetic and 

experimental authors in American history. This was not lost on Cooper’s contemporaries. 

Cooper’s first book Precaution appeared in 1820 and he achieved great success the following 

December in 1821 when appearance of The Spy changes his life for good. Only Irving preceded 

Cooper to wide recognition across the Atlantic at this early period in American letters. 

Americans in the 1820’s often considered the center of culture and learning as generally 

something happening somewhere in Europe. Cooper’s visibility and wide readership in many 

countries, from an early date, showed other American authors that American themes had value 

beyond the borders of the United States. Yet the short-lived moniker as father of American 

literature is seemingly bestowed at his death because Cooper exhibited a particular 
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intellectualism that would come to characterize the broader projects in American literature, 

politics, and philosophy. The many American public figures that contributed to Cooper’s 

memorial understood they all participated in a new political and philosophical spirit that 

distinguished the unique identity of the American individual. Cooper’s political activism 

contains the basic intellectual components that would evolve into American pragmatism at the 

end of the nineteenth century. His intellectualism is a proto-pragmatism that would be organized 

and reified by professional philosophy.  

No contributor to Cooper’s memorial conceived of pragmatism as a fully realized 

American philosophy. And Cooper is just one author, among many, creating the proto-pragmatic 

moment in American history. But the contributors knew that they all participated in the 

American political experiment and Cooper was the first American writer of American novels to 

become recognized throughout the world. Cooper changed the English romance into the 

American novel. When Cooper wrote his first novel Precaution, he attempted an English novel. 

Cooper described Precaution to the bookseller and publisher Andrew Thompson Goodrich as, 

“…the novel being English” (Beard 42, Vol.1). The Spy is American. Reader’s heard a new 

political voice when Cooper started writing books lauding the success of American revolution 

and the democratic political system. Cooper’s intellectual project, which contained critiquing the 

hereditary political systems in Europe and great faith that literature effectively spread ideas, is 

the very dynamism and prophetic courage that inspired memorial services celebrating his work. 

Anointing Cooper the father of American literature is not realistically granted from a generation 

of writers who aspired to the title themselves. But as a thought experiment, 1851 both splits the 

century and working both forward and backward from his memorial two different historical 

Cooper’s emerge. This study intends to reveal them both.  
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Unfortunately, American criticism echoed the English prejudice against Cooper. English 

prejudice against all things American is the origin of Cooper’s marginalization. That is not to 

claim all the citizens of the English crown hated America. Prejudice is most potent when the 

perpetrator does not give full credence or even recognize the attitude guiding the marginalization 

of the other. The loss of America gave England much to grieve. American wealth and land was 

lost with the cultural potential of its citizens. Cooper is to his contemporaries a literary star and a 

realization of England’s lost cultural legacy. To worsen matters, from England’s perspective, 

Cooper espoused a brand of American cultural pride developed from England’s failure to 

preserve its colony. England’s inability to hold power validated to every citizen in the United 

States the political system championed by Cooper for his readers benefit. Cooper hoped a reader 

of The Spy would come to admire American democracy. That scenario is at least what Cooper 

envisaged to the ire of English critics of his American romance. The history of Cooper’s 

marginalized reputation starts with England and ends in America. From the beginning Cooper 

held certain contempt for the opinion of critics. Popularity and sales were the hallmark for 

Cooper’s notion of success. He gave little thought to courting the literati for favor and good 

reviews. In America and England the critic would haunt and diminish Cooper’s reputation 

despite popular adulation. Cooper’s comparison to Sir Walter Scott became an odious emblem of 

Cooper’s inferiority to English writers. American criticism reverberated the Scott comparison for 

nearly two centuries. Cooper’s contemporary, Edger Allen Poe, thought him lowbrow. Poe’s 

opinion only gained in relevance as later generations of critics came to admire Poe’s opinion. 

Cooper’s intellectual project is evolved from the radical enlightenment and political philosophy 

of the preceding generation. To later American writers, ending the century, Cooper’s political 

trumpeting no longer seemed either necessary or relevant to the American experiment.  
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 By 1851, the American author had started to form an identity of its own, thanks in large 

part to Cooper’s example, and new voices demanded that America extol its future. Cooper 

participated in the founding of a postcolonial American Literature. After 1851 America by 

degrees recognized the value of its own literary voice. The poetry of Walt Whitman declared the 

Song of Myself in 1855. American individualism came of age. Henry David Thoreau wrote on 

civil disobedience and conscientious objection. Strains of American political philosophy evolved 

both extending and celebrating individual rights over many years. Environmentalism became a 

component of preserving a good life. Melville, Parkman, Whitman, Thoreau and most of the 

well-known nineteenth century postcolonial American writers followed Cooper’s experimental 

individualism. It is Cooper and Irving who truly represent a first generation of internationally 

known postcolonial American writers. They populate an underdeveloped critical space that 

scholars locate within a larger field of nineteenth century literature. Cooper’s critical heritage is 

more a history of criticism then a valid critique of his relevance. To recover a Cooper that is 

relevant, the literary contributions preceding 1851 must be re-examined. He is a dynamic 

political activist who championed republican ideals that competed in a wide array of political 

environments. Cooper’s democratic ideology competed with Karl Marx and developing forms of 

communism to replace hereditary monarchy. George the III was long since defeated in Cooper’s 

understanding of politics and American influence.  

To some readers, Cooper has retained an old fashion image as a romancer with stories 

about how America used to be. Lost is the revolutionary activist who relentlessly championed 

American democracy and campaigned for Poland’s restoration. This study hopes, in part, to 

restore Cooper to the reputation he enjoyed at the time of his death. However, Cooper will 

always share the title of founding father of postcolonial American letters with Irving, and 
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perhaps the poet William Cullen Bryant. In the introduction to Washington Irving’s 

bibliography, William R. Langfeld and Philip C. Blackburn remark, “Historically, he is 

practically the Father of American literature” (Langfeld and Kleinfield 1). Writers viewed as 

sympathetic to England, namely Irving, were often lauded as Cooper’s superior. This tradition 

continued to the present. Irving always enjoyed a preference from critics. Yet even the most 

casual perusal of Irving’s bibliography demonstrates his place as a great biographer and 

innovator of the short story; however as a novelist, Irving was in no way Cooper’s equal. Cooper 

often remains left out of any serious discussion about founding figures of American literature.  

Cooper has suffered a disproportional critical neglect considering his accomplishments. 

In the twentieth century Cooper became an author who writes for children. I realize this is a 

statement easily refuted. For a moment I would like to step outside the realm of scholastics and 

try to capture something of the popular formation of Cooper’s critical heritage. I would like to 

start with the simple observation that many authors in the nineteenth century read Cooper as 

children. Francis Parkman writes, “I have always felt a special admiration for Cooper’s writings. 

They were my chosen favourites as a boy…” (Dekker and McWilliams 248). Most, of what is 

considered the first generation of American writers, were exposed to Cooper in youth. Bryant 

and Irving are a few years older than Cooper and truly his contemporary. Emerson, born in 1803 

was still by no means old in 1822 when The Spy became famous. A short survey of authors 

contributing to Cooper’s memorial will demonstrate the relative age of probable acquaintance 

with Cooper’s texts. Longfellow born 1807, Dana born 1815, Melville born 1819, and Parkman 

born 1923, all stand as second generation postcolonial American authors that read Cooper in 

formative youth. I am defining the second generation of postcolonial American authors by their 

proximity to both youth and Cooper’s Spy. For Americans Cooper’s characters are often met in 
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youth. Popular awareness of Cooper is formed in childhood through illustrated books. Cooper’s 

place as a writer for children is a stigma that spans the advent of postcolonial American literature 

and belongs to the post 1851 formation of his critical heritage.  

I use 1789 as the first year of the postcolonial American era. The year 1789 marks a fully 

ratified Constitution, George Washington’s inauguration, and Cooper birth. There are other 

justifications to start the postcolonial era at other dates. For this discussion 1789 marks the 

beginning of postcolonial American letters. First generation writers like Irving and Cooper grew 

up in a time when living memory was defined by the struggle against English rule. Revolution 

caused a break with England both cultural and political. The political break was immediate and 

successful in1789. A cultural break took more time. America’s postcolonial cultural identity was 

in the first phase of formation. The motivations of the first generation of postcolonial American 

writer is different than the second. By 1821 Cooper thought an American author could produce 

an American novel on an American subject that could spread an American Ideal. Cooper’s 

Americanism was unique and revolutionary. By 1851 Nathanial Hawthorne had published The 

Scarlet Letter and Melville Moby Dick or, The Whale. The ambitions of American letters 

eclipsed the romance as a popular literary form. It should be remembered Cooper published 

prodigiously until 1850 with his last major novel The Way of the Hour. All American authors at 

the time of Cooper’s memorial are in a sense Cooper’s contemporary. That sense being, they all 

are American writers of books published in the first half of the nineteenth century. However, 

Cooper is motivated by a new political identity seeking to justify the existence of America. 

Cooper’s political project is formed by an intellectualism more political and philosophical then 

artistic. His motivation to write political novels expressed a pragmatic and philosophical 

disposition distinctive to American thought. Proto-pragmatism or a distinctive pre-pragmatic 
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philosophical disposition is what Cooper exposed in his political project. The authors 

contributing to Cooper’s memorial turned away from proselytizing a political ideal to express an 

American identity that needed no new political justification. America could celebrate the culture 

of America without political justification in the 1850’s. When Cooper started, American 

literature had few representatives. By 1851 American literature is a realization that received 

validation upon the occasion of Cooper’s memorial. Melville and Parkman could look to a past 

that Cooper had invented for them. While Irving and Bryant lived on, Cooper’s death marked the 

first of the first generation. When Cooper died, the second generation of American literature in 

the postcolonial American era discovered they had a first generation in Cooper.  

In 1851 Cooper’s memorial marked his entrance into the American canon. The 

postcolonial American canon in 1851 is comprised of mostly living authors. The emergence of 

professional American authors and the increasing role university teaching had for new authors 

demanded Cooper be placed in a newly formed critical heritage that accounted for American 

postcolonial letters. Cooper’s critical heritage is largely English sentiment replicated by 

American attitudes that looked to England for cultural cues. In 1851 American critical heritage is 

ostensibly English. Robert Alter notes, “…Carey Perloff properly reminds us that it is writers, 

resuscitating and transforming and interacting with their predecessors, who both perpetuate and 

modify the canon, not professors or critics compiling lists of approved authors” (Kermode 7). I 

concede that writers modify a canon by producing new art and categories of literature to for 

study. But this does not account for the publishers, critics working for magazines, and professors 

representing differing disciplines, working to form new canons for institutions that represent 

different interests. Publishers anoint something called a “classic” that seem to never be out of 

print. Cooper’s Leather-Stocking Tales have met the criteria. Publishers sell books and continue 
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to sell Cooper. University critics add another level of professionalism to reading literature. 

Professors have codified Cooper’s literature. This light gloss on institutions of contemporary 

letters is meant to remind the reader Cooper’s Leather-Stocking Tales have become Cooper’s 

popular legacy. It is a heritage based on a Cooper that was formed after 1851. No individual 

scholar rediscovered Cooper the way Melville was discovered. Moby Dick, or The Whale is a 

twentieth century classic that happened to be penned in the nineteenth. Leather-Stocking has 

always been influential. Cooper has always participated in the formation of American culture. 

Cooper initiated an American canon of postcolonial literature that had no critical counterpart in 

American letters to adequately assess the full extent of Cooper’s contribution to American 

culture. Critical marginalization is why evaluations consistently overlooked Cooper participation 

in a proto-pragmatic literature. A critical heritage that formed as a result of English prejudice 

perpetuated relative neglect after 1851. The popular conception of Cooper as the author of 

Leather-Stocking has changed little in light of several generations of Cooper scholars who have 

pieced together a lasting and static portrait of one of Americas most important and influential 

literary figures.  

The significance of Cooper’s political texts can only be properly placed in context as 

literature understood within historical boundaries dictated by the realities defining Europe in the 

first half of the nineteenth century. An author centralizes, organizes, and defines the subject 

matter concerning the history of print culture. Individual authors mark the point of origin for a 

recognizable text. The circulation of texts by authors and critics then mediates a canon. 

Inevitable interactions between national cannons allow for enriched national literatures. The 

author plays a centralized role in the creation of canons while national literature cannot be 
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organized without canons. Cooper scholarship demands a strategy that initially removes the 

author from prejudice that places artificial meta-historical demands on texts.  

I study the origins of Cooper’s critical heritage. It begins a new history of a history of 

Cooper criticism. This study is concerned with recovering Cooper’s contributions to nineteenth 

century international literature and American intellectual history. It is mostly a study of the pre 

1851 Cooper. English prejudice against Cooper’s books is properly placed within the historical 

confines of Cooper’s natural life. A further study of bias and prejudice in Cooper criticism is 

warranted and would comprehensively cover the criticism and literary history of two hundred 

years. It is beyond the scope of this study. A second constraint is also worth noting. General 

Lafayette is not a focus for discussion. This choice is deliberate. Cooper’s relationship with 

Lafayette is very important. Much has been said about Cooper’s friendship with Lafayette. To do 

the subject of their relationship justice would amount to a completely different theme. I decided 

to focus on a more neglected aspect of Cooper scholarship. Namely, Cooper’s brief affiliation 

with the poet Adam Mickiewicz and Poland’s revolutionary fight for reunification and freedom.  

At the Congress of Vienna, the powers of Europe maintained the partitions of Poland. Liberating 

Poland is a political circumstance that commanded the attention of Cooper. The instance of 

Poland’s November Revolution of 1830 provides a unique historical context that illustrates 

Cooper’s political activism in action. His political activism is one component of a larger political 

project that included disseminating revolutionary ideology in political novels. Cooper’s proto-

pragmatism originates from this political project that draws on democratic activism and 

enlightenment philosophy. His proto-pragmatism is indicative of a new brand of American 

intellectualism emerging to form an American philosophical disposition.  
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Cooper had a complicated publishing history. Bibliographical evidence provides an 

accurate assessment of Cooper’s imprint publication frequency trough time. I assembled a new 

bibliography, using exhibition catalogues, existing bibliography, and data from library 

catalogues. No previous published bibliography on Cooper provided the comprehensive imprint 

list to accurately formulate a distribution frequency. Quantitative analysis of Cooper’s amended 

bibliography provides empirical data used to re-evaluate the distribution of his texts, in Europe 

and America. Cooper’s political novel represents a distinct form of Romance. The ideological 

purpose of Cooper’s political novel is social liberation. Cooper’s political novel evades the 

ideological systems of hegemony ruling Europe. Political philosophy that supported monarchy is 

resisted. The philosopher Cornell West locates a distinctly American evasion of European 

philosophy that characterized a proto-pragmatism. Cultural criticism is a distinct aspect of proto-

pragmatism. Cooper shares this evasion or resistance to all political traditions that ground 

hereditary monarchy. Ralph Waldo Emerson shares this evasion of European philosophy with 

Cooper. Evading systems of hegemony is characteristic of early American thought.  

John Dewey codified the role of moral imagination in pragmatic philosophy. According 

to Dewey, creating empathy while supplying a new avenue of possible conduct is central to the 

moral imagination. This state of empathy is potentially available to all humans as a part of a 

trans-historical condition. Empathy is a state of human nature. It allows us to take the part of the 

other. An empathetic reader shared Cooper’s concern that government can better or worsen the 

quality of life for citizens. Cooper wanted to inspire a positive empathy for people ruled by 

democratic institutions. Readers empathetic to the description of a fair government in Cooper’s 

political texts could imagine new political possibilities. An empathetic reader experienced a 

shared political interest in realizing the best government. Cooper provided a political example 
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that lead toward a potentially new political reality. The primary disseminator of political 

ideology in the nineteenth century is the printed word. Imagining the struggle against hereditary 

monarchy is a function of the political novel. Cooper’s moral imagination is a proto-pragmatic 

strategy that later pragmatists continued to describe in their own philosophical terminology. 

Cooper’s political project effectively relied on the moral imagination long before Dewey’s 

systematic articulation in pragmatic philosophy.  

This study of Cooper is interdisciplinary. It is undertaken as book history. Assembling a 

new portrait of Cooper relied on bibliography to yield the information needed to reconstruct the 

international presence of Cooper’s texts. I entered this study of Cooper by tracking the material 

history of his books. I then read Cooper’s letters and journals to place his literary texts in a 

historical context. The attempt was made to read Cooper outside of his designated place in 

literary history. Only then could I reconstruct Cooper’s authentic political project. Cooper’s 

project is part of a broad political activism that denounced hereditary monarchy and championed 

American democracy. Cooper’s new voice revealed itself from the texts he left. I then placed the 

texts into a historical context constructed from the details of Cooper’s own life. Working from 

historically grounded texts I have reassembled Cooper’s political activism and by proxy his 

larger political project. Cooper’s resistance to monarchy is an evasion of the political habits 

supporting a system of hereditary political power. The broader project is decidedly pragmatic. 

Cooper decided books would help spread democracy and aid in the struggle against oppressive 

governments. The spirit of Cooper’s political project exhibits an American intellectualism that is 

proto-pragmatic.  

Book History is a diverse decentralized discipline. Research conducted by any field 

concerned with the material reproducibility of language through iconographical codes is of 
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interest. Semiotics, reception theory, and philosophy compliment broad investigations into 

circuits of communication, histories of reading, and editorial theory. Every individual book is 

bound to a material history with the potential to contextualize a text at any point in time. The 

legitimacy of sound theory is always subordinate to the material conditions defining the 

historical situation of a text. Assessing the historical conditions dictating the production and 

dissemination of a text is the primary subject matter of book history. Bibliography, histories of 

national literatures, and works dedicated to printing and publication conspire to provide authors 

from every historical period the potential to define new material boundaries of knowledge. 

Theoretical concerns attempt to elucidate the function of material objects. Examining the 

material artifacts produced by any author is a potential act of discovery.    

The relationship between Cooper and Poland is important. After the Congress of Vienna, 

Poland remained partitioned. Many American citizens identified with Poland’s struggle for 

freedom. Cooper rushed to Paris to witness the July Revolution first hand. He was met with 

relative calm in Paris. Revolutionary activity in Paris inspired the November Revolution of 1830 

in Poland. Real war erupted in Poland. Cooper’s friendship with the poet Adam Mickiewicz 

galvanized his sympathy. Contributions for the Poles garnered support for Polish independence. 

Cooper became fully dedicated to the Polish cause. His political activity worked to reunite the 

partitioned land historically occupied by Poland’s people and language. The ultimate liberation 

of Poland is the history of a later century. However, Cooper’s small role in Poland’s November 

Revolution provides an actual revolution in which to ground a discussion of his political 

activism.  

Cooper explored political philosophy in non-fiction. His non-fiction never enjoyed the 

popularity of his fiction. Political non-fiction is where Cooper developed the ideology that 
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animated much of his fiction. Democracy is declared the best alternative to hereditary monarchy 

in Cooper’s non-fiction. Cooper’s political non-fiction is important because it provides an 

ideological foundation that supports his fiction. His political philosophy is explored in non-

fiction. Cooper is a proponent of revolutionary activity. His non-fiction explains the ideological 

objective of his fiction. Romance is the literary form Cooper borrowed to express his ideas. 

Cooper’s ideology is derived from the radical enlightenment. American democracy offered the 

population of Europe a system to replace hereditary monarchy. Cooper’s overtly political non-

fiction is important for the development of political fiction.  The impact on ideological 

dispositions in Europe is dependent on the popularity of political fiction. Cooper’s political non-

fiction did not enjoy the large distribution of his political fiction. Non-fiction does not account 

for any wide dissemination of Cooper’s ideology. Political fiction would effectively transmit 

Cooper’s political ideal. 

 This study identifies political fiction as an important variety of literary romance in the 

nineteenth century. The Spy lacked one essential ingredient needed to be classified Political 

fiction. Cooper did not intend The Spy as a book of protest or criticism. He only recognized that 

the American theme might upset English readers. The Spy is Cooper’s first international success. 

America’s revolutionary mythology filled the minds of those who read it. Cooper then 

recognized the political potential of his fiction. He realized fiction is an effective vehicle for 

disseminating the ideology of revolution. I examine Cooper’s two overtly political novels, Lionel 

Lincoln, and The Bravo. Cooper suspected that texts circulating within a population would affect 

cultural perspectives. He experimented with different literary forms hoping to identify the most 

effective voice for political and social change. Cooper did abandon novel writing was for a brief 

period. However, he continually returned to political fiction as a means to disseminate ideology. 
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Cooper’s brand of revolutionary ideology sought to replace European hereditary monarchy with 

representational democracy. He echoed the political aspirations that inspired the American 

Revolution. Cooper thought literature could mediate and influence systems of politically 

sanctioned power. Political oppression used the same language systems as those seeking freedom 

through representational government. Cooper knew language could free or enslave.  

 Pragmatism is born from American democracy. Studying the competition of ideas that 

form new beliefs is recognized as an American philosophical school. American intellectuals 

codified the tenets of pragmatism late in the nineteenth century. Louis Menand states, 

“Pragmatism is an account of the way people think – the way they come up with ideas, form 

beliefs, and reach decisions. What makes us decide to do one thing when we might do another 

thing instead? The question seems unanswerable, since life presents us with many types of 

choices, and no single explanation can be expected to cover every case” (Menand 351). The 

formation of habits and the life of imagination represent two central tenets of pragmatism. Moral 

implications of a decision is tested in the imagination before action is taken. Beliefs become 

habits that can be modified by new ideas. Pragmatism is a dynamic philosophy that seeks correct 

action.  

 Cooper is not a pragmatist. He lived a generation or two before the figures associated 

with classical American pragmatism made their contributions. However, Cooper is a proto-

pragmatist who propounded an intellectual political activism that exhibited tenets later associated 

with pragmatism. He attempted to modify political habits by supplying the imagination new 

ideas. Cooper produced political fiction to introduce alternative ideas to the imagination. I 

explore the relationship between Cooper’s political fiction and American pragmatism. Cooper’s 

intellectual actions shared major tenets with thinkers that now define classical pragmatism. 
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However, as the founder of pragmatism, Charles Sanders Peirce provides the specific variant of 

pragmatic philosophy I use to contrast Cooper’s proto-pragmatic tenets. Connecting Cooper’s 

intellectual activity with the philosophical developments is later formalized by pragmatic 

philosophy. 

Cooper used the prefaces of political novels to state the political intention of the greater 

text or story. The prefaces are meant to teach the reader Cooper’s political ideal. Living a good 

life is a pragmatic objective Cooper shared with pragmatic philosophy at the end of the century. 

Cooper repeatedly reminded readers of his political fiction that hereditary rule in its variant 

forms is hegemonic oppression. His reader was expected to recognize the injustice of their 

political situation and learn from the example set by Cooper’s American democratic ideal. 

Pragmatism describes how human beings learn from a lived experience with the material world. 

Books are material objects that disseminate ideas that modify habits. Pragmatic philosophy 

provides a description of human interaction with books. Cooper hoped the political novel would 

assist the people of Europe understand the necessity of Revolution.  

 My research revealed a Cooper that did not resemble a children’s author. The Cooper that 

my research disclosed is a political activist who proselytized American democracy in his books. I 

realize Cooper remains a complicated political and literary figure. Cooper’s political and literary 

legacy remains dependent on detractors and admirers alike. I worked to provide a biographical 

introduction to Cooper that explores thematic elements animating his political activism in a 

uniquely American intellectual tradition.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 

COOPER’S CRITICAL HERITAGE 

 
Is Cooper’s critical reputation a history of marginalization? I confront this question by 

examining Cooper’s critical heritage. I start by exploring the facts surrounding his complicated 

critical history. Cooper worked against hereditary monarchy and promoted democratic ideology 

with publications meant to spread notions of American democracy. English critics perpetrated a 

culture war that worked to marginalize American literature. 

James Fenimore Cooper’s critical heritage is bound to his historical relationship with 

Walter Scott. The marginalization of American letters during the culture war transpiring after the 

successful defeat of England won America’s Independence, and again after American victory of 

the second English invasion the War of 1812, relied on the pre-eminence of Scott as an author 

for subsequent comparison: Scott forever being by his admirers, the first and best practitioner of 

Romance i.e. first in the development of the historical novel. Literary critics established an order 

of importance based on the dubious notion that Scott is original and Cooper a mere artist who 

emulates at best the original genius.  

 Scott’s admirers would forever refer to Cooper as the American Scott. The moniker 

American Scott was a diminutive and pejorative cultural perspective that valued the historical 

precedence of England’s domination of English language writing. American letters, in the first 

third of the nineteenth century was a marginalized and internationally unrepresented form of 

England’s colonial progeny. Before 1820 the novels of Charles Brockden Brown and the early 

writing of Washington Irving was in circulation. However, only Irving during this early period 

enjoyed a literary reputation that placed him within a wide European reading community. 

Irving’s reputation was comparatively small compared to American political counterparts. 
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Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, and George Washington had an international fame no 

American literary author of the period enjoyed.  

 Brown would never achieve the positive reputation that Irving would ultimately garner in 

Europe. Like Brown, Cooper was widely identified as a novelist. Irving was no prolific novelist. 

A teller of tales, social commentary, history and biography was Irving’s offering to the public. 

He nearly always presented a quasi-historical humor or imaginative rendering indicative of a 

comic work, such as The History of New York. Biography did offer Irving’s reader a seriousness 

that approached scholarship and did transcend mere entertainment. However, Irving always 

sought to entertain. Cooper by contrast was a political philosopher, historian, and literary 

novelist whose eminence was a perceived threat to the status of Scott and English letters. The 

rise of Cooper’s influence is not fully explained historically by the critical response of any 

nations literally elite. Cooper’s influence originates from an ability to directly transmit the 

rubrics of the politically liberating story of American democracy, by way of the novel, to the 

imaginations of a European populous bound to the tyranny of hereditary monarchy in all its 

forms.  

 Providing a historical memory to a people, mythologized though it was for any 

population culturally identifying themselves with either England or Scotland, is part of the great 

significance of Scott’s historical fictions. Cooper provided American people with a cultural 

memory that captured the new political realities and freedoms as consequences of republican 

democracy. The moral imagination of Cooper’s reading public rehearsed the newly founded 

American mythology that triumphed freedom from bondage to the King of England. Scott 

championed the dignity of Scottish identity through mythologizing Scottish history in his 

Waverley Novels. Scotland served an English King that claimed the cultural heritage and literary 
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productivity of all the people under the King’s rule. Cooper served the freedom of expression 

granted by a new political experiment in the form of republican democracy.  

 By the time Cooper and Scott met in 1826, America had successfully defended itself 

from subjugation to England twice. Animosity between the two nations would not be resolved or 

formally normalized until late in the nineteenth century. Literature had become a cultural 

hallmark that designated aspects of identity and pride to an emergent sense of nationality. 

Cooper represented the first American novelist to rival an English counterpart in productivity, 

quality of style, and international popularity. Cooper and Scott represented the first critical front 

in a literary culture war that quickly lead to American letters demarcating itself from English 

identity.  

 The perceived confrontation between Scott and Cooper left a critical legacy that did 

much to malign Cooper’s reputation and provide a dichotomy that bound the two authors 

together for nearly two hundred years. A better understanding of Cooper and Scott’s actual 

relationship will help extricate Cooper from Scott’s cultural shadow. The perceived animosity 

between Cooper and Scott had an origin deriving from two unrequited favors on Scott’s part and 

a typographical transmission error in the first printing of Scott’s diary. The error solicited a very 

public response from Cooper that galvanized the perceived rift between the Romancers. A 

culture war for literary eminence and the antagonism, well founded or not, between two of the 

world’s most popular novelists provided the foundation for Cooper’s critical legacy whose 

conversation remains little changed from the nineteenth century.  

 In the months preceding the first meeting between Cooper and Scott, financial realities 

ostensibly polarized the personal circumstances of the two men. The year 1826 represents an 

important year for both Cooper and Scott. In 6 years Cooper had achieved international fame as 
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America’s greatest novelist. In 1826 Cooper released The Last of The Mohicans; ultimately, his 

most famous and popular novel. In the same year Cooper moved his family to Europe for a 

prolonged stay from July 1826 to November 1833. Cooper’s financial prospects and influence as 

a public figure was on the ascendancy in 1826. Scott by contrast was panicked by the prospect of 

financial ruin and public humiliation. Unfettered spending, borrowing, and irresponsible 

financial decisions placed Scott’s partners and family in peril and many people new the truth by 

the time Scott sought Cooper’s audience at his hotel in the Rue St. Maur in Paris. Robert Cadell, 

Archibald Constable, and the Ballantyne brothers were liable for much of Scott’s debt.  

 Scott’s publishing associates suffered terribly. Only Robert Cadell emerged relatively 

unscathed and emerged in financial security in his old age. John Ballantyne escaped by having 

already died in 1821. Sandy and his brother James Ballantyne was hit hard by the settling of 

affairs. Archibald Constable was ruined in the way Scott feared for himself and his family. 

Constable lost his grand house, horses, furniture, and every personal possession. As a book seller 

he amassed a valuable collection of first editions that suffered liquidation. All 13 of the original 

manuscripts Scott presented Constable, cherished as they were, and had to be sold at auction. 

Constable’s wife and eight children found themselves relegated to a few modest rooms. Close 

business associates of Scott faced devastating setbacks as 1826 drew to a close.  

 Scott’s impending financial ruin was information Cooper garnered from several 

knowledgeable sources. His American publisher Henry Carey appraised Cooper from 

information given by the English publisher John Miller, who put out England’s first edition of 

The Last of The Mohicans; gossip was transferred between colleges across the ocean. Cooper 

informed Henry Carey of the circumstances of Scott’s financial woes was well known and 

understood. The source of Cooper’s confidence in knowledge of Scott’s affairs is likely 
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attributed to Cooper’s friendship with Charles Wilkes. As a connected banker, Wilkes had 

friends associated with England’s credit and banking system. Scott’s financial distress was a 

known foible. Likely, Cooper knew more about Scott’s financial predicament than any publisher 

in America.  

 On the 3rd of November Cooper was leaving his Hotel and passed a man going up the 

stairs. Cooper felt a sense of recognition and upon inquiry discovered Scott had come for a visit. 

They greeted each other in French. The Princess Galitzin had informed Scott of Cooper’s 

whereabouts. At the first meeting Scott professed an assertion that he himself was the author of 

the novels Waverley. He also confirmed Cooper’s suspicion of serious financial woes. It is 

apparent that Scott and Cooper discussed anecdotal paths for rectification of Scott’s financial 

affairs. Cooper reports that within days two breakfast’s and one other nondescript meeting had 

ensued before Galitzin held a party for Scott; presumably a gift before his return to England. 

Years later this party would serve as a source of contention between Cooper and a long dead 

Walter Scott. However, the important and salient issue from this initial meeting was Cooper’s 

dedication to securing Scott revenue from American sales of Scott’s anticipated new biography 

of Napoleon. Scott seemed to regard Cooper’s gesture as a much appreciated unrealistic 

provocation.  

 Scott and his publishing associates hoped that The Life of Napoleon Bonaparte would 

supply the capital to pay off debts after monumental collective financial transgressions. In 

November of 1826 Scott told Cooper of his financial troubles; only the severity of the losses was 

unknown. Cooper’s enthusiasm for the possibility of securing revenue from American sales of 

The Life of Napoleon Bonaparte did little to convince Scott of the proposal as a saving grace. In 

1826 America guaranteed Copy Right only to American citizens first registering in the United 
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States. Cooper entrusted a plea to Carey and Lea, his American publishing firm, on behalf of 

Scott to essentially do what is necessary to guaranty Scott revenue from American publishing 

and sales; of specifically, The Life of Napoleon Bonaparte. Essentially, the biography could have 

been copyrighted in America under the name of a citizen and the profits secured for Scott. The 

concern Cooper demonstrated for Scott’s well-being can be attributed to admiration of the 

Waverley Novels and the general concern for all authors who receive no gratuity for hard creative 

work. Cooper could ultimately do little more than suggest to Henry Carey gentlemanly conduct 

concerning the distribution of revenue garnered from Scott and every other English writer re-

published in America. Scott thought the whole affair a kindly gesture. Cooper would feel Scott’s 

ingratitude by the lack of acknowledgement for attempting to help. The competitive animosity 

between the two authors left Scott feeling appreciated and big brotherly while Cooper ultimately 

understood his efforts as unappreciated and ineffectual. Both circumstances were a source of 

discontent for Cooper and marked the first unrequited gesture of goodwill. 

 Early in 1826 Cooper, on the recommendation of DeWitt Clinton, visited the secretary of 

state Henry Clay in Washington. Cooper had an interest in securing a diplomatic position with 

the government. An official capacity as representative of the American government offered 

Cooper a perception of greater security and mobility while traveling in Europe for himself and 

his family. Clay initially offered Cooper minister to Sweden. On further discussion Clay also 

suggested creating for Cooper a consulate at Lyon, France. Cooper chose consul to Lyon as this 

appointment would grant the diplomatic privileges he sought without the responsibilities 

delegated to a minister of a country like Sweden. The senate approved the commission that was 

signed on May 10th by Henry Clay and president John Quincy Adams making Cooper the first 

American consul of Lyon.  
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 Cooper conducted the affairs of consul in absentia. Achille Bousquet of Lyon acted as 

consular agent for Cooper. From February through March of 1828 Cooper spent time in England. 

Scott’s wife Charlotte and brother in law Charles were born in Lyon, France. For legal reasons 

Scott needed the baptismal records of Charlotte and Charles to show place and record of birth. 

On learning of Cooper’s position as consul of Lyon for America Scott inquired after Cooper’s 

ability to obtain the needed records. Cooper offered his service in the matter of obtaining the 

certificates. After returning to Paris Cooper received information for Scott and sent him a copy 

of Charlotte’s parish birth record and offered the continued search for information on Charles by 

Cooper’s agent in Lyon. Scott was very grateful and cordially invited Cooper and his family to 

visit the next time they traveled to England. The intervention on behalf of Walter Scott stands as 

the singular known civic act Cooper made for an individual in his capacity as consul. On 

September 28th in 1828 Cooper wrote Henry Clay and resigned as consul of Lyon and closed the 

office. Throughout the first half of the nineteenth century Lyon remained a prosperous and 

important financial hub for the distribution of goods. Cooper had no appreciable political or 

diplomatic impact as American consul in Lyon.  

 The consulate office was soon re-opened. Subsequent consul’s provided official 

documentation relating the history and activities of the Lyon consulate to the state department. 

Records at the National Archive in Maryland show the general neglect of the Lyon consulate 

until Daniel Webster served the first of two non-congruent appointments as secretary of state, 

starting in 1841. Webster recognized the economic importance of the region and dispatches from 

Lyon were issued with regularity and relations with the region formalized. The earliest synopses 

of the consulates activities, written by a subsequent consul, mention the first consul as only a 

relative of the novelist James Fenimore Cooper. This error illustrates the haphazard informalities 
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of early diplomatic service. Even the record of Cooper’s resignation is not in the state department 

records from Lyon. The document is in the American counselor dispatches from Marseilles.  

 Cooper’s fame as an author resolved the need of a diplomatic appointment. The ease of 

obtaining introductions and travel allowed Cooper to re-evaluate the potential responsibilities of 

diplomatic service. Restrictions of travel Cooper envisaged for his family in Europe never 

materialized.  

 In subsequent years the relationship between Cooper and Scott slowly eroded. Cooper 

well understood the familiar quip referring to him as the American Scott was derogatory. He also 

recognized Scott did nothing to publicly recognize the legitimacy of Cooper’s originality. And 

Scott certainly found no reason to champion American letters in general. During the few years of 

Cooper’s actual acquaintance with Scott no deep affection, mentorship, or nostalgia seems to 

have resulted. Scott thought Cooper excelled in the sea tale. He is known to have read The Pilot. 

Scott admired a theatrical performance of the book in which the plot was reversed and British got 

the upper hand of the Americans. Cooper’s American literary subject matter did not particularly 

interest Scott.  

 After Scott’s death in 1832, John Gibson Lockhart, son-in law of Scott, published the 

1837 first edition of Scott’s diary named Memoirs of the Life of Sir Walter Scott. Cooper read 

with interest the period covering his acquaintance with Scott. He found the work objectionable as 

to facts and suspected Lockhart of poorly editing the manuscripts. The entry for November 3rd in 

1826 briefly mentions Scott’s meeting with Cooper. Scott noted, “This man, who has shown so 

much genius, has a good deal of manners, or want of manners, particular to his countrymen” 

(Beard 318, Vol.3). The want of “manners” comment appears to have greatly offended Cooper. 

In April of 1838 Cooper drafted a response that was published in The Knickerbocker. Cooper 
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vehemently regaled the facts as he remembered them with accompanying letters as proof. That 

Scott noted Cooper’s rudeness in a diary was an outrage.  

 Cooper felt betrayed by a man whose interests he had worked for in good faith. The help 

procuring Charlotte and Charles’ birth records became a second bitter point of contention. As 

before, Cooper felt no recognition for the work attempting to secure money for Scott from 

American publishing rights. By 1838 the degree of Scott’s involvement in the ruin of Archibald 

Constable and the Ballantyne brothers was published and widely known. Cooper no longer 

regarded Scott as a man of good character. The Knickerbocker article offered a venue for Cooper 

to publicly ridicule Scott. Cooper questioned Scott’s boasting, in his diary, and of grand 

conversation between himself and Mme. de Boufflers, at Princess Gulitzin’s party in 1826. No 

such conversation was witnessed by Cooper who was at the party. The improbability of intimate 

conversation, Cooper wrote, was a result of Scott’s inability to speak French with any 

competence and the fact Mme. de Boufflers spoke no English. Cooper wrote the article to further 

expose Scott’s questionable character and tarnish his memory.  

 The total break of Cooper’s regard for Scott was caused by a typographical transmission 

error perpetrated by Lockhart while editing his father-in-law’s diary. It is likely the error was 

simply a mistake that harbored no ill will. Scott actually wrote in his diary, “manner, or want of 

manner, peculiar to his countrymen.” The “s” that Lockhart added in the edit transformed the 

passage from a general remark meaning Cooper’s manner was of a typical American into an 

insult accusing Cooper of rudeness and ill manners. Future editions of Lockhart’s work would 

continue to distribute the false diary entry. The Journal of Sir Walter Scott published by David 

Douglas corrected the transmission error in 1890. Cooper’s opinion of Scott and Lockhart 

continued to deteriorate as time distanced the acquaintances. He later acknowledged interest in 
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fair international copyright laws while distancing himself from his effort to help Scott gain an 

American copyright for Napoleon.  

 In November of 1828 Cooper wrote his friend William Branford Shubrick; remarking, 

“Lockhart is a scamp for treating the Ballantynes as he has, Scott was a bigger, as he knew all 

along the injustice the world was doing them on his account, and yet who put on air of 

magnanimous forgiveness of the wrong they had done him! Mark my words- posterity will 

regard Scott as I have written him down” (Beard 347, Vol.3). Until the end of his life, Cooper 

would hold Walter Scott in contempt certain the Scotsman’s questionable character and financial 

transgressions was revealed to the public.  

 Scott and Cooper’s relationship and subsequent dispute is the first in a long line of 

historicized attempts to place the authors into the correct critical juxtaposition. The known facts 

concerning Scott and Cooper’s acquaintance reveal much of the animosity the fault of nebulous 

diary entries, Lockhart’s editorial error, and cooper’s need to set before the world a true record 

for posterity. However, the actual time the two authors spent together in society both in England 

and France can be deemed respectful and congenial. The tension separating the American from 

the Scotsman is synonymous with the cultural tensions dividing American cultural ascendancy 

and English suppression. 

At the time of his death, peers recognized Cooper as an original American author that 

pressed his craft into the service of an evolving and dynamic Democracy. Memorial services 

were organized to celebrate the accomplishments of J. Fenimore Cooper. Washington Irving 

attended one of three memorial services organized in New York City. Many American notables 

contributed to Cooper’s memorial. Daniel Webster led a commemorative gathering on a cold 

night in February 1852, where William Cullen Bryant addressed an audience assembled to 
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appreciate the life of America’s first post-colonial writer. What are the accomplishments 

Cooper’s peers celebrated? The answer: the memorials celebrated the existence of a post-colonial 

American literature.  

Participants looked on Cooper’s memorial as the beginning of an established American 

post-colonial literary heritage. Cooper represents the first generation of American post-colonial 

literary figures to stand for America internationally. The notion of post-colonial literature is 

considered, for this study, the period after the full ratification of the Constitution, and the 

inauguration of George Washington as president. The year 1789 serves as a suitable beginning of 

the post-colonial era. Cooper gave the new Republic a literary voice that is unapologetic of a 

post-colonial America and politically charged. Even Cooper’s popular fiction acted as a symbol 

opposing hereditary monarchy and forwarding representational democracy.  

Authors that contributed to the memorial services understood Cooper’s life work 

represented the first internationally recognizable body of post-colonial American novels. The 

memorial provided both the first and second generation of post-colonial American authors a 

historical literary past marked by Cooper’s passing. With the death of Cooper, American post-

colonial literature had the recognizable beginning of a past. William Cullen Bryant and 

Washington Irving share the distinction, with Cooper, as first generation post-colonial American 

writers. But they lived long enough to contribute to Cooper’s memorial. This is important 

because Cooper’s memorial testimony lets us understand Cooper’s reputation at the time of his 

death.  

Cooper’s memorial represents the high point of his critical reputation. Testimonials given 

to Cooper’s memorial attest to Cooper’s status as a role model. American authors did not 

emulate Cooper stylistically. Cooper represented American literature on an international scale. 
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During his lifetime Cooper enjoyed enviable popularity among readers and sold many books in 

many editions. The participants of Cooper’s memorial hailed Cooper as the founder America’s 

post-colonial literature. Authors contributing to Cooper’s memorial knew that the post-colonial 

period represented a unique time when American accomplishments were expressions of a new 

political experiment that defied the political systems distributing power and authority in Europe. 

Memorial contributors understood that Cooper asserted the existence of American literature to an 

international audience at a time when America’s political future was not considered a certainty 

by major powers in Europe. While traveling in Switzerland in 1828, Cooper wrote his friend 

Luther Bradish, stating, “There is one thing which I think cannot be pressed too strongly on the 

minds of the American people. Although Europeans in general are too much occupied with their 

own affairs to think or care much about us, it is not so with their governments. If England and 

France did not hate each other, they would unite in policy, and at the first good opportunity, in 

force, to crush us” (Beard 287, Vol.1).  Critics reporting on new literature in journals and 

newspapers did not generally praise Cooper’s writing. There is a recognizable disconnect 

between Cooper’s general popularity and critical reputation. American reliance on England for 

cultural and literary guidance is the most easily recognizable cause of the marginalization of 

Cooper’s accomplishments as an author. In 1820, Cooper started publishing at a time when 

American literature, such as it existed in Europe, was essentially viewed as an extension of 

English literature. Precaution, Cooper’s first novel, represented an English form of popular 

writing intended as a past time activity. In the early decades of the nineteenth century a novel 

denoted a less serious literature that did not reflect beneficial reading habits associated with 

reading the classics, law, history, or medicine.   
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The assemblages represented new voices expressing the aspirations of a democracy still 

in the making. Bryant notes, “We may learn, from the history of [Cooper’s] life, to employ the 

faculties we possess with useful activity and noble aims” (Dekker and McWilliams 246). 

Cooper’s texts provided a unique American voice for a new generation of writers. The first 

notions, of a nationalistic literature, were founded on the international success Cooper enjoyed. 

His texts mediated the future prospect of a national literature and the character of nationhood. 

Bryant observed, “we may copy his magnanimous frankness, his disdain of every thing that 

wears the faintest semblance of deceit, his refusal to comply with current abuses, and the courage 

with which, on all occasions, he asserted what he deemed the truth, and combated what he 

thought error” (Dekker and McWilliams 246).  

Letters were submitted and read at commemorative gatherings that celebrated Cooper’s 

many literary accomplishments. Cooper was regarded as an original influence seeding an 

American national literature. Many of Cooper’s contemporaries felt obliged to pay homage. 

Authors recognized Cooper as a diverse writer whose contributions exceeded fiction. The 

democratic politician George Bancroft noted, “Great as [Cooper] was in the department of 

romantic fiction, he was not less deserving of praise in that of history” (Dekker and McWilliams 

245). Cooper excelled in both formal history and fiction. Historical narrative supported some 

important components of Cooper’s fictional writing. Bancroft observes, “In Lionel Lincoln he 

has described the battle of Bunker Hill better than it is described in any other work. In his Naval 

History of the United States, he has left us the most admirable composition of which any nation 

could boast on a similar subject” (Dekker and McWilliams 245). Contemporaries understood that 

history and fiction were at times conflated to bolster the prerogatives, which aspired to provide 
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broad cultural values, within Cooper’s strong visual narratives. Cooper demonstrated the fact 

contemporary history could be taught and delivered to a community of readers through fiction.  

Memorial testimonies were expressed with a sense of national pride. Many Americans 

recognized Cooper’s standing as an original literary voice representing the potential of American 

letters. Richard Henry Dana wrote, “Many of us can remember how we were stirred on the first 

appearance of the Spy, and how we connected the man with his work– for then our writers were 

few, and what they wrote brought them with the interest and life of individuality before our 

minds” (Dekker and McWilliams 245). In the minds of many Americans Cooper’s popularity 

was equated with the success of the national literature. Cooper was recognized by some, at the 

time of his death, as a purely American author that acted as a defender of national dignity. Dana 

implored, “dwell upon his open, manly, energetic nature, and upon that reliance and civil 

courage (much too rare amongst us) which would, with equal freedom, speak out in the face of 

the people, whether they were friendly or adverse?” (Dekker and McWilliams 246) The nation 

had recognized in 1852 that Cooper’s novels provided a legacy acting in the service of 

democracy and the Republic.  

Novelists were well represented at Cooper’s memorial. G.P.R. James, William Gilmore 

Simms, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and Herman Melville all submitted material honoring Cooper’s 

literary accomplishments. Historians, public thinkers, and poets also contributed. A conspicuous 

topical feature was the emphasis on Cooper’s nationality, being as important to the 

commemoration, as the quality of a lived literary enterprise. The essayist and lecturer Ralph 

Waldo Emerson confessed, “I never had the good fortune to see Mr. Cooper; but I have, in 

common with almost all who speak English, an old debt to him of happy days, on the first 

appearance of the Pioneers” (Dekker and McWilliams 246). The quality of Cooper’s prose was 
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considered by the celebrants a national gift to the world. Being American and a great writer 

could be one and the same. Historian Francis Parkman stated, “I may say, without exaggeration, 

that Cooper has had an influence in determining the course of my life and pursuits” (Dekker and 

McWilliams 248). American writers had lost a role model and a representative of international 

repute on the occasion of Cooper’s death. Poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow observed, “I was 

in no country of Europe where the name of Cooper was not familiarly known. In some of them 

he stands as almost the sole representative of our literature” (Dekker and McWilliams 246). 

Cooper’s international fame verified the fact a United States of America did have a literature.  

The commemorative meetings were a celebration that memorialized both Cooper’s life 

and America’s literary ascendance. Political independence was the subtext that underscored 

Cooper’s texts. Authors at the commemorative assembly recognized Cooper’s important 

contribution being a new and important expression of American identity. Realizing international 

celebrity, combined with the fact Cooper happened to be American, was not what founded 

lasting importance. The independent voracity defending prerogatives of a young republic, in the 

face of disapproving political forces, consolidated Cooper’s continuing relevance. Resistance to 

Cooper’s independent democratic ideology was reflective of the difficult political relationship 

between the recently formed United States of America and the former colonial masters. A 

paradox is disclosed when it is tacit that a remarkable literary popularity in England, and 

throughout Europe, co-exists with the brand of revolutionary dogma Cooper espoused. A 

complicated political message was transmitted within a popular medium. Resolving the paradox 

cannot be achieved by simply attempting to separate the reading tastes of the proletariat and the 

aristocracy. Dissolving the discord between the transmission and reception of Cooper’s texts on 
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the European continent is synonymous with the story of the political novel during the Age of 

Revolution.  

Francis Parkman published an article on the works of Cooper in the North American 

Review. The remarks serve as an authoritative contemporary critical account of Cooper’s literary 

reputation in 1852. Unfortunately, literary criticism during Cooper’s working life was often little 

more than biased critique. However, contemporaries that witnessed Cooper’s fame abroad 

recognized the reach of international acclaim achievable in one lifetime. Cooper’s texts were 

broadly distributed. Parkman notes, “We have seen some of them, well-thumbed and worn, at a 

little village in a remote mountain district of Sicily; and in Naples and Milan, the bookstalls bear 

witness that L’ Ultimo dei Mohecanni is still a popular work” (Dekker and McWilliams 249). 

Literature was an important point of pride serving to expand the recognized cultural and political 

interests of both America and England. Political autonomy had been achieved by the United 

States while conceding a sense of cultural subservience. Parkman expressed the relationship 

between England and the United States by stating, “In respect to every department of active life, 

the United States are fully emancipated from their ancient colonial subjection. They can plan, 

invent, and achieve for themselves, and this, too, with a commanding success. But in all the finer 

functions of thought, in all matters of literature and taste, we are still essentially provincial” 

(Dekker and McWilliams 260). Literature was a weapon in a cultural war where England felt 

national superiority diminished by the success of individual American authors. In 1852, 

American literature was still in a critical state of development that invited England to subjugate 

and oppress any uniquely expressive or creative voice. 

A newly founded literature relied on the expressive works produced by a developing 

American identity. Cooper’s identity is grounded on an ideological disposition that expressed the 
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singular political position representing a people with no monarch. Culturally prejudiced criticism 

was marked by a visibly nationalist language that exposed literary critics who championed 

English writers. Preference was generously distributed to those writers who were born on the 

continent of Europe. However, contemporary American observers acknowledged an intellectual 

and cultural debt to England. Parkman understood, “England once held us in a state of political 

dependency. That day is past; but she still holds us in intellectual dependency far more complete. 

Her thoughts become our thoughts, by a process unconscious, but inevitable” (Dekker and 

McWilliams 260). The United States represented a resolved political entity that was opposed to 

monarchy. Novels proved to be a literary inheritance whose legitimacy was recognized by 

competing political interests. Despite political differences, Cooper’s popularity in England’s 

domain was extensive. Parkman stated, “In England, these American novels have been eagerly 

read and transformed into popular dramas; while cheap and often stupidly mutilated editions of 

them have been circulated through all her colonies, garrisons, and naval stations, from New 

Zealand to Canada” (Dekker and McWilliams 249). Cooper’s texts, in 1852, had been 

thoroughly disseminated throughout England’s empire. The evident political demarcation 

between imperial powers and their former colonies also separated the cultural interests of related 

national literatures.  

American Revolution, as a successful enterprise, had divided the expectations between 

readers on the European continent and the newly founded United States. Cooper’s literary critics 

were cognizant of the rift. Speaking of The Spy, an anonymous British critic in July 1826 

observed, “to represent an English colonel as a mere petty-larceny knave, deficient in common 

spirit, is a ridiculous attempt. With the exception of this piece of bad judgment, Mr. Cooper, 

though touching on inflammable matter, has not overstept the limits of that reasonable partiality 
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to his own country” (Dekker and McWilliams 68).  Comments pertaining to Cooper’s writing 

often expressed indignant nationalism in the face of American independence despite political 

discord and revolutionary activity in Europe. In March of 1823 an unsigned review of Cooper 

concludes, “you have inflicted a task upon the patience of many of your fair readers, who dare 

not remain in ignorance of ‘the new American novel;’ certain prodigiously wise critics have 

pronounced you dull, and the learned fraternity of dandies, have voted you incontinently a sad 

bore!” (Dekker and McWilliams 72). America’s reliance on England as an intellectual and 

cultural influence would begin to erode.  

Twenty years after the appearance of his first reviews, Cooper expressed the situation to 

literary journalist Rufus Wilmot Griswold, complaining, “This country must outgrow its 

adulation of foreigners, Englishmen in particular, as children outgrow the rickets” (Beard 306, 

Vol.4). Some American journalists did recognize Cooper’s nationalism as an attribute. In 

December of 1824, an unsigned review of The Pilot in the New-York Mirror states, “we cannot 

avoid taking a deep interest in every thing which tends to generate a binding national spirit in 

their citizens, and to awaken in them a well-grounded pride in their own feats, as well as in their 

own institutions. And this is manifestly one of the objects nearest to the heart of our author” 

(Dekker and McWilliams 74). J.F. Cooper and Washington Irving were almost the sole 

representatives of American letters circulating throughout continental Europe and the near east in 

1824. Even at this early date, patriotism was a subject that critics sympathetic to American 

ideology did willingly express. 

Washington Irving, early on, courted the suspicions of reviewers concerned with 

monarchal apologists currying favoritism with European readers. The New-York Mirror of 

December 1824 stated, “Washington Irving, it must be allowed, has written what will please 
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every where; appreciate the high destinies of his country, he has flattered the prejudices of 

Europe, while Cooper, in the Spy, and the Pilot, on grounds equally patriotic and magnanimous, 

has been rousing the just pride and best energies of America” (Dekker and McWilliams 74). 

British critics who consecrated an aristocratic sensibility of national letters disapproved of 

Cooper and everything that upheld the dignity of American literature. A shared language allowed 

the nuance of distrust to circulate effectively. England and America had perceived common 

literary interests, while maintaining divided political sympathies, in the first half of the 

nineteenth century.  

Cooper longed to express a national identity the young country could be proud of. After 

the appearance of Cooper’s Spy, almost immediate comparison with Sir Walter Scott’s novels 

ensued. In the North American Review of July 1822, W.H. Gardiner states, “There is no 

compliment, in that unmeaning adulation, which has styled the author of the Spy the Scott of 

America; nor do we think public sentiment, in this part of the country, will bear out a pretension 

so extravagant” (Dekker and McWilliams 63). With a first success came the comparison with 

Scott that would plague critical critiques throughout Cooper’s life. American critics, during 

Cooper’s lifetime, often agreed on many positive and distinguishing characteristics of his 

writing. Unfortunately, Scott was viewed as a master of Romance while Cooper remained in 

apprenticeship. Some British critics would write positive commentary while maintaining 

Cooper’s secondary importance. In the Edinburgh Review of October 1829, William Hazlitt 

wrote, “We thank Mr. Cooper he does not take everything from us, and therefore we can learn 

something from him. He has the saving grace of originality” (Dekker and McWilliams 159). 

American literature had no champion that was not perceived as owing a debt to texts of British 

origin. Hazlitt would inevitably hold Scott as an aesthetic example that American novelists 
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should look toward. After Cooper’s death critical sentiments remained unchanged. Even 

Parkman said in 1852, “There is one great writer with whom Cooper has been often compared, 

and the comparison is not void of justice; for though, on the whole, far inferior, there are certain 

high points of literary excellence in regard to which he may contest the palm with Sir Walter 

Scott” (Dekker and McWilliams 249). British and American critics often agreed that Cooper held 

a lower rank of literary excellence when compared to Scott. 

During Cooper’s lifetime two factors guided the direction of critical analysis. First, Scott 

was the literary predecessor who was widely viewed as codifying and perfecting the Romance 

novel. The reading tastes of the early Republic favored the literary form Scott successfully 

popularized. American print historian John Tebbel understood, “No American writer could begin 

to compete with the demand for his works, which one Northern bookseller declared he had to 

supply by the trainload. Scott was equally popular in the North, of course, but it was a fire that 

burned wild and died quickly, while in the South it lingered” (Tebbel 205, Vol. 1). Cooper chose 

to emulate a literary form the young country had embraced. Americans recognized their 

indebtedness to the British for defining standards of excellence in most cultural endeavors.  

The second factor guiding analysis was that critics of Cooper’s texts were proponents of a 

bias created by the hostility and antagonism generated from the political discordance between the 

former colony and its parent nation. Between the Treaty of Paris in 1783 and the 1871 Treaty of 

Washington, the new Republic experienced an unfriendly and tenuous relationship with the 

British Empire. Kathleen Burk noted, “For Americans, it was a time of fundamental uncertainty. 

Would the United States continue to exist in an unfriendly world? The unshakeable assumption 

was that Great Britain disliked intensely the loss of her colonies, and would do whatever she 

could to undermine the new state” (Burk 190). British critics participated in the general 
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animosity by attempting to subjugate the emerging literary culture of America. Cooper’s 

effective utilization of American themes, as subject matter, was never embraced by a literary 

society whose goal was championing purely English writing. Great popularity, for Cooper, was a 

result of popular acceptance. However, the professional world of letters reflected the ethos of the 

time and solicited a cold reception for Cooper. Aggrandizing Scott was ultimately a lingering 

manifestation of colonial oppression.  

Literary critics in the 1820’s had recognized Cooper’s strong propensity to proselytize 

and praise republican values. Reviewers attributed Cooper’s originality to the use of American 

ideology, myth, and history. Early critics had difficulty treating novels with any intellectual 

continuity. No prevailing literary theory animated a discussion within the circle of reviewers 

interested in Cooper’s writing. Preferences for certain subject matter by 1830 did became 

commonplace. Reviewers evoked arbitrary partiality for sea tales opposed to other work. Critics, 

writing during Cooper’s lifetime, had been intent on arbitrating literary tastes and proclaiming 

the death of literary fads. Scott’s primary influence was providing the conventions of a genre that 

Cooper applied to wholly new themes. Fashionable reading habits and literary success would be 

measured against the tenuous standards set by literary commentators. 

By the 1830’s Cooper had established a precedent that marked his indifference to critical 

literary reviews. John P. McWilliams states, “Cooper’s indifference to literary criticism of his 

novels must be sharply distinguished from his resentment of political criticism of his works and 

from his prosecution of political defamations of his character” (Dekker and McWilliams 14). 

Intellectual independence from the old world was a political and ideological measurement of 

progress for Cooper. In fiction and non-fictional works, Cooper expressed a deliberate 

demarcation between the ideology guiding American and European governance. Emphasis on 
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political differences was how Cooper expressed the separation. American reviewers, by 1840, 

were critical of republican politics being overtly expressed within Romances. Curiously, the 

historical Romance was perceived to be apolitical. British critics had a propensity to, simply, 

ignore Cooper’s political works. Cooper’s efforts were rewarded by a large group of critics that 

disregarded his accomplishments and daring. England’s intellectual relationship with Cooper 

would remain strained long after his death. 

Journals in America and Europe provided Cooper a critical heritage hampered by a 

legacy of inconsistent analysis. Newspapers proved even more damaging to Cooper’s reputation. 

John P. McWilliams observed, “Their newspaper reviews combined sarcasm, innuendo, 

distortion and lies into an effective defamation. The same charges were endlessly repeated: 

Cooper’s early novels were only amusing extravaganzas, but are superior to anything he has 

written since he turned his back on America in 1826” (Dekker and McWilliams 16). Cooper was 

vilified for having moved his family to Europe in 1826. Whig editors perpetuated an indictment 

of Cooper’s writing and character. By claiming Cooper’s sales were declining detractors could 

undermine the perception of general popularity with the reading public. Also, Scott and Irving 

were cited as superior literary examples that Cooper failed to equal in quality, subject, and style.  

Cooper’s first generation of critics, in both journals and newspapers, recognized a 

preoccupation with republican political ideology. The politics of democracy was bound to a 

variety of literary forms by Cooper. Novels, political philosophy, and satire is employed. Social 

criticism was directed at anyone conspiring or participating in governments that did not aspire to 

Cooper’s republican values. Americans and Europeans were all subject to Cooper’s criticism. 

Preserving the republic and the freedoms of citizens against tyranny and monarchy was the 

binding principle motivating Cooper’s work. Self-critique was a new and misunderstood right 
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that often upset Cooper’s fellow Americans. John P. McWilliams understands, “Because critics 

could not grasp that the republic could be criticized according to republican standards, they 

concluded that Cooper must be un-American. Secondly, they evidently feared that Cooper’s 

portrait of America would be welcomed and believed in England” (Dekker and McWilliams 21). 

Cooper’s texts sought to explain the political existence of a new republic. Political and social 

criticism acted to help a young America understand and define itself.  

Complaints and praise of Cooper, in America, generally echoed the opinions voiced in 

England. In France Cooper enjoyed an intellectual comradeship with many that celebrated the 

new republic as a political ally. Cooper enjoyed Le Globe’s recognition of intellectual and 

political integrity notably withheld by the animosity expressed in British journals. Le Globe, in 

June of 1827, expressed Scott’s questionable political ethic noting, “One tiredly observes Scott’s 

perpetual impartiality between papism and reformation, between Tories and Whigs, between 

revolutionaries and men in power, between religious or civil liberties and doctrines of loyalty or 

service, and, finally, between all those ideas which ennoble man and all those ideas which 

enslave him” (Dekker and McWilliams 128). Reviewers in Paris recognized the attempt, on the 

part of British journals, to marginalize Cooper by inflating Scott’s reputation. Scott is recognized 

as politically nebulous and impartial. Cooper is a champion of his republic and all democratic 

representative governments. Also, Le Globe recognized the propensity of English language 

journals to equate the historical Romance with Scott leaving all other practitioners of the genre 

as mere secondary copies. An intellectual class that valued republicanism defended Cooper’s 

popularity in France. Cooper was contrasted with Scott, in 1827, as Le Globe printed, “Cooper 

writes as citizen and philosophical man at the same time. In him one finds human reason that is 

remarkably free of prejudice, enlightened moral feeling, profound faith in liberty, in equality, in 
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religion, in his country, in the dignity of human nature – in everything that is good and generous 

in human nature” (Dekker and McWilliams 128). The attempt, on Cooper’s part to champion 

individualism, revolutionary democratic values, and self-critique, was appreciated by some 

French intellectuals.  

Favorability for Cooper’s writing in France lasted well beyond his death. However, 

Cooper’s literary career unavoidably suffered continuous comparison to Scott in literary circles. 

Balzac, who could only read Cooper and Scott in French, preferred Scott while maintaining a 

muted admiration for Cooper. A friend of Balzac, George Sand, held Cooper in higher regard. 

Sand, in 1856, wrote, “Cooper could, indeed must, have been influenced by Scott’s form, by his 

method. What more apt example could he have taken? A style, when it is good, immediately 

becomes public property; but style is only the clothing of an idea, and one is imitating no-one by 

dressing in the fashion of one’s own age” (Dekker and McWilliams 261-262). Several years after 

Cooper’s memorials in New York, Sand echoed sentiments expressed in an 1827 volume of Le 

Globe. Scott would not be allowed to have a monopoly that provided the only true guidelines for 

a proper historical Romance.  

In Russia Cooper enjoyed support from liberal political factions. Unfortunately, Scott’s 

contrasting literary reputation followed Cooper east to Russia. V.G. Belinsky, in an 1839 edition 

of the Moscow Observer, stated, “Cooper appeared after Walter Scott and is regarded by many 

people as his disciple and imitator. However, this is utterly ridiculous. Cooper is a completely 

independent, original writer, a writer of genius, every bit as great as the Scottish novelist” 

(Dekker and McWilliams 188). Pushkin also thought Cooper was close to Scott’s literary 

prowess. Cooper’s stylistic and political objectives generally received critical approval in 

countries with few English readers. Belinsky edited an important journal published in mid-
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nineteenth century Russia, Notes of the Fatherland. George Dekker writes, “References to 

Cooper are scattered throughout Belinsky’s voluminous collected works; he privately shared 

Lermontov’s view that Cooper was superior to Scott and publicly proclaimed that they were 

equals; he projected, but regrettably never wrote, a lengthy detailed analysis of his favorite 

Cooper novel, The Pathfinder” (Dekker and McWilliams 46). Belinsky only read Cooper in 

questionable Russian translations and French. The Pathfinder received the best translation into 

Russian during Cooper’s lifetime. Notes of the Fatherland imperfectly supplied Russian 

translations of Cooper to the reading public. Despite Tsarist censorship Cooper’s democratic 

values received welcome interest by Russian intellectuals. 

Cooper was influential, to varying degrees, for generations of Russian language writers. 

In 1923, Maxim Gorky published a preface to The Pathfinder that attempted to tie Cooper to a 

humanistic Marxist tradition. However, authoritarian governments would disapprove of Cooper’s 

reliance on the necessity of self-critique. The intellectual health of any population, for Cooper, 

demanded uninhibited observation by patriots.  

Into the twenty-first century critical attention directed toward Cooper remained 

inconsistent. Critical essays written by D.H. Lawrence gave new direction to interpreting 

Cooper’s symbolism and use of mythology. In 1931, H.L. Mencken published an introduction 

that re-acquainted Americans with Cooper’s The American Democrat. Most notably, James 

Franklin Beard’s six volume Letters and Journals stands as a remarkable achievement in both 

Cooper and American studies. The Cooper Edition has produced outstanding examples of 

scholarly critical editions that employ a very high regard for standards dictated by editorial 

theory. Even more generally, the Cooper society, and its journal Miscellaneous Papers, have 

emerged the most important community committed to popularizing, interpreting, and explaining 
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Cooper’s historical importance for all Americans. Unfortunately, if a list of high points in 

Cooper studies could be agreed upon, it would fall short in quantity of what one would expect. 

Critical reception has conflicted with his popular reputation since the 1820’s and the appearance 

of Cooper’s first reviews.  

A popular intellectual literary history like Harold Bloom’s 2002 offering Genius 

championed 100 authors and did not include Cooper while influential English critics like V.S. 

Pritchett wrote a critical essay on almost every western writer except Cooper. To Sir Pritchett’s 

credit his essay devoted to Scott offers no Cooper comparisons. Pritchett’s Complete Collected 

Essays offer 1304 pages of critical text without mentioning Cooper once. Public intellectual Gore 

Vidal blandly mentions Cooper once in his National Book Award winning collection of essays. 

Odd considering Vidal’s choice of subject matter, as both novelist and essayist, most closely 

resembles Cooper’s interest in democracy at work, American history, and self-critique. 

Christopher Hitchens sought to remind the public of Mark Twain and, “His evisceration of 

Cooper can be read as an assault on any form of pseudo-native authenticity” (Hitchens 42). 

Hitchens considers The Deerslayer an “…anti-masterpiece…” (Hitchens 41). The disinterested 

critique of Cooper by some English intellectuals extends nearly two centuries. American neglect 

in the classroom is likely far more damaging. The Norton Anthology of American Literature has 

consistently, from edition to edition, offered only a cursory offering of text that does not reflect 

Cooper’s prominence and influence in the nineteenth century.  

Some authors that enjoy a good critical reputation have contributed the most discouraging 

observations concerning Cooper. In 1898, Joseph Conrad commented on Cooper’s place in the 

evolution of sea tales, stating, “He knows the men and he knows the sea. His method may be 

often faulty, but his art is genuine” (Dekker and McWilliams 288). Typifying nineteenth century 
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criticism a complement is granted by Conrad and taken away in the next sentence. Recognition 

of Conrad’s literary excellence is easily conflated with a mistaken competency of Cooper as a 

subject. Absorbing opinions of literary greats is indicative of the easily attainable ideas some 

critics choose to circulate. Commenting on Cooper’s reputation, Conrad notes, “If he pitches 

upon episodes redounding to the glory of the young republic, surely England has glory enough to 

forgive him, for the sake of his excellence, the patriotic bias at her expense” (Dekker and 

McWilliams 288). High Victorian culture and the British Empire, at the dawn of the twentieth 

century, seemingly had not forgiven Cooper for advocating American republicanism. Conrad 

recognized, as anyone proficient in the major languages and cultural attitudes of Europe did, that 

Cooper did not enjoy British sympathy.  

Cooper’s marginalization by professional American critic’s set precedence for future 

critical opinion. The validity of the opinion would proportionally increase with the reputations of 

the reviewer. Edgar Allen Poe, who was a closer equivalence to a critic by twentieth century 

standards, has enjoyed a literary reputation that has only expanded since his death in 1849. 

Authority of opinion has increased with Poe’s literary popularity. Poe’s literary contribution is 

recognized and continues to be studied. However, Poe’s criticism of Cooper is given the extra 

gravity of his modern reputation. Cooper’s popular image is connected to judgments supported 

by Poe. In 1843, Poe reviewed Cooper in Graham’s Magazine and expressed a position that 

identifies two distinct classes of fiction: 

Very few and very dull indeed are those who do not instantaneously   
 perceive the distinction; and thus there are two great classes of fictions, - a  
 popular and widely circulated class, read with pleasure but without   
 admiration - in which the author is lost or forgotten; or remembered, if at all, with 
 something very nearly akin to contempt; and then, a class not so popular, nor so  
 widely diffused, in which, at every paragraph, arises a distinctive and highly  
 pleasurable interest, springing from our perception and appreciation of the skill  
 employed, or the genius evince in the composition. (Dekker and McWilliams 208) 
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Poe offers a demarcation between high and low culture as a criteria that must be considered in a 

literary review. A preference for high culture defined by an elite and presumably educated 

literary taste is Poe’s ideal. Skill and genius in composition seem to be the provenance of few 

authors for a small group of individuals with the capacity and discernment to appreciate the 

writing. Poe admits, “Among American writers of the less generally circulated, but more worthy 

and more artistical fictions, we may mention Mr. Brockden Brown, Mr. John Neal, Mr. Simms, 

Mr. Hawthorne; at the head of the more popular division we may place Mr. Cooper” (Dekker and 

McWilliams 208). Poe suggests one purpose of literary criticism is identifying worth in the face 

of popular neglect. Cooper enjoyed a broad readership in many nations. Poe’s marginalization of 

Cooper based on popularity is easily recognizable as being unsound. Nothing more than Poe’s 

opinion defines Cooper’s writing as low culture. However, Poe’s review represents another 

instance of influential and derogatory Cooper criticism that continues to lower public 

expectations. 

 Whig newspapers, British bias, and the negative observations of literary reviews 

effectively diminished Cooper’s literary standing. The first executers of Cooper’s estate limited 

access to papers with the intention of curtailing new biographies. Cooper’s family wished to 

protect Cooper from his detractors. Unfortunately, the historical record of Cooper’s activities 

was withheld from his admirers as well. The academic publishing industry that normally 

develops around an influential author was delayed for Cooper. In the twentieth century, Robert 

E. Spiller and James F. Beard represented a new generation of scholars recognizing Cooper’s 

contribution to literature. However, despite progress in Cooper scholarship the single most 

damaging critical essay devoted to Cooper is Mark Twain’s, Fenimore Cooper’s Literary 
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Offences. The essay first appeared in an 1895 North American Review. It is required reading for 

students of Twain’s prose style.  

 Cooper’s originality as an artist was diminished in the first half of the nineteenth century 

from the many notices declaring him the American Scott. Twain’s famous essay effectively 

solidified Cooper’s dubious critical standing. Christina Starobin wrote, “Three main difficulties 

surround Cooper from the outset: 1. His vocabulary. 2. The length of his books. 3. Mark Twain’s 

famous condemnation” (Starobin 10). There is nothing unusual about Cooper’s vocabulary or the 

length of his books. However, observation three is astute. Twain’s essay can be interpreted as a 

humorous piece or a serious attack. Cooper’s admirers and detractors often support different 

opinions on Twain’s intent. Wayne Franklin observes, “Without Cooper, there could have been 

no Mark Twain, as Mark Twain himself admitted by the savagery of his attacks: for if Cooper 

had already died of aesthetic atrophy, as the ‘Literary Offenses’ implied, it would not have been 

necessary to bludgeon him anew” (Franklin xxii). As to Twain’s true motivation, Franklin 

interprets his motives as an earnest diatribe. Franklin’s treatment of Twain appears in the 

introduction of Cooper’s most ambitious biography to date. Discussing Twain remains a 

necessary component of any critical investigation of Cooper. Twain partially created Cooper’s 

modern critical reputation. Franklin’s interpretation of Twain’s intention implies that Cooper’s 

main offense was a product of Samuel Clemens’ jealousy.  

 I view Twain’s essay as an occasional humorous piece that satirizes the process and 

observations of critics. It is useful to review what Twain said in his essay. Twain claims admirers 

like Wilkie Collins had never actually read Cooper. He satirically dismisses other critics. One 

page of The Deerslayer is charged with breaking 114 of 115 possible literary offenses. In the 

next paragraph Twain only recognizes 19 offenses. Cooper breaks 18. The folly of itemizing 114 
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individual offenses was needed. To Twain’s credit, 18 rules for romantic fiction were explained 

in orderly fashion. What follows is the satirical work of a great comic wit. Twain had closely 

read and deeply meditated on Cooper’s writing. The lingering effectiveness of Twain’s words is 

attributable to stylistic excellence and profound acquaintance with books by Cooper.  

Twain introduces a question that animates the piece. Twain writes, “I may be mistaken, 

but it does seem to me that Deerslayer is not a work of art in any sense; it does seem to me that it 

is destitute of every detail that goes to the making of a work of art; in truth, it seems to me that 

Deerslayer is just simply a literary delirium tremens” (Dekker and McWilliams 286). The 

question requiring resolve is Twain’s need to understand: what is a work of art? Understanding, 

differing criteria’s of excellence that inform a reader, and sheer opinion, point the worth of 

Cooper’s Deerslayer in different directions. Twain writes as a satirical critic to formulate a new 

question. Can the conjectures of a critic destroy art? Twain concludes, “Counting these out, what 

is left is Art. I think we must all admit that” (Dekker and McWilliams 287). The last sentence 

changes the discussion from “art” to a capitalized “Art” signifying a serious aesthetic conjecture 

for the first time. Twain offers the observation that he cannot destroy Cooper’s Art. That is not 

the proper employment of literary critique. 

Cooper’s critical inheritance is a legacy that is undefined. Detractors and enthusiasts 

often forward contrary opinions. Parkman, for example, praised Cooper while conceding his 

general inferiority to Scott.  Some well-known voices have harmed the popular opinion that 

discerns Cooper’s literary reputation. Cooper’s marginalization is the lasting sentiment for anti-

republican values of certain early critics. Monarchal apologists worked to denounce Cooper. 

James F. Beard observed, “What shocked Cooper through and through was that the American 

press, following its usual practice of echoing foreign opinion, reprinted some of the more 
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unfavorable European reviews of his books and allowed its tone toward him to be governed by 

politically inspired propaganda from abroad” (Beard 351, Vol. 2). Cooper’s early critical 

reception, in America and England, is guided by political prejudice. English critics recognized 

the convenience of preferring Scott always as the originator of the historical romance. They did 

not have to grant any recognition of equality in terms of literary accomplishment. Cultural 

domination of America was maintained by English critics. Cooper’s work, which disseminated 

American ideology, is a threat to Monarchal systems of government. His novels also insulted 

English national pride. In the 1850’s Parkman remarked on the domination of English culture in 

America. England lost a political fight and Cooper was the sole internationally recognized 

literary figure that wrote political novels in the 1820’s and 1830’s. The loss of England’s 

colonies became a form of popular entertainment in many of Cooper’s novels. Cooper’s political 

objectives were the most dangerous aspects of his work. He overtly criticized hereditary 

monarchy. English monarchists spread propaganda to damage Cooper’s reputation and stop the 

spread of democratic ideology.  

American critics did not recognize Cooper’s active part in a very real culture war. Those 

that did champion Cooper still maintained echoes of English criticism. Comparisons with Scott 

never abated. Contempt of political storylines, as an appropriate subject for romance, is of 

English origin. American letters developed new creative trends that were apolitical. New literary 

artists had little sympathy for Cooper’s political voice. Critics, like Poe, were already working 

with ideas beyond nationalism and political apologia. They were trying to establish what is good 

and bad literature. Cooper was placed in a new category of popular entertainment. He was not 

serious high art in the opinions of some. Since many American authors, even in the nineteenth 

century, read Cooper as a child the idea of his being a children’s author developed organically. In 
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the eyes of American critics, and admirers, Cooper never made the transition from romancer to 

political activist. English critics did not stop the development of a wholly new American 

literature. Yet, they did counter Cooper’s place in history as a republican political ideologue and 

defender of American legitimacy. Cooper’s critical heritage transformed him into a popular 

children's author who, at best, was the American Scott.  

Early Cooper criticism developed arguments and opinion that both condones and 

condemns his books. Cooper was skeptical of authorities that professed contrary opinions. He 

would always rely on the authority of his individual opinion formed by learned experience. In the 

1823 preface to The Pioneers, Cooper expressed the paradox formed by reading criticism: 

I should think criticism to be the perfection of human acquirements, did there not exist 
this discrepancy in taste. Just as I have made up my mind to adopt the very sagacious 
hints of one learned Reviewer, a pamphlet is put into my hands, containing the remarks 
of another, who condemns all that his rival praises, and praises all that his rival 
condemns. There I am, left like an ass between two locks of hay; so that I have 
determined to relinquish my animate nature, and remain stationary, like a lock of hay 
between two asses. (Cooper 3) 
 

Knowing the prejudiced intentions of English reviewer’s release Cooper from a static image. 

Marginalizing Cooper, by claiming his artistic dependence on Scott, is a strategy initially 

employed to depoliticize his political romance. Cooper resented the comparison with Scott. He 

had successfully described American democracy and spoken the rhetoric of revolution to willing 

and curious readers throughout Europe. His relationship with Scott was congenial at first. The 

emotional resentment Cooper later displayed bonded the two in a symbolic union. Cooper’s 

frustration with Scott echoed the American cause in a cultural battle with the monarchal heritage 

of England.  

Cooper was a professional novelist before the establishment of a unique American 

literature. English critics initially established a critical tradition that was designed to nullify 
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Cooper’s political impact. Cooper disseminated an ideology with origins in the radical 

Enlightenment that sought to replace hereditary monarchy. Contemporary critics often admired 

Cooper’s novels. However, Cooper’s critical heritage has its origins in a culture war meant to 

depoliticize Cooper’s activism on behalf of American culture. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 
 

BIBLIOGRAPY AND COOPER’S PROTO-PRAGMATISM: 

THE FUNCTION OF THE POLITICAL NOVEL 

 
 Bibliographical data provides the material evidence that is contextualized historically and 

shows the development of Cooper’s work over time. Cooper recognized that literature has the 

ability to present new political ideology to a reader and disrupt the political conventions that 

supports the existence of hereditary monarchy. The moral imagination allowed for an intellectual 

rehearsal of the ideology found within Cooper’s politicized novels. Cooper’s democratic 

ideology disrupted political habits by offering a viable alternative for the imagination to digest. 

Later in the century the workings of the moral imagination would be codified by American 

pragmatist philosophers.  

Assessing Cooper’s relationship with Europe and America is the challenge for any 

evaluation of his influence on politics and literature. History is an endeavor that must ground 

itself in the material artifacts of a culture. Civilization provides material witnesses, books, letters, 

and journals that are the source for recovering ideological dispositions. Cooper’s books, letters, 

and journals are the historical witnesses that offer entrance into his political activism. A wide 

purview of complimentary disciplines is demanded of a historian analyzing data concerning print 

culture. Social history, bibliography, and editorial theory work together to broaden our 

understanding of Cooper’s political work. Bibliography provides a field of inquiry where an 

assessment of Cooper’s books can provide quantifiable data. The data from bibliographical study 

offers facts about Cooper’s working life. Robert E. Spiller stated, “The bibliography of an author 

is the record of his literary life. Through it we learn on what terms he met his public, and what 

his public, both contemporary and future, thought of his work” (Spiller and Blackburn 1). 
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Cooper’s bibliography can provide historically contextualized data that offers new historical 

ramifications of his work.  

 Since its appearance in 1934, A Descriptive Bibliography of the Writings of James 

Fenimore Cooper by Robert E. Spiller and Philip C. Blackburn has remained an important 

documentation of Cooper’s books and a place to start research. Unfortunately, all the printings of 

Cooper’s books are not accounted for. In a Comparison between Spiller and Blackburn’s  

 

 

Fig. 1. Cooper's Total Imprint Frequency Through Time 

 

Cooper Bibliography and the extensive Cooper collection at the American Antiquarian Society 

in Worchester I documented many discrepancies. The collection of Cooper’s books in Worcester 

is the most extensive research collection and the catalogue provides the best enumerative 

bibliography. Assembling a publication frequency for Cooper required I use all bibliographic 

data available. I developed a new more comprehensive enumerative bibliography. Collating Joan 

St. Clair Crane’s 1974 exhibition catalogue, Carey and Lea’s Cost Book 1825-1838, 

Worchester’s Cooper collection, Spiller and Blackburn’s Cooper Bibliography, along with data 

mining electronic library catalogues and resources like WorldCat, has divulged a quantifiable list 
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of Cooper imprints. Every book included in Fig. 1 resides in a research library. It is likely that 

some pirated imprints produced in relatively small print runs have either not survived or have not 

been identified by collectors or scholars. However, the addition of even a few imprints would 

have little effect on the general characteristics of Cooper’s publication frequency through time. I 

am confident that most of the imprints of Cooper’s books have been found.  

 As physical evidence, Cooper’s books represent his presence in the public sphere. A 

numbered account of all the known imprints of every book Cooper published during his lifetime, 

between 1820 and 1851, comes to 954. Examining imprints and Bibliographical description 

provided a new more accurate account of extent physical data. The use of the word imprint 

simplifies the criteria used to demarcate Cooper’s many editions and printings. Geoffrey Ashall 

Glaister’s Encyclopedia of the Book concisely defines an imprint, as “The name of the publisher 

which with place and date of publication is usually printed on the title leaf” (Glaister 241). 

Acquiring a data set to illustrate Cooper’s publication frequency through time required a working 

definition that limited the almost endless textual variants found within many editions, printings, 

and separate impressions. Counting imprints accounted for both the many editions and separate 

printings produced during Cooper’s lifetime.  

 The data in Fig. 1 chronologically orders 954 imprints that represents the total known 

publications of Cooper. Alexis Weedon noted, “Where data are ordered chronologically, time-

series analysis methods can be used. These methods are designed to help separate the different 

possible influences on the series so that we can estimate the importance of each” (Eliot and Rose 

41).  All the data in the following chapters, figures 2-11, are derived from Fig. 1. The figures 2-

11 separate Cooper’s imprints into categories that can be more easily compared and contrasted. 

Cooper’s non- fiction is compared to his fiction, American publication frequency is compared to 
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European publication frequency. Overtly political fiction is compared to Cooper’s non-political 

fiction. The chronological ordering of data illustrates the popularity of particular themes and 

allows the estimation of defining trends in Cooper’s publication history.  

 Two general avenues of inquiry are generated by data in Fig. 1. First, material production 

is a reflection of the general economic and political conditions that constrained the printing of so 

many imprints of Cooper’s writing. Printers repeatedly issued new imprints of books to supply 

demand. Second, a general estimation of reading trends may be formed on the strength of data 

illustrating the large production of Cooper’s texts. Many imprints of an individual title or author 

represent a hallmark for popular consumer consumption. Spiller remarks, “Bibliography is 

social; it reveals the taste of the public” (Spiller and Blackburn 3). Both political and economic 

demands played a part in Cooper’s prodigious success. Interest in his political message and the 

popularity of Cooper’s novels can be illustrated by dividing the data, provided in Fig. 1, into 

separate frequencies of distribution. A social history of the book can then be more fully 

developed.  

 The printing, release, and subsequent transmission of Cooper’s texts is a complex story. 

However, analysis of bibliographical data offers a new historical version of Cooper. A new 

imprint of one or more of Cooper’s books appeared for public consumption every working year 

of his writing life. During thirty-one years of writing professionally, as Fig. 1 shows, 41 or more 

separate imprints of Cooper’s texts appeared in 10 different years. In 1839, Cooper had an 

unprecedented 62 different imprints produced in America and Europe. Cooper’s decreasing 

relevance and influence is traditionally relegated to his last decade of life. However, as Fig. 1 

illustrates, the publication frequency of Cooper’s last decade, was in fact, large and active. The 

year 1849, alone, witnessed 50 wholly new imprints. Data, provided by Fig. 1, offers a new 
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assessment of Cooper’s literary contribution. Cooper was the most popular American novelist of 

the early republic and one of the most prolific writers of the era. Only Irving is an American 

counterpart with a general popularity that is comparable.  

Dividing Cooper’s American and European imprint production into chronological order 

offers new dissemination estimates of Cooper’s work. The division starts the process of isolating 

the production and consumption of reading material in countries that are ideologically and 

politically opposed to American democracy. The America Cooper represented was a political 

advisory to the hereditary monarchies of Europe. However, Cooper’s publication frequencies, in 

Fig. 2, demonstrate great popularity in Europe. By 1851, America had produced 259 separate 

imprints while European printers had distributed 695. Only for three years, in 1820 as Precaution 

appeared in its first edition, 1823 and 1848, did American imprint production outnumber Europe. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Cooper's Total Imprint Frequency: United States Compared with Europe 

 

In 1830 American production dropped to zero. In the same year Europe produced 16 

individual Cooper imprints. The first American edition of The Water-Witch was printed in 1830, 

but the imprint is dated 1831 on the title page, therefore counted as an 1831 imprint. Europe and 
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America maintained almost continuous printing of Cooper’s texts for thirty years. Data, shown in 

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, illustrates short periods of dramatic fluctuation that indicate brief declines in 

overall production of Cooper’s imprints. The data, in Fig. 1, for the years 1830 and 1848 reveal 

declining production trends. These dates represent periods of revolutionary upheaval and 

republican political activism in Europe. Data suggests revolutionary activity in Europe coincided 

with a reduction of Cooper’s imprints production. Contrarily, Cooper’s dedication to distributing 

revolutionary ideology in Europe undoubtedly influenced populous attitudes, in 1830 and 1848.  

Print culture influenced historical events in Europe. Books, as individual physical objects, 

passed from hand to hand disseminating democratic ideology. A correlation is apparent, in Fig. 1 

and Fig. 2, between the years 1830, 1848, and revolutionary activity in Europe. Production of 

Cooper’s imprints was suppressed in these two general periods. The connection is an observation 

corroborated by available data. Cooper’s texts flooded Europe with an American history that 

championed revolution and democratic political autonomy. Revolutionary activity correlates 

with a disruption of Cooper’s imprint production. 

 Cooper was popular in Europe as Fig. 2 shows. The first trend of decline in imprint 

production corresponds to the July Revolution of 1830. Cooper witnessed the activities in Paris. 

Jacques Barzun observed, “Three days of fighting got rid of Charles X, King of France, and 

installed his cousin Louis-Philippe as king of the French…” (Barzun 493). The July Revolution 

marked the beginning of the July Monarchy. Final abdication of the French throne correlates to 

revolutionary activity in 1848 and the second period of Cooper’s declining imprint production. 

David McCullough describes the final moments, “Hundreds of the National Guard joined the 

insurgents and through the night church bells tolled across the city. At the Palace of the Tuileries 

an exhausted Louis-Philippe kept saying over and over, ‘I have seen enough blood’” 
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(McCullough 183). Bibliographical data can uncover correlations between historical events and 

an author’s imprint production. The relationship between Cooper’s imprint frequency and 

revolutionary activity is not well defined. However, the correlation does provide data needed to 

formulate new questions.  

 What was Cooper’s role during the Age of Revolution? Cooper worked to shape public 

opinion in favor of an American democratic ideal. He used the printing press as an effective way 

to spread general understanding of American democracy. Robert Darnton notes, “Historians 

generally treat the printed word as a record of what happened instead of as an ingredient in the 

happening. But the printing press helped shape the events it recorded. It was an active force in 

history…” (Darnton and Roche xiii). Printing presses would remain an active force shaping 

events throughout the nineteenth century. Cooper wrote non-fiction and fiction to alter the 

political dispositions of his readers in favor of American ideology. 

 Cooper’s influence was dependent on the circulation of a group of political texts that 

acted as American propaganda. His novel The Bravo was written as a political indictment of 

authoritarian governments. Cooper wrote his banker Charles Wilkes, “If I keep my health, my 

receipts between the 1st of April 1831 and April 1832 will not fall short of $20,000. This is not 

bad you will say, I am sure, though it is a trifle to what some of the English writers receive– If I 

would write to suit English feeling, I might nearly double it– But I was born and will live and die 

a Yankee” (Beard 75, Vol. 2). Cooper understood he was in a culture war with England. 

Defending the American political system was more important than catering to English literary 

tastes for money and increased popularity. 

 Fiction and non-fiction represent broad separate categories of Cooper’s political texts. 

The popularity of novels opened Cooper’s eyes to the political potential of print. James D. 
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Wallace noted, “The success of The Spy had convinced him that he could command a wide 

audience for his fiction, but he was anxious to develop techniques for instructing that audience in 

his vision of an American culture” (Wallace 118). Fame gave Cooper an influential voice he 

used to disseminate American ideology. In 1828, Cooper released Notions of The Americans as 

an initial exploration into non-fiction. Beard understood, “This book, an effort to correct the 

misunderstandings of the United States perpetuated by foreign travelers, led Cooper to an 

increasingly systematic examination of national differences in manners and institutions” (Beard 

146, Vol.1). The comparative examination of manners and institutions between Monarchal 

governments and America would occupy much of Cooper’s non-fiction. Cooper collected 

content for much of his political non-fiction between 1826 and his returned from Europe in 1833. 

The texts written abroad are Cooper’s most politically charged work. Appearing in 1831, 

Contributions for the Poles and Letter to General Lafayette represent non-fiction reflections of 

Cooper’s commitment to economic and revolutionary issues, inevitably, forwarding positive 

images of America.  

 Years spent in Europe provided Cooper the experience needed to effectively understand 

the political contrast between European and American life. He devoted his work, between 1834 

and 1838, to explaining the societal conventions and political philosophy to both American and 

European readers. Five volumes of travel writings were issued from 1836 to 1838. Cooper hoped 

the conventional travel narrative would clarify the political and social institutions of Americans 

to European readers. On returning to America Cooper effectively abandoned fiction in hope that 

non-fiction would provide a more effective medium for disseminating his political opinion and 

cultural critique. Abandoning fiction is an expression of Cooper’s frustration with the medium. 

Cooper no longer believed his political opinions were effectively voiced in story.  
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 Cooper lost confidence in the novel as a political agent. However, he personally enjoyed 

European society and culture. In 1834, he wrote an old friend named John Whipple. Cooper says, 

“I do not wish to make a parade of my situation, but I tell you, that were it not for my family, I 

should return to Europe, and pass the remainder of my life there – indeed, but for my family, I do 

not think I should ever have returned” (Beard 28-29, Vol. 3). Paris was Cooper’s adopted home 

in Europe. Yet Cooper had frustrations caused by a personal perception of an unsympathetic 

American readership. By 1834, he was resolved to attempt a new kind of writing. Cooper told 

Whipple, “I never <wrote> did anything with the disgust and reluctance that I felt while at work 

on the Headsman, and I can not conceive of a consideration that would induce me to tax my 

feelings in the same way again. I have a little work, of an entirely new kind, nearly done – it was 

written previously to the Headsman – and I hope to finish it. This will probably be the last labour 

in the way of an author” (Beard 28, Vol. 3). Cooper turned to philosophy, satire, and travel 

writing to express the social and political value of American democracy to his reader. He 

identified the romance as ineffectual for initiating political change. The Headsman is a political 

novel and represented a literary form Cooper briefly abandoned. Cooper worked to establish 

non-fiction as an effective voice for disseminating republican values in the 1830’s.  

 Cooper’s first political trilogy is a fictional critique of European political practices. The 

Bravo, The Heidenmauer, and The Headsman, appeared in succession, 1831, 1832, finishing in 

1833. Cooper started concentrating on non-fiction after the last installment of his trilogy. 

Experimentation with new literary forms in the 1830’s would distinguish the middle decade of 

Cooper’s thirty-one-year writing career. In 1834, Cooper issued A Letter To His Countrymen. 

Cooper used the Letter to explain his work to the public. Part of the Letter is devoted to The 

Bravo. Cooper explained, “I had to exhibit the action of a narrow and exclusive system, by a 
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simple and natural exposure of its influence on the familiar interests of life” (Cooper 94; 

Writings on Places). When Cooper started his trilogy he believed the political novel to be an 

effective agent for a political critique of European governments. Cooper did not personally 

regard The Bravo a success. While working to complete The Headsman he was also writing non-

fiction in hope it would be more effective as political and social commentary. The Letter 

represented an attempt to clarify and explain his fiction. Cooper published The Monikins in 1835. 

It is a political satire in the manner of Jonathan Swift. The Monikins represents Cooper’s singular 

experiment with satire. The book was not widely admired by critics. He knew satire made 

different demands on a nation’s character and the imaginations of individuals. Cooper writes, 

“That national allegories exist everywhere, the only difference between them arising from 

gradations in the richness of imaginations” (Cooper 435; Works, Vol. 7). Cooper thought 

imagination is necessary to appreciate the critical impact of allegorical story as a form of self-

examination. Recognition that storytelling is an agent for disseminating ideas brought Cooper 

back to novel writing in 1837. 

 In a letter to Capt. William Branford Shubrick, dated October 2nd 1837, Cooper expressed 

a renewed interest in the political role of novels. Cooper says, “Now for a secret. The State of 

things in this country has put another novel into my head. My plan is laid, and the book is 

already one sixth written. I think it will be done in November – I shall call it ‘Homeward Bound, 

or the things that are’” (Beard 295, Vol.3). Both Homeward Bound and the politically charged 

companion Home as Found were published in 1838. Cooper returned to the political novel as an 

experimental literary form.  

 During the 1830’s Cooper continued to also work as a historian in a traditional literary 

medium. His formal naval history was published in 1839 as History of the Navy of the United 
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States of America. In 1840, Cooper returned to a familiar literary form and subject with the 

appearance of The Pathfinder. The 1840’s continued a period of intense creative production. 

Cooper concentrated on producing and expanding the political function of novels. His second 

political trilogy appeared in 1845 with Satanstoe, The Chainbearer, and in 1846, The Redskins. 

Cooper turned the subjects of his novels away from a critique of European monarchy to engage 

with domestic concerns. Anti-Rent War’s in New York State is Cooper’s subject for the second 

trilogy. The trilogy tells the story of the fictional Littlepage family. Cooper conceived the 

Littlepage trilogy as political propaganda supporting the practices and legal rights of landlords in 

New York State. The effectiveness of the second trilogy was limited. Beard understood, “The 

quite special conditions in New York State resulting from the landholding practices were too 

atypical to represent the conditions of society at large. And the case for the landlords and against 

the tenants emerged in the novels as more equivocal than Cooper liked to suppose it” (Beard 4, 

Vol. 5). Cooper defended an unpopular position in the Littlepage trilogy. Popular opinion and 

sympathy was for the legal rights of tenants in New York State. The Littlepage trilogy represents 

Cooper’s belief in the novel as an influential tool for swaying public opinion. Work in the 1840’s 

produced a variety of novels that continued to expose Cooper’s dedication to political 

intervention as a legitimate function for literature. Cooper used the novel as a viable vehicle for 

initiating political change. This remained a feature that distinguished much of Cooper’s fiction 

writing. Cooper’s innovation is politicizing the novel. 
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Fig. 3 Cooper's Imprint Frequency: Political Compared with Non-Political Works 

 

Bibliographical data in figure 3 provides a demarcation between Cooper’s political work 

and his non-political work. The distribution frequency of his political and non-political imprints, 

(fig. 3), show that Cooper’s non-political work was published at a greater frequency then his 

political work. Only in 1836, 1837, and 1847, did the frequency of political imprints issued by 

Cooper exceeded non-political works. The data in Fig. 3 shows public demand for Cooper’s non-

political texts generally exceeded his political work. At a comparatively reduced level of 

frequency, Fig. 3 also demonstrates a consistent production and dissemination of Cooper’s 

political texts. Data suggests a high demand for Cooper’s political texts in the first half of the 

nineteenth century.     

The representation of political imprints in Fig. 3 comprises both Cooper’s political fiction 

and his political non-fiction. This demarcation separates the political novel from Cooper’s 

political philosophy and social commentary. Cooper’s political non-fiction includes: Notions of 

the Americans, Contributions for the Poles, Letter to General Lafayette, A Letter To His 

Countrymen, Sketches of Switzerland, Sketches of Switzerland Vol. 2, Gleanings In Europe: 
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France, Gleanings In Europe: England, Gleanings In Europe: Italy, The American Democrat, 

and The Chronicles of Cooperstown. The titles comprising a list of Cooper’s political fiction are: 

Lionel Lincoln, The Bravo, The Heidenmauer, The Headsman, The Monikins, Home as Found, 

Autobiography of A Pocket Handkerchief, Satanstoe, The Chainbearer, The Redskins, The 

Crater, and The Ways of The Hour. A definitive list of political texts and Bibliographical data 

provide information needed to formulate new questions concerning Cooper’s influence. 

 Cooper’s influence in the Age of Revolution can be most effectively assessed after the 

basic question is considered: What is a political novel? Cooper used the political novel as an 

educational device meant to disseminate American republicanism. Exposing unjust monarchies 

and illustrating the moral good of democratic government was two functions of Cooper’s 

political novel. Domestic topics, like the Anti-Rent Wars, warned Americans against political 

dispositions where Cooper personally disapproved. Influencing the public’s opinion was the 

primary function of the political novel. Writing his old friend William Dunlap in 1832, Cooper 

states, “As for Politics, nothing is settled in Europe. The Governments have agreed to let each 

other alone, and the wish and the hope is to cheat the people” (Beard 240, Vol. 2). The political 

relationship between citizen and government is a principle concern for Cooper. The political 

novel voiced Cooper’s political ideology.  

Romances produced during the early republic have distinguishing characteristics. The 

word ‘Romance’ is synonymous with ‘novel’ for Cooper. American gothic romances by Charles 

Brockden Brown, with titles like Wieland and Edgar Huntly, preceded Cooper’s career by 

twenty years. Brown relied on strange events meant to heighten a reader’s emotion. Setting often 

evoked wilderness or structures suffering ancient decay associated with mystery or disuse. The 
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Gothic novel represents a predecessor to the romance devised by Walter Scott. Three categories 

represent novels of the early republic. Gregg Crane explains: 

All three types of romance – historical, philosophical, and sensational – feature the 
extraordinary in the form of astonishing or supernatural events, amazing escapes, 
unbelievably fortuitous coincidences, characters with almost superhuman abilities, 
shocking acts of violence, and/or otherworldly apparitions (even when they do not 
qualify as the Gothic version of the romance, these novels often employ Gothic 
elements). And all three types claim to illustrate some theme of epic significance, such as 
the fate of the nation, the malign or benign forces animating nature, or the monstrous 
deformation of humanity in the modern city. (Crane 31) 
 

Scott gained acclaim writing historical romances. Cooper employed the same conventions of 

Scott’s historical novel to write on American subjects. Romances represent an easily repeatable 

literary structure or organizational form. Cooper politicized his historical romances and 

introduced a new type of novel. Cooper’s political novel does exhibit themes and attributes 

typical of romance published in the first half of the nineteenth century. However, his historical 

novel is set apart from the English romance. Cooper’s intention to distribute the novel as a piece 

of overt political propaganda gives his American historical novel a wholly new function. He used 

the political romance to criticize hereditary monarchy and disseminate a positive image of 

American life. Cooper used the novel to intervene and sway political opinion in both domestic 

and foreign affairs. Cooper chose themes that designated certain romances political by the merit 

of intention and subject.  

 The political novel represents an important separate literary category. The political novel 

exhibits components that characterize the romance of Cooper’s period. Joseph Blotner notes, “In 

general terms, then, characters and situations recur in all literatures which, stripped to their basic 

characteristics, suggest the identity and simplicity of the great myths and mythic characters. A 

perception of this helps the reader both to understand aspects of the work in which they appear 

and to recognize kinship between the individual work and others” (Blotner 13). The epic 
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mythology Cooper used to give context to his fiction is the American Revolution. His characters 

bind the general features of both historical events with positive political outcomes. The success 

of the American Revolution is the story Cooper repeatedly told in his political novels. Scott used 

Scottish history to contextualize his stories. Cooper chose American history to give context. 

Authorial intentions differentiate the two writers. Scott took a deferential and apolitical tone. 

Cooper used the novel to exhibit the moral and political superiority of a democratic 

governmental system.  

Cooper’s political novels carry an intellectual perspective that came to define American 

intellectualism. His prophetic belief in the American experience is a guiding principle for new 

American philosophy. American nineteenth century thinkers, Oliver Wendell Holmes, William 

James, Charles Sanders Peirce, John Dewey, and George Herbert Mead, codified the 

philosophical tenets of American Pragmatism. The philosophy of Pragmatism is a discipline 

whose intellectual origins hale from the first half of the nineteenth century. Andrew J. Reck 

relates, “Pragmatism concentrates both upon behavior or conduct and upon the verification of 

ideas by means of experience” (Reck xvi). Pragmatism is a distinctly American philosophy that 

refuted continental and particularly British modern philosophy. European philosophical systems 

would be resisted by a generation of American thinkers bound by the principles of democratic 

and republican principles. Louis Menand notes, “Pragmatists have always been wary of the 

danger that pragmatism will turn into a discipline, that it will become just another one of the 

things professional thinkers ‘do’” (Menand xxv). Process is the foundation of pragmatism. An 

emphasis is placed upon how individuals think. Freedom is afforded to the many possibilities 

associated with what is thought. Cooper understood that fiction reinforces people’s thoughts and 

instills new ideas.  
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 The support and defense of Europe's ruling families was a simple habit. A habit that 

Cooper, and those who shared his views of government, knew could be broken and replaced by 

more enlightened ideals. Mead says, “It is clear that the habit comes before rationalization or 

explanation” (Reck 320). Habit legitimates hereditary monarchy and allows it to go 

unquestioned. Poverty, illiteracy, and habit bind the elements that make up any society or 

community that acts against its best interests. Cooper thought establishing belief in American 

democracy could inspire revolutionary action to establish new democracies. Peirce noted, “The 

essence of belief is the establishment of a habit, and different beliefs are distinguished by the 

different modes of action to which they give rise” (Reck 33). Revolutionary action emerges from 

a change in habit. New beliefs give rise to new habits. The newly founded republic offered a 

form of democracy that was far more dynamic than the mildly tolerant yet conservative society it 

represented. Mead understood, “In fact, the form of government in democratic countries has 

responded more completely to the demand for the opportunity for continual change than have the 

customs and attitudes of the community itself” (Reck 151). The intellectual perspectives that 

animated Cooper’s America was both frustrating and liberating. Cooper novels represented a 

literary medium that voiced an effective social critique. However, the socially conservative 

attitudes of the country were not always receptive to Cooper’s political observations.  

 Belief and habit is ultimately bound to the world by experience. Experiential boundaries 

shape the political opinions that characterize any given community. Governance, in its simplest 

conception, is a sanctioned authority controlling the organization of material resources. Cooper 

understood that ideas conveyed in print had the capacity to change the material world. The 

question remains: How? Cooper hoped the novel could materially shape a new intellectual 

experience where individuals could imagine an idea of reality different from their own. His basic 
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instinct was correct. Generating new opinions and ideas is the overt articulated goal of any 

circulated political text. Cooper worked to replace old political opinions that supported 

monarchy with a new imaginative experience supplied by novels. William James provided the 

best articulation of an observable process that captured a dynamic formulation of new opinions 

and ideas: 

The process here is always the same. The individual has a stock of old opinions already, 
but he meets a new experience that puts them to a strain. Somebody contradicts them; or 
in a reflective moment he discovers that they contradict each other; or he hears of facts 
with which they are incompatible; or desires arise in him which they cease to satisfy. The 
result is an inward trouble to which his mind till then had been a stranger, and from 
which he seeks to escape by modifying his previous mass of opinions. He saves as much 
of it as he can, for in this matter of belief we are all extreme conservatives. So he tries to 
change first this opinion, and then that (for they resist change very variously), until at last 
some new idea comes up which he can graft upon the ancient stock with a minimum of 
disturbance of the latter, some idea that mediates between the stock and the new 
experience and runs them into one another most felicitously and expediently. (Menand 
101) 
 

An opinion is shaped by experience with the material world and adopted as true until confronted 

with a new modifying or incompatible contradiction. Hegel’s philosophy influenced American 

pragmatists. An assumed thesis is confronted by an anti-thesis that struggles to arrive at a wholly 

new synthesis. Hegel was providing a sprawling account where history, itself, moves toward a 

teleological end. Pragmatists, though influenced, rejected the necessity of a necessarily 

prescribed direction in Hegel’s account of history. As a young intellectual Dewey was a 

Hegelian. Pragmatic epistemology is continental in flavor.  

 Cooper thought belief could evolve and be modified. Peirce conceived of belief as 

established habit. The debt to Hegel is apparent as Peirce observed, “First, it is something that 

we are aware of; second, it appeases the irritation of doubt; and, third, it involves the 

establishment in our nature of a rule of action, or, say for short, a habit” (Menand 33). American 

thought throughout the nineteenth century increasingly sought dynamism in the literatures of 
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philosophy, history, and politics. The truth provided by experience, for a pragmatist, is 

continually corrected for an even more complete version of the truth. Cooper’s political novel is 

predicated on the legitimacy of the American experience. Democracy is considered a moral good 

that experience has established to be true. Pragmatic philosophy, emerging in the late part of the 

nineteenth century, is beholden to the intellectual attitude that guided Cooper’s political action.  

 The function of Cooper’s political texts was disseminating republican and democratic 

ideology. First, Cooper critiqued the social and political values of his readers; second, he hoped 

to introduce doubt that questioned the legitimacy of prevailing monarchal institutions; and, third, 

success was dependent on effectively modifying political habits of his readership. Cooper 

practiced a proto-pragmatism.  

Describing one objective of Letter To His Countrymen, Cooper wrote, “It was the 

original intention of the writer to expose the manner in which the British aristocratic journals, 

however much opposed to each other on certain points, rally to support their distinctive 

privileges and national interests” (Cooper 147; Writings on Places…). The Letter is meant to 

expose reader’s prejudices while questioning the principles guiding British journals and 

ultimately modifying the political opinions of his readership. Cooper wished to evolve both 

individual perspectives and promote political action. Later American thinkers located pragmatic 

tenets in Cooper’s era. Mead said, “What the Romantic idealist, and Hegel in particular, were 

saying, was that the world evolves, that reality itself is in a process of evolution” (Mead 4). 

Cooper introduced the political novel to evolve intellectual opinions and encourage political 

action that would modify the governance of Europe. The American experience provided a 

political refutation of government guided by hereditary monarchy. Standards of good governance 

were dramatically evolving during Cooper’s life.  
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 The act of reading a book is a material interaction between text, mind, and the world at 

large given context within a singular experience. An individual’s perspective is different from all 

others. Individuals are the origins of all change. The confrontation between physical-material and 

mind produces doubt that leads to new convictions. Our life with a book is a relationship that is 

fundamentally an aesthetic experience. John Dewey understood that quality of experience was 

fundamentally important to the general assumption of knowledge. Robert B. Westbrook noted, 

“Aesthetic experience provided Dewey with clues to another generic trait of nature that was 

significant in his mature philosophy: quality. Aesthetic experience, broadly conceived, involved 

the immediate appreciation of things – things directly possessed, enjoyed, and suffered in and of 

themselves” (Westbrook 330). The qualities Dewey conceived were apprehended immediately 

preceding cognitive experience. All experience is, firstly, performed prior to mediation. 

Immediacy of experiences precede context. Westbrook explains, “The immediate experience of 

qualities was at the heart of non-cognitive experience, which was a prior and necessary condition 

of knowledge” (Westbrook 330). A wholly new experience with the text of a book provides 

“An” experience that is an aesthetic gesture preceding any known context. Reading demands an 

aesthetic act of creation, offering unmapped avenues of context, and enabling transcendence 

from prior notions. Cooper’s writing functioned effectively within its creative capacity as an 

aesthetic experience.  

 The novel is an agent of political and social change. Cooper’s objective is to sway public 

opinion. In The American Democrat, Cooper states, “Publick opinion is the lever by which all 

things are moved, in a democracy. It has even become so powerful in monarchies, as, virtually, 

to destroy despotism in all really civilized countries, holding in check the will and passions of 

princes” (Cooper 205). Modifying public opinion is the purpose of Cooper’s political writing. 
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Cooper’s political texts appeal to our moral imagination. Steven Fesmire separates Dewey’s use 

of imagination into, “Empathetic projection” and “Creatively tapping a situation’s possibilities” 

(Fesmire 65). Displaying a provocative account of American democracy required Cooper’s 

empathy and an acute understanding of political circumstances dictating rule in Europe. First, 

Fesmire understands, “Taking the attitudes of others stirs us beyond numbness so we pause to 

sort through others’ aspirations, interests, and worries as our own. This should be distinguished 

from the common misguided habit of projecting our own values and intentions onto others 

without respect for differences” (Fesmire 65). Empathetic projection allowed Cooper’s ideology 

to meet the sympathy of reader’s expectations. Cooper’s projections of empathy were not always 

successful. However, judging Cooper’s political intentions required a reader’s projection of 

empathy. Second, Fesmire comments, “In contrast to imaginative experience, the inertia of habit 

may override adjustment of past and present, yielding uniformity and routine. Imagination in this 

cognitive, concrete, contextualized sense, when wed to makings, results in expressive objects” 

(Fesmire 65). Creatively tapping a situation’s possibilities necessitates the potential determining 

of what can be achieved. Cooper’s texts often incited imaginings determining new political 

realities that could be acted upon in differing contexts. The political novel offered the 

imaginations of the reading public a sense of democratic freedom. 

Cooper is not a pragmatist political philosopher. Cooper’s writing reflects a proto-

pragmatism concurrent with an emerging and distinct critical outlook. The philosopher Cornel 

West locates the themes characterizing an emerging pragmatic ideal within Emerson’s era. West 

observes, “…Emerson not only prefigures the dominant themes of American pragmatism but, 

more important, enacts an intellectual style of cultural criticism that permits and encourages 

American pragmatists to swerve from mainstream European philosophy” (West 9). Cooper 
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participated in the developing intellectual and literary experiments that expanded notions of 

society, power, culture, and history. His political writings were creative acts mirroring an 

inventive democracy. Cooper and Emerson engaged in cultural criticism that questioned the 

principles guiding European philosophy and government. West provides a specific 

characterization of Emerson’s relationship with European philosophy: 

…Emerson’s alternative to modern philosophy was neither to replace it with new 
philosophical problematic nor to deny it by means of a strict and severe skepticism. 
Rather he evades modern philosophy; that is, he ingeniously and skillfully refuses: (1) its 
quest for certainty and its hope for professional, i.e., scientific, respectability; (2) its 
search for foundations. This distinctly American refusal is the crucible from which 
emerge the sensibilities and sentiments of future American pragmatists. (West 36) 
 

The evasion of philosophy, which West accounts, is not a specific casting of Emerson’s 

contribution. It is a collection of tenets, which evade the hegemony of European ideas, and are 

indicative of American intellectual evolution. Cooper’s work represents an American 

contribution to a collective assertion of emerging intellectual, social, and cultural independence. 

Cooper suggests, “I have no other desire than to see this country respectable and happy, but I 

fear its fate, in these as in most other things, is quite beyond the control of those who have the 

most interest in it. You are probably a young man, and on you and others like you, will fall the 

responsibility of sacrificing, or of perpetuating the institutions” (Beard 247, Vol. 3). Cooper 

understood democracy needed a participatory public. His professional responsibility was in the 

service of democracy. Monarchy is a political form of government Cooper skeptically observed. 

Cooper and successive generations of American intellectuals would resist the influence of 

European political thinkers.  

 Cooper’s political work assured his critical reception in England was marginalized. 

Cooper was ignored or disparaged in England’s journals. Throughout Europe Cooper’s fame was 

almost unique for an American novelist. Only Irving’s fame in England comes close. In 1834, 
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Cooper described the situation to William Cullen Bryant and William Leggett in his own words, 

“Were there a Congress of the elite (a few men of study excepted) of Europe assembled, after the 

names of Washington, Franklin, Jefferson, and through the influence of late events, of Jackson 

were mentioned, the list of known Americans would be nearly exhausted. I do not say it ought to 

be so; I merely say it is so…” (Beard 78, Vol. 3). Cooper undoubtedly, considering his 

popularity in Europe, perceived himself the most famous American man of letters in his 

generation. An important aspect of his legacy is the example he set to others as a cultural critic.  

 Continual comparison with Scott served the primary purpose of marginalizing Cooper’s 

unprecedented success. Cooper and Scott worked from different sources of purpose though they 

both wrote romances and history. Scott’s biographer, Edgar Johnson, said, “…his paramount 

concern is the influence of men’s environment on their characters and behavior, that his vision is 

primarily realistic and disillusioned, and his philosophy of life fundamentally stoic” (Johnson 

xxvi, Vol. 1). Moral instruction was not Scott’s guiding principle. Their detractors could attribute 

no higher moral purpose to the writing of either Scott or Irving. Cooper worked for the good of 

American democracy. He had little regard for writers that did not work to similar purpose. 

Writing Rufus Wilmot Griswold in 1842, Cooper expressed thoughts concerning Irving and 

some of his contemporaries: 

My opinion has been independent of what that gentleman might have said of me, or my 
writings, or character. It has been solely formed on what are admitted to be his acts, and 
what I think of them. I never understood that Irving was severe on me, either as a man or 
an author; if I had pride might cause me to suppress what I think of him, but, when we 
meet I will give you facts, and leave you to form your own opinion. A published eulogy 
of myself from Irving’s pen could not change my opinion of his career. His course in 
politics is of a piece with all the rest, and was precisely what had been predicted of him, 
by those who knew him. Cuvier had the same faults as Irving, and so had Scott. They 
were all meannesses, and I confess I can sooner pardon crimes, if they are manly errors. I 
have never had any quarrel with Mr. Irving, and give him full credit as a writer. Still, I 
believe him to be below the ordinary level, in moral qualities, instead of being above 
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them, as he [is] cried up to be. I believe the same to have been the case with Scott, whom 
I know for a double dealer. (Beard 306, Vol. 4) 
 

Cooper admired the writing of both Irving and Scott. He did not think Scott or Irving to be good 

men. Ironically, Irving’s pen did publish a eulogy for Cooper. The criticism of Scott and Irving is 

predicated on Cooper’s judgment of character. He often admired the work of an individual while 

condemning a perceived misconduct.   

 The demands of an interested public account for the large number of imprints produced 

during Cooper’s lifetime. Elizabeth Barnes observed, “With notable exceptions such as 

Washington Irving, whose The Sketch Book (1819) sold five thousand copies, and James 

Fenimore Cooper, whose historical romances capitalized on the popularity of Sir Walter Scott’s 

Waverley novels in the 1820s, most American novelists would not see much gain from their 

writing until the fourth decade of the nineteenth century” (Gross and Kelly 443). Cooper and 

Irving were more financially successful then their contemporaries. However, Cooper did not 

simply capitalize on Scott’s popularity. He succeeded despite marginalizing critical bias favoring 

Scott’s popularity.  

 Political novels worked to negate cultural prejudices that marginalized American 

democracy. The political novel has the unique advantage of common popularity. Readers, 

booksellers, and printers, in most cases unconsciously, distributed democratic ideology and the 

successful history of American Revolution. Ending hereditary monarchy is a guiding principle 

animating Cooper’s political fiction. Great demand for political novels demonstrates a populous 

appetite for Cooper’s ideas. Censors in the capitals of Europe did not stop Cooper’s political 

novel from disseminating American ideology. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 
 

COOPER’S NON-FICTION AND REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVISM IN POLAND 

 

Cooper’s letters and journals expose his excellent understanding of international affairs 

and personal commitment to political activism. I place Cooper’s activism within the historical 

context of the Polish November Revolution of 1830. The liberation and freedom of a divided and 

occupied Poland is a concern that focused Cooper’s political activism. The November 

Revolution of 1830 is a complicated historical event that illustrates Cooper’s engagement with 

revolutionary activism during his residence in Europe. 

Cooper’s principle is American democracy is the best form of government. He wrote 

about ideology and myth resonating from the American Revolutionary War. He explored the 

character of democracy and revolutionary action in stories. America’s War of Independence 

represented the actions of the previous generation. Cooper entertained mostly domestic concerns 

before entering public life as a novelist. A surviving letter from the summer of 1814 has Cooper 

sharing thoughts with Mrs. Cooper, “We have had no rain for two weeks. Every thing is 

suffering greatly – I am fearful our crop of hay will be small” (Beard 31, Vol. 1.). The record of 

his worries as a gentleman farmer gives no account of Cooper’s broader political opinions. 

Cooper would draw on the stories from his father William’s generation, who was vaguely 

disguised in The Pioneers as Judge Marmaduke Temple, to compose his novels. J.F. Cooper 

grew up reading about the French Revolution and the exploits of Napoleon Bonaparte. The 

Europe Cooper would explore, from 1826 - 1833, represents the restored sovereign nations after 

Napoleon’s rule. In the fall of 1814 the Congress of Vienna convened. David King notes, “More 

than 200 states and princely houses would send delegates to settle the many unresolved issues” 
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(King 2). Cooper’s European reader had experienced a time of political turmoil. The Congress 

failed to restore Poland's sovereignty. The fate of Poland was a concern to Cooper. Poland 

remained partitioned by foreign power and its culture oppressed. American sympathy for Poland 

had its origins in the Revolutionary War. 

Cooper was exposed to tales relating the many Generals, key figures, and heroes of the 

Revolution. The service of Poles like Thaddeus Kosciusko forged lasting sympathies between 

America and Poland. Cooper identified with the political struggle of Polish independence. 

Equality, bound to the dignity and freedom of self-governance, were privileges Kosciuszko 

believed all people had the right to enjoy. Cooper believed the story of American independence 

was a model for revolution in other counties. Principles Kosciuszko fought for in America would 

inspire an open rebellion against Russia. Storozynski observed, “As Kosciuszko saw it, the 

revolution of farmers and citizen-soldiers was a perfect model for his own country” (Storozynski 

117). Efforts to unite Poland during Kosciuszko’s life helped to keep the hope of an independent 

country alive. Kosciusko’s service to all oppressed people in the cause of freedom and equality 

had in Cooper’s lifetime become connected with Poland’s struggle and the sensibilities of 

American people. Poland’s hardship is a political reality Cooper chose to act on. Contributions 

for the Poles is Cooper’s political intervention on behalf of Polish independence. Cooper, like 

Kosciuszko, believed revolution in Poland could establish a new American style democracy. 

 After 1815, political unrest throughout Europe resurfaced in a succession of revolutions, 

notably Paris in 1830 and the broader Revolutions of 1848. Cooper was drawn to action by his 

European experiences in the 1830’s. The ramifications of revolutionary activity were viewed 

first hand. His revolutionary activity is ideological propaganda. Cooper’s contributed his words 

and arguments to the cause of Polish independence. The interests of Poland is the political topic 
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inspiring Cooper’s support for revolutionary activity. Harold Nicolson observed, “The Polish 

problem became the central test, even as it constituted the essential crisis, of the Vienna 

Congress” (Nicolson 148). Cooper was concerned with Poland’s ability to maintain a cultural 

identity. Poland’s people included divergent groups within a single national identity. Poland had 

broad ethnic and religious diversity. The diverse population was similar in respects to diversity 

as American populations. Poland, during the 1830’s, technically the dual Commonwealth of 

Poland and Lithuania, was partitioned in 1772, 1793, and 1795 respectively, long before 

Cooper’s career as a writer began. Prussia, Austria, and Russia controlled Poland-Lithuania. 

Poland, as a large geographical and culturally identifiable region, was bound by treaty, 

agreement, and convention during the Vienna Congress. Nicolson described the relationships 

that exacerbated the tensions during negotiations concerning Poland at the Vienna Congress:  

In so far therefore as any previous commitments were concerned, Russia and Prussia 
were distinctly bound together by the Convention of Kalisch; Austria was indistinctly 
bound to the Russo-Prussian solution under the Treaty of Reichenbach; and Great Britain 
was bound only to settle these grave problems in consultation with her three major Allies. 
France was bound only in so far as her adhesion to the Peace of Paris implied that she 
would accept any arrangement agreed to by Russia, Prussia, Austria and Great Britain. 
(Nicolson 168) 
 

Poland had a complex political relationship with Europe. The interests of, Russia, Prussia, 

Austria, and Great Britain; the four martial powers dictated the constraints on Polish culture. 

Cooper understood the political situation dictating the state of Poland. He hoped republican 

ideology could work toward limiting the prevailing powers of aristocracy, monarchy, and any 

other form of hegemonic rule.  

 Cooper knew the history of Poland and the consequences of the Vienna Congress. 

Norman Davies notes, “…three or four generations, Poles, Lithuanians, Ruthenians and Jews 

were subject to an unrelenting campaign to turn them into model subjects of the tsar” (Davies 
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294). This is the political reality Cooper internalized. Cooper sympathized with Poland as a 

cultural community. David McCullough noted, “Though they rarely accepted an invitation, he 

and Susan regularly entertained such favorites among the ‘American circle’ as Morse, Nathaniel 

Willis, Horatio Greenough (whenever he was in Paris), and Ashbel Smith, as well as those of any 

nationality sympathetic to Polish freedom, a cause Cooper fervently embraced” (McCullough 

74). The issue of the day was the Polish-problem. The legitimacy of human rights and political 

freedom is attached to the success of Poland’s struggle for the rights of its representative peoples.  

 American political ideology was disseminated in Cooper’s political publications. Cooper 

initiated a campaign to criticize European systems of hereditary monarchy. He maintained the 

superiority of the American democracy. However, Cooper is not a naive ideologue. He admits 

democracy has potential deficiencies. Cooper states, “He prefers a democracy to any other 

system, on account of its comparative advantages, and not on account of its perfection. He knows 

it has evils; great and increasing evils, and evils peculiar to itself; but he believes that monarchy 

and aristocracy have more” (Cooper 70). This admission can be looked on as a principle belief 

guiding his political writings. Cooper was aware novel’s provided the foundation of his fame and 

wealth. Travel writing and political manifestoes are fashions Cooper attempted. However, his 

literary production was dictated by the haphazard impulses that guides many artists. Cooper 

maintained an interest in revolutionary politics. Poland’s identity was maintained by a common 

language and cultural identity. Cooper hoped supporting revolution in Poland would initiate 

political change. 

 Cooper’s non-fiction is composed of naval history, travel writing, and political 

philosophy. Central to Cooper’s conception of democracy is the ability to effectively criticize 

itself. Cooper’s non-fiction is conceived as a corrective to European misconceptions about 
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America’s political system and social traditions. The mechanics and superiority of a successful 

democracy dominated Cooper’s narrative.  

 

Fig. 4. Cooper's Imprint Frequency: Non-Fiction Compared with Fictional Works 

 

There is no point in Cooper’s career, (fig. 4), when more non-fiction was published then fiction. 

There is an identifiable surge in the production and availability of Cooper’s non-fiction between 

the years 1835 and 1839. These years represent the appearance of The American Democrat, 

History of the Navy of the United States, and the 5 Volumes of Gleanings in Europe. Between 

1843 and 1848, Cooper’s non-fiction had a stable period of imprint production and circulation. 

The years 1830 and 1848 represent increased revolutionary activity. A general decline in the 

production of Cooper’s imprints correlate with the years of revolutionary activity. In the mid 

1830’s fiction declined with the increased production of Cooper’s non-fiction and travel book 

series. The year 1837 is the only year non-fiction came close to eclipsing the circulation of his 

fiction. 
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 Cooper recognized that democracy is an intellectual endeavor having real-life 

implications influencing the actions of humans. The printed word can reinforce the intellectual 

foundation of democracy and present it as a viable political situation. 

  

 

Fig. 5. Cooper's Total Political Imprint Frequency: United States Compared with Europe 

 

Bibliographical data shows both that political fiction and political non-fiction, (fig. 3), represent 

a smaller part of Cooper’s total literary publications. Cooper’s political imprints, (fig. 5), was 

printed and disseminated more widely within Europe than America. Only in the years 1827, 

1841, 1843, and 1849 respectively, did American political imprint production equal or exceed 

European political imprint production. Years immediately preceding the revolutions of 1848 

mark a distinct increase in the production of Cooper’s political imprints within Europe. Data for 

American imprints reveal a general decline in production, compared with Europe, toward 1848. 

Imprint production with political associations, was at its lowest point in 1826, the year Last of 

The Mohicans appeared and Cooper relocated his family to Europe, and 1830, when 
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revolutionary fervor swept through parts of the continent. The 1830’s represent a decade where 

political writing appeared with increasing frequency both in Europe and America until 1840.  

 The production and distribution of Cooper’s imprints within Europe had by the mid 

1830’s circulated a uniquely American ideological perspective. Revolutions in America and 

France had redirected the political expectations of some populations in Europe. I.C.B. Seaman 

notes, “The colonists had by violence freed themselves from the King of Great Britain. The 

French had by violence freed themselves from the House of Bourbon and gone on to overthrow 

or humiliate the ruling dynasties of all Europe. Such a thing had never before happened in 

European history” (Seaman 32). New boundaries defining freedom and the notion of equality 

was successfully established by an organized citizenry that enforced their common rights. The 

majority had a political voice that could be heard in the courts of Europe. The first lesson from 

revolutions in America and France is power can be decentralized for the good of many.  

 Bibliographical data shows Cooper’s political fiction in Europe, see Fig. 6, was more 

widely distributed then his politically oriented non-fiction in Europe. 

 
Fig. 6. Cooper's Imprint Frequency: European Political Non-Fiction Compared with European Political Fiction 
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Only in 1828, 1829, 1836, 1837, and 1838 did political non-fiction equal or exceed the 

production and distribution of Cooper’s political fiction. Political writing is the primary vehicle 

for the dissemination of Cooper’s ideological values. We are reminded; (fig. 2) in Chapter 2, that 

Cooper’s imprints were more widely distributed in Europe, during his lifetime. Also, imprints 

distributing political writing, in general, (fig. 5), were disseminated with greater frequency in 

Europe than America. Political fiction represented a powerful teaching tool. It illustrated the 

ideology that defined the motivations and lifestyle of Americans.  

 From 1836 to 1838, (fig. 4), Cooper’s non-fiction was appearing at the greatest frequency 

of his career. Also, politically oriented non-fiction peeked in 1837. However, political non-

fiction represents a significantly smaller part, (fig. 6), of the totality of Cooper’s political texts 

that were distributed as separate imprints within Europe. Cooper’s political fiction was 

introduced into European populations at a much higher frequency than political non-fiction. 

Democratic ideology and the mythology attached to the American Revolutionary War were 

spread among the general reading public through Cooper’s political fiction. Solidifying a second 

lesson from the successes of American and French revolutionary action, I.C.B. Seaman 

understood, “…they had been morally justifiable. It was this claim that they were just and 

righteous acts which removed them from the category of rebellion” (Seaman 32-33). A notion of 

the universal rights, backed by threats and violence acts, redefined the relationship between 

rulers and those willing to be ruled. Good arguments, enumerating human equality, allowed 

rebellion to be historically re-defined as freedom fighting, and insurgent re-described by the 

political winner, as hero. Cooper’s political fiction distributed a political philosophy that 

ethically justified rebellion. Later in the century the moral superiority of non-violent political 
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dissent was considered a practical strategy for successfully executing civil unrest and would 

replace moral arguments for violent action.  

 Cooper doubted the perfection of Democracy. However, forms of government based on 

hereditary power were deemed much worse systems of rule. Regarding the Aristocracy, Cooper 

points out, “Being a government of the few, it is in the main, as a necessity of human selfishness, 

administered in the interests of the few” (Cooper 125). Representative democratic systems of 

government limited administrative practices sanctioning unfettered self-interest. Outright dislike 

for monarchy was a position that Cooper articulated. In The American Democrat, Cooper 

reminds readers, “It is the policy of a monarchy to repress thought, a knowledge of human rights 

being always dangerous to absolute, or exclusive power” (Cooper 124). Freedom of expression 

should be a politically guarded necessity. Cooper recognized a check on the power of 

government is the critique provided by a freedom of expression. He needed to express a political 

philosophy that valued human rights to achieve human equality. Cooper’s viewpoint equated the 

oppression of thought with subjecting limitations on basic human rights.  

Philosophical concerns that animated the American and French Revolutions are 

indicative of eighteenth and nineteenth century thought. Arguments prevalent during the 

Enlightenment had continued relevance to the political situation in nineteenth century Europe. 

Jonathan Israel offers a summation of questions guiding the philosophical issues, “Either history 

is infused by divine providence or it is not, either one endorses a society of ranks or embraces 

equality, one approves representative democracy or opposes it. On these questions it was the 

polarization, the division of opinion that shaped developments” (Israel 18-19). Cooper remained 

influenced by the Enlightenment thought that directed the motivations of his father’s generation. 

Authors associated with the American Revolution offered a radical ideology promoting popular 
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dissent. Thomas Paine’s pamphlet, or 33-page book, Common Sense is indicative of the 

ideological point of view that Cooper was born into. Richard D. Brown relates, “Common Sense 

carried blunt messages in blunt language that mobilized a truly popular audience in the northern 

colonies. Speaking as one commoner to another, he used a familiar vocabulary and homespun 

illustrations to press his attack on monarchy, the hereditary principle, and imperial rule” (Gross 

and Kelley 65). Cooper continued to espouse the political ideology popularized by Paine and his 

contemporaries. He embraced features characteristic of a more radical strain of Enlightenment 

argument. 

Resistance to hereditary power and oppressive centralized systems had proponents that 

preferred limiting established institutions. They only wished to moderate the existing power 

structures within Europe. Enlightenment philosophers often held a moderate position that only 

sought to limit authority already in place. Scotsman Adam Ferguson represents the moderate 

enlightenment. Israel observes, “His progress was a collective attainment, a development toward 

increasingly complex social structures, but also increasingly complex problems that did not 

necessarily produce a higher – that is, more developed – kind of individual and, still less, a more 

equal one” (Israel 9). Not all enlightenment philosophers thought equality and individuality was 

necessarily the cornerstone of political progress. Thinkers and writers forwarded the position that 

hereditary monarchy must be removed for a democratic decentralization of power. Cooper 

shared this recognizably radical political position with some enlightenment thinkers. Israel notes, 

“With regard to social and political life, the positions of Ferguson and Paine were diametrically 

opposed, with only the latter seeing the advent of democratic politics, and getting rid of 

monarchy and aristocracy, as properly an integral part of progress” (Israel 11). Thomas Paine 

popularized a notion of enlightenment progress that argued for the eradication of hereditary 
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forms of rule. A generation after Paine’s initial popularity, Cooper wrote politically charged 

books that often restated the positions of the radical enlightenment. 

Arguments characteristic of Enlightenment thought was often incorporated into the 

concerns of nineteenth-century Romanticism. During the American Revolution Thomas Paine 

propounded the compatibility of philosophical argument and political action. Israel describes 

Paine, “To him, progress was inseparable from transforming attitudes as well as overturning the 

prevailing monarchical – aristocratic – ecclesiastical order, and not only in one country but 

universally” (Israel 11). Cooper would echo the radical enlightenment following the Congress of 

Vienna. Paine plainly represented the characteristic concerns about hereditary monarchy that 

Cooper relayed. Freedom of expression, representative equality and the general superiority of 

democratic government, are topics Cooper would put forward to new generations of readers. 

However, a radical notion of individuality was the primary contribution Romanticism inherited 

from the Enlightenment.  

English Romanticism was concerned with the individual authority that guides a unique 

sense of self. Exterior influences were set aside for individual action, or aesthetic expression, 

supported by the authority of an interior life. Czeslaw Milosz states, “Contrary to the brand of 

Romanticism which in many countries was identified with a withdrawal of the individual into his 

own interior world, Romanticism in Poland acquired an extremely activist character and was 

clearly a consequence of many ideas of the Enlightenment” (Milosz 201). Many varieties of 

Romanticism viewed artistic, or political, expression as a passive exercise. American 

Romanticism shared with Romanticism in Poland an activist component. Enlightenment 

philosophy sparking the American Revolution imbued Cooper with the ideological rationale that 
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would prescribe his Polish sympathy. The legitimacy of an individual’s call to political action 

was the philosophical inheritance from the Enlightenment that America shared with Poland. 

Klemens Lothar von Metternich served as Austria’s foreign minister at the Congress of 

Vienna. He initiated a political policy meant to assure the resilience and longevity of hereditary 

rule in Europe. Metternich saw the French Revolution as an unmitigated catastrophe whose 

ideology must be subjugated. He was aware political ideology from the American and French 

Revolution was embraced by the intellectual activities characterizing leading figures of German 

Romanticism. Guido De Ruggiero relates the effect of the Revolution on German culture, 

“Goethe, Kant, Schiller, Fichte, Humboldt, recognized in these trenchant assertions a powerful 

historical reinforcement of the ideal of an autonomous spiritual life, as conceived by themselves 

in solitary meditation. Each transferred into his interpretation and commentary on the Revolution 

a part of himself” (De Ruggiero 218). Cooper was aware his praise of autonomous individuals, 

taking political action, was exactly what Metternich and conservative forces in Europe resisted. 

Institutions, or communication circuits, that produced books, decentralized the ideological 

transmission of authoritative information. Metternich praised the notion of a centralized 

hereditary authority; without fully appreciating that institutions, transferring ideas, like book 

manufacturing, decentralized the intellectual coercion needed to subdue a large population. 

Cooper relied on the populous imaginations of his admirers to refute and replace the conservative 

values that promoted hereditary rule.  

The geographical and culturally identifiable region of Poland was a primary target for 

Metternich. Milosz observes, “If we keep in mind that the authority so praised by Metternich 

was, for the Polish rebels, a foreign authority, opposed to their patriotic feelings, we receive a 

portrait that delineates perfectly the nature of Romanticism in Poland” (Milosz 202). Cooper 
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sympathized with Polish nationalism and political dissent. In 1832, he was visiting some of 

Metternich’s possessions. Cooper complained to Peter A. Jay, “I bought a bottle of Johannisberg 

in the castle itself, of Prince Metternich’s servant, for which I would not give half a dollar” 

(Beard 317, Vol. 6). Although Cooper disapproved of Austria’s role in the subjugation of Poland 

he was not above identifying the best wine to be had in the region. The Prince’s servant did not 

think Cooper deserving of the best wine in Metternich’s cellar. This anecdote illustrates Cooper’s 

willingness to observe the foreign authority that philosophically opposed his work. Cooper 

relentlessly toured and made acquaintances in Europe to evaluate the local political situation. 

Metternich represented a conservative element in Europe that Cooper actively worked to 

undermine.  

Preserving the established systems of authority after the Congress of Vienna was 

particularly important to Metternich. Austria was captive to the rest of Europe by complex 

geographical and political relationships. Italy, Germany, Poland, and southeastern Europe are the 

geographical regions that connected Austria. Cooper’s political novel disseminated the virtues of 

American ideology through Europe. The depictions of democracy that Cooper dispersed are a 

success story the conservative elements in Europe wanted to repress. Metternich viewed political 

dissent, constitutional monarchy, progressive models of government, and worse, revolutionary 

and democratic ideology, as a threat to the existence of Austria. The interests of Austria and 

Metternich were virtually identical. Self-preservation was a powerful motivation guiding 

Metternich’s political perspective.  

Disseminating the merits of democratic ideology and the necessity of revolutionary 

action was the purpose of Cooper’s non-fiction. Vindicating the existence of American culture to 

Europe is a theme Cooper retuned to many times. In Letter To General Lafayette, Cooper insists, 
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“If the ordinary impression of Europe concerning the newness of its democracy is true, America 

is making two great experiments, at the same time; that of democracy itself in large 

communities, and that of intimately uniting many communities in one” (Cooper 83; Writings on 

Places…). By 1832, Letter to General Lafayette, Contribution for the Poles, and Notions of The 

Americans, had appeared in print. They all represented ideological principles Metternich 

deplored. Yet, Cooper was allowed to visit Metternich’s holdings and negotiate purchases of 

wine with servants. Cooper was not viewed as a political dissident or a threat worth notice. The 

fervor of Cooper’s ideological convictions in his non-fiction attracted no attention. 

  

 

Fig. 7. Cooper's Imprint Frequency: Non-Fiction Europe Compared with Non-Fiction United States 

 
Between 1834 and 1838, Cooper published, A Letter To His Countrymen, the Gleanings 

in Europe in five volumes, and The American Democrat. Together they represent a consigned 

effort to critically explain, contextualize historically, and demonstrate the superiority of 

America’s functioning democratic government. Bibliographical Data illustrating Cooper’s total 

production non-fiction, (fig. 7), Europe produced more imprints of non-fiction during his life 

than America. By principally removing Cooper’s American Naval history, (fig. 8), imprint 
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production of the remaining overtly politically oriented non-fiction was small in both America 

and Europe. Only in the years 1836, 1837, and 1838 did European imprint production of 

Cooper’s political non-fiction dramatically exceed America’s production frequency. Cooper’s 

Political non-fiction represented a wide variety of ideological intention and stylistic 

experimentation: from supporting revolution in Contribution for the Poles, to economic theory in 

Letter to General Lafayette, to American cultural pervading Gleanings in Europe, and political 

theory in The American Democrat.  

 

 

Fig. 8. Cooper's Imprint Frequency: Non-Fiction Political Works United States Compared with Non-Fiction Political 

Works Europe 

 
Ideological positions Cooper forwarded in political non-fiction did not enjoy the broad 

distribution assured by numerous imprint production. His non-fiction does remain invaluable for 

interpreting Cooper’s other texts. Cooper’s political non-fiction provides the intellectual and 

ideological principles that guide his popular fiction. Political non-fiction, (fig. 8), represents a 

very small part of the total number of Cooper imprints circulating in Europe during his life.  
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Cooper observed France’s July revolution of 1830 with the advantage of proximity to 

General Lafayette. He was given information on the political climate of Europe. Poles, Italians, 

and Belgians developed populous movements of revolt. Beard understands, “The revolutionaries 

looked to France, especially to Lafayette, for encouragement and assistance, while Louis 

Philippe, to avoid a general war, sought anxiously to impress the Alliance with his peaceful, 

neutralist intentions” (Beard 3, Vol. 2). In time Lafayette recognized Louis Philippe’s duplicitous 

nature. The King’s restoration was short lived lasting from 1830 to 1848. Monarchy in France 

was not permanent re-established.  

General unrest was a political condition characterizing the Europe that Cooper 

understood. In 1830, writing his friend Peter Augustus Jay, Cooper noted, “I think Europe on the 

verge of a general war, though, I am not sure, that this is the common opinion. The revolutions 

which will inevitably follow this of France threaten to derange the whole political system of 

Europe” (Beard 10, Vol. 2). Cooper was certain that the monarchies of Europe would be replaced 

by democracies. This represented Cooper’s prophetic observation toward the stability of 

hereditary monarchy in Europe. Cooper engaged in an ideological war between competing 

governing principles. Democracy and republicanism competed with authoritarianism and 

monarchy. Political systems in Europe would inevitably be altered. Cooper’s awareness of 

Europe’s political realities allowed him to provide a fairly accurate account of European political 

issues to friends in America. 

Cooper was not politically isolated. He discussed revolutionary reform and politics with 

individual citizens from the different realms of Europe. First-hand experience afforded Cooper 

an acute perspective. Peter A. Jay received important political observations concerning Europe’s 

future in September of 1830. Cooper relayed, “…At Rome there is great discontent, and all upper 
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Italy is ready for revolt. Can Austria be neuter in such a state of things? It is true discontent 

pervades the Tyrol, Hungry and Bohemia. Saxony is far from satisfied – Poland feels still like a 

Nation – Half the German States are tired of their oppressors, and, in short, there is every where 

a tendency to revolt” (Beard 11, Vol.2). Revolution was a potential that politically aware 

individuals understood might be inevitable. Cooper recognized regions like Poland were 

connected by language and culture. He knew artificial divisions would not be effective. 

Nationalism based on shared language and cultural values was emerging. Cooper told Jay, “The 

struggle must, I think, take one of two aspects. Revolutions over half Europe or war” (Beard 11, 

Vol.2). Regions bound by hereditary social systems and language granted Poland an identity that 

resisted partitions and oppressive monarchal oppression. Cooper knew in 1830 that Poland was a 

political reality though many maps said differently. 

 Observations Cooper made would appear prophetic by 1850. Political revolution and 

war, both, visited Europe. However, the European revolution that Cooper actively associated 

himself with was Poland’s November revolution of 1830. A collusion of optimism guided 

Poland’s November revolution despite burgeoning forces of cynicism that would be the legacy of 

1848 and the accompanying revolutions within Europe. Successful revolutions, as with failures, 

solicit political and social results that are unforeseen by the participants. Cooper chose to 

participate in the fight to free Poland. Circumstances allowed Cooper to produce one of his least 

understood and important publications, Contributions for the Poles.  

Printed at Paris in 1831, Contributions for the Poles is a Folio with no title page. The first 

page was an account of a meeting in Paris with an exchange between Lafayette and Cooper. Page 

two has a subscriber list and begins “To the American People” written by J. Fenimore Cooper. 

The third page concludes Cooper’s piece with a fourth blank page. Contributions for the Poles is 
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a short piece that is easily ignored or misconstrued as less relevant in comparison to his fiction. 

However, Contributions for the Poles marks only the second foray into non-fiction after 

Cooper’s inaugural attempt at shaping public opinion without the use of fictional narratives. 

Notions of the Americans, Cooper’s first significant non-fiction piece appeared in 1828, and went 

through seventeen imprints during his lifetime. One edition of the book was printed in America, 

England, France, and Germany in 1828. Two more are known to appear in 1829’s Germany. One 

English imprint was issued in 1836 while the other eleven imprints are American. The last 

American imprint of Notions of the Americans, published during Cooper’s life, was in 1850. 

Cooper’s Notions of the Americans remained popular in the states throughout his lifetime. No 

evidence corroborates any significant popularity of the book in Europe.  

Notions of the Americans was a large non-fiction book whose first edition consisted of 

two volumes each offering over 300 pages of text. The single 1831 Paris imprint of Contribution 

for the Poles is only 3 pages. However, Contributions for the Poles marked an, arguably, more 

significant event in Cooper’s career. Notions of the Americans seemed to offer an awkwardly 

imposed critical perspective of Europe’s relationship with America that was often foreign to the 

experiences of Cooper’s readers. With Contributions for the Poles Cooper used his writing to 

participate in a historical event that was understood and garnered empathy from many 

republicans and anti-monarchists. Cooper, starting in 1828 with Notions of the Americans, 

produced a succession of political non-fiction writings ending in 1838 with the appearance of 

The American Democrat, and the return to fiction with Homeward Bound, marking the decade of 

his most overtly political writings. Contributions for the Poles serves as an important hallmark 

initiating Cooper’s active participation with revolutionary political interests in Europe.  
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Understanding the reason Cooper published and circulated Contributions for the Poles 

can only be provided by understanding his personal experience of revolutionary action in 

Europe, before, during, and after France’s three day uprising starting on Wednesday July 28, 

1830. His political activity was then engaged with the Polish Revolution of November 1830. 

Cooper’s relationship with direct experience of political activity in Europe started with his 1826 

voyage to Europe. By the end of July 1826, the Cooper family had made their way from England 

to Paris where they would spend the next two years. An American traveling his entire family in 

Europe in the first half of the nineteenth century was unusual. Cooper and his wife insisted on 

providing their family with excellent opportunities for educational experiences. The family 

children, ranging in age from two to thirteen with a sixteen-year-old nephew, were required to 

commandeer a working knowledge of European languages. From July of 1826 to September of 

1833 the Cooper’s lived and traveled widely within Europe. 

The Prairie was finished in Europe, and the next nine publications, including the short 

works Contributions for the Poles and Letter to General Lafayette, were written and published 

while residing within foreign lands. Though published in 1835, The Monikins was likely started 

in 1832. Cooper’s publishing career may have seemed, to some, an effortless enterprise where 

success always followed. However, bringing forth Cooper’s new work was not always without 

effort or complication. Cooper, in the first days of March 1829, attempted to have The Wept of 

Wish-Ton-Wish printed in Marseilles France. On March 10, Mrs. Cooper was sent a note, “…I 

find that Florence will print for little more than half the price of Marseilles…” (Beard 365, 

Vol.1). Economic concerns would dictate that The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish would be printed in 

Florence. Joan St. Clair Crane described the book as follows, “This Florence edition was the first 

printed. Advance sheets were shipped by Wells & Co., from Paris on 25 May 1829 to the 
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American, English, French and German publishers. The Italian edition was published just after 

the English edition that appeared on 29 September 1829; both preceded the American edition by 

several weeks” (St. Clair Crane 11). Relationships with compositors like Richard Heaviside and 

knowledge of their price per sheet for The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish, fifteen francs, illustrate the 

level of engagement Cooper had with the printing community in Europe that printed and issued 

his work. As for publishing, Cooper understood, “…it is much cheaper in Italy than in France…” 

(Beard 365, Vol. 1). Later, the attempt to publish The Water Witch in Rome would be stopped by 

censors.  

Although France was the natural base for their family, tour years were devoted to living 

and exploring other European countries. After an initial start in England, Cooper visited Holland, 

Brussels, viewed Waterloo, spent time in Switzerland, took a walking tour of the Alps, looked at 

Lake Geneva, and on to take up residence at the Palazzo Ricasoli, Via del Cocomero in Florence 

at the end of October 1828. Beard described “…the fortress-like Palazzo Ricasoli on the Via 

Cocomero, carpeted and elegantly furnished, with good fireplaces and high, frescoed walls and 

ceilings. Servants were plentiful, and masters in Italian, music, and drawing were employed for 

the children” (Beard 345, Vol.1). It was in the Palazzo Ricasoli that Cooper concentrated on 

writing The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish. An unsuccessful business trip to Marseilles eventually 

brought Cooper back to Italy to finish the process of The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish’s printing in 

Florence. Only two weeks were wasted in France. Short stays in Naples and Sorrento granted 

Cooper the opportunity to view Herculaneum, Pompeii, and afforded the chance to walk to the 

summit of Vesuvius. In Sorrento, living at the Palazzo detta del Tasso Cooper worked on writing 

his new book The Water Witch. At the beginning of December 1829 Cooper took time to walk on 
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the Appian Way, like so many tourists before and after him, on his way to take up residence in 

Rome.  

 On his arrival Cooper was greatly moved by St. Peter’s overwhelming facade. Many 

tourists had descended on Rome for Carnival and observances of Holy Week. Cooper wrote to 

Horatio Greenough in February 1830, “We have delightful weather, and Rome is all alive with 

the Carnival. Full of Americans” (Beard 404, Vol.1). The sophisticated and congenial 

international social set residing in Rome did not neglect Cooper and his family. Beard noted, 

“The mother of Anastasie Klustin gave a brilliant reception for him, the Bonapartes renewed 

their courtesies, and the numerous Americans in Rome invited him to preside at a patriotic dinner 

on Washington’s Birthday” (Beard 347, Vol. 1). Cooper enjoyed the festive and inviting 

atmosphere Rome provided. Poland’s troubles were a focus of conversation that informed 

Cooper of political circumstances that he identified with. Contact with Polish nationals was 

deeply influential.  

Certain facts were well known to Cooper and the international community in Rome 

during the holy season of 1830. Adam Zamoyski notes, “Napoleon’s intention was not to 

conquer Russia but to cow Alexander into submission. He was therefore prepared to use the re-

establishment of a strong Poland as a threat, but meant to keep his options open were Alexander 

to give in” (Zamoyski 263). Betrayal, usually by sovereigns, was a political circumstance 

animating the Polish community residing in exile. Prussia, Austria, and Russia partitioned 

Poland for the first time in 1772. The second partition was in 1792 and third in 1794. Facts 

surrounding Poland’s oppression were well established by the time Cooper gained an 

international reputation. Zamoyski observed that during the second partition, “The way in which 

Poland had been carved up virtually precluded what was left of it from supporting itself. Cities 
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had been removed, leaving their agricultural hinterland, and agricultural areas had been lopped 

off, leaving starving cities” (Zamoyski 253). Partitions started an economic war that was meant 

to cripple the practical functioning of basic trade within Poland. The partition represented a 

political act meant to strip monetary power from Poland’s soil. Zamoyski reminds us, “Economic 

activity came to a virtual standstill and in 1793 the six largest Warsaw banks declared 

insolvency” (Zamoyski 253). By the year 1830’s, the Congress of Vienna had restored many 

national boundaries. Poland’s identity was maintained by Polish resistance to foreign rule. 

 Adam Miekiewicz, Poland’s national literary hero, provided Cooper a friendship that 

granted the opportunity to take practical action and voice the revolutionary concerns of an 

oppressed population. Roman Koropeckyj described their first meeting, “At a soiree Vera 

Ivanovna organized for the American writer in early March, the Polish poet and the creator of 

The Leather-Stocking Tales struck up an immediate friendship” (Koropeckyj 138). Cooper was 

exposed to a revolutionary community in exile that resisted the hegemonic forces that oppressed 

their country. Koropeckyj noted public interest in the friendship, “A few weeks later, a Polish 

newspaper was already reporting that ‘Mickiewicz…could often be seen on walks with the 

famous American novelist Cooper and with the Russian woman of letters Khliustin’” 

(Koropeckyj 138). Miekiewicz was on a journey not unlike Cooper’s exploration of Europe’s 

political and artistic community. Czeslaw Milosz described Miekiewicz’s travels: 

While traveling through Germany with a friend, Edward Odyniec (a minor poet), 
Miekiewicz paid his respects to Goethe in Weimar, where he was received cordially; 
then, crossing the Alps, he went to Rome. There he found an international society not 
unlike Moscow’s; even some of his Russian friends were on hand – the Princess 
Volkonsky and Sobolevsky, also Poles (among whom a young, pure girl, Henrietta Eve 
Ankwicz, seemed to be his platonic love), and some Americans like James Fenimore 
Cooper, with whom he liked to ride in the Roman suburbs. (Milosz 221) 
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Cooper’s and Miekiewicz spent many hours together discussing politics and exploring the 

ancient city. Cooper wrote Mrs. Peter Jay, “Rome is only to be seen at leisure, and, I think, it is 

only to be seen well, on horseback. Every day I mounted at twelve, and some days I was five and 

six hours in the saddle” (Beard 426, Vol. 1). Friendship with Miekiewicz represents an important 

personal relationship with a Polish national who further informed Cooper of Poland’s political 

situation. Cooper understood the world through his experience and personal relationships with 

diverse nationalities.  

 Cooper did not attract the attention of censors in the many countries that published 

imprints of his texts. However there is one well documented case. Cooper wrote Charles Wilkes 

on January 6, 1830, “My next tale, Water Witch is ready, but the Roman Government wont let 

me print, on account of this expression, which unfortunately occurs in the first chapter. ‘And 

Rome, itself, is only to be traced by mutilated arches and fallen columns.’ Here are thin-skinned 

gentry for you! The rogues wish to make their people think Rome is still Rome” (Beard 400-1, 

Vol. 1). This example of censorship is a rare instance when Cooper had trouble publishing a 

book. Governments did not recognize the radical political ideas Cooper depicted in his books. 

Cooper maintained the identity of a romancer. His non-fiction political writing, see Fig. 8, was 

never widely dispersed in Europe. Cooper’s political ideas were most accessible in his non-

fiction. Government censors did not recognize Cooper as an ideological threat. He worked 

against the hereditary monarchies of Europe with little resistance. Difficult circumstances 

surrounding the publication of a book were usually financial. Rome’s censorship of Cooper’s 

Water Witch is an anomaly in his publishing career. 

The second half of April 1830 was spent traveling from Rome to Venice. During 

Cooper’s brief period in Venice he collected the information needed for a new novel, The Bravo. 
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On May 5, 1830, Cooper wrote Horatio Greenough, “We quit Venice to-morrow, after a visit of 

ten days. We are pleased with the novelty of the place, and have got just enough of it. We go 

post, and hope to be in Munich, by Tuesday night, and in Dresden a week after” (Beard 413, Vol. 

1). Journeying to Dresden was necessitated by business for publishing, The Water Witch. A 

bookseller who styled himself Waltersche Hofbuchhandlung took on the distribution and issuing 

of The Water Witch. The true first edition of The Water Witch appeared, in English, sometime 

before September 18, 1830 in Dresden. C.C. Meinhold and Sons printed the book for Cooper and 

the familiar publishing imprint Walther. Colburn and Bentley would issue the book in October 

and Carey and Lea would follow in December with the American edition. Early in May, of 1830, 

Cooper sent Walter the curt note, “Pray send me the Correction sheet again, the 2 first I have 

received” (Beard 416, Vol.1). Cooper actively prepared the proofs of his work while preparing 

and writing new material. A manuscript copy of the agreement between Cooper and Walter still 

exists. The particularity that stands out is Cooper’s insistence that Walter not produce any 

translations of The Water Witch in Europe without consent.  

Cooper lived for several months in Dresden. Writing Peter Jay on July 15, 1830, Cooper 

observed, “Dresden is the cheapest place we have inhabited, though Florence would not be dear, 

were it not for the knavery of the domestics. One can live in Dresden for about the same money 

as in New York, though there is no comparison between the indulgences of the two places. The 

commonest things with you, are rare luxuries all over Europe” (Beard 418, Vol. 1). Cooper used 

his experience traveling throughout Europe to collect the observations he placed in his social and 

political commentary. Commonplaces, in correspondences, between friends illustrate Cooper’s 

attention to issues as mundane as comparative economics. Cooper continuously contrasted the 

social and political condition of America and Europe. In the July 15, 1830, letter to Jay, Cooper 
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states, “If the illiberals of Europe get the ascendancy, we shall have to struggle for our existence. 

They cannot, even now, contain their exaltation at the slightest rumor that is unfavorable to the 

perpetuity of our institutions. I am fully persuaded that England is, at this moment, intriguing in 

the Southern States in order to separate the Union” (Beard 421, Vol. 1). Cooper recognized the 

economic and political motivations that supported or sought to abolish slavery differentiated the 

American South from the North could eventually dismantle the Union. Although a Civil War 

within America was a possibility, for Cooper, Europe’s problems seemed far more immediate at 

the end of July in 1830.  

In a letter to Charles King, editor of the New-York American, marked July 29, 1830, 

Cooper noted, “This letter was written in Saxony, but the revolution which was consummated in 

Paris, on the day of its date, induced me to come post haste, to the capital of Europe” (Beard 433, 

Vol.1). Cooper did not want to miss out on witnessing the revolution in Paris. In the first part of 

August, Mrs. Cooper and the family went on a short sojourn to Switzerland while Cooper headed 

toward Paris. By August 15, 1830, Cooper had news to relay to his wife Sue, “All is quiet in 

France, and promises to remain so. La Fayette has yielded to necessity, and the Bourbonites have 

done the same thing. Charles X is nearly forgotten, and Philip 1st seems to be moderate and 

wise” (Beard 435, Vol.1). Cooper’s assessment of royal competence would quickly erode. Yet 

Paris would remain, despite great admiration for Italy and Switzerland, the capital of Europe for 

Cooper. A three-day revolutionary event in Paris had consequences for other geographical 

regions. The revolution in Paris would inspire political revolt in Poland. 

After hurrying to Paris, Cooper was received by relative quiet. On August 21, 1830, 

Cooper wrote his wife sue, “All is perfectly quiet. I went to bed (Hotel de Mars) and rose at ten. 

In the streets I met in the first two hours – Wheaton – Clarke – Manigault – Pringle – Hunter and 
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his wife – Bremmer and other Americans. They all rush here to see the movement” (Beard 5, 

Vol. 2). Other Americans were just as curious to observe the revolutionary fervor of Paris. 

Cooper did not seek an immediate audience with General Lafayette upon his arrival in the 

Capital. Seemingly overnight, Lafayette had become recognized by monarch and common 

citizen as the most powerful man in France. In Europe news of the Paris revolution spread 

quickly. Traveling back to Paris, Cooper had the unique position to assess the general mood of 

the population through which he moved. Writing Charles Wilkes on August 24, 1830, Cooper 

states, “I have traveled near a thousand miles through the northern parts of Europe since the 

change, and the feeling of the people every where is in its favor. The moderation of the victors 

adds to their popularity. Still I am not of opinion with the majority of those who write on the 

probable issue. I think there will be war” (Beard 7, Vol. 2). Popular opinion seemed to lean 

toward peace. However, reform was greeted by a particular lack of enthusiasm from England that 

Cooper recognized. Also, Tensions on the Rhine lead Cooper to the conclusion that Europe was 

heading toward a political crisis. 

War would eventually erupt between Russia and Poland. The need to politically reform 

Europe was explicitly expressed by Cooper. Writing Peter Jay on September 8, 1830, Cooper 

admits, “In fine, there is need to remodel Europe, -to give Italy a national character –to secure 

civil rights in Germany and to break down a hundred useless and troublesome barriers which 

now exist –to bring people under the same governments who have common interests and 

sympathies –and to separate those who hate each other-” (Beard 12, Vol. 2). Characterizing the 

needs of European political life gave Cooper an opportunity to express his general assessment of 

objectives set by national reform movements. Cooper recognized Italy was a geographical region 

with no national character. He understood Germany represented a region and people with 
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severely limited civil rights. Poland represented a geographical region with a national identity 

and no civil rights. Cooper understood the political arrangement in Europe could not survive as it 

was.  Revolution was as likely as war. 

Securing civil rights in Germany would remain a problem. Karl Marx commented on the 

problem in 1843:  

In comparison with the greatest Germans even the least Dutchman is still a citizen. And 
the opinions of foreigners about the Prussian government! There is a frightening 
agreement, no one is deceived any longer about the system and its simple nature. So the 
new school had been of some use after all. The glorious robes of liberalism have fallen 
away and the most repulsive despotism stands revealed for all the world to see. (Marx 
199) 
 

Germany maintained a pattern of oppressive rule that impeded civil rights for much of Europe. 

Cooper was part of the first generation of Americans to observe first-hand the political realities 

in Metternich’s Austrian and German states. In 1830, Cooper viewed Europe as a political 

cauldron that would inevitably erupt in War. 

 Cooper understood the necessity of recognizing an Italian national character that could 

unify the geographical region as a political entity. Only through unification could all citizens be 

guaranteed an equal measure of civilian rights. Cooper hoped Europe would emerge as an 

idealized version of America. Cooper would never know a unified Italy. Hibbert described the 

situation, “…what did Italy mean in the early 1830s? Outside the Peninsula most people thought 

it was – as Metternich was soon to say it was – ‘ein geographischer Begriff’, a mere geographical 

expression. And inside the Peninsula, too, there was not, nor never had been, a widespread 

feeling that it ought to be made into something more dynamic” (Hibbert 8). The American style 

revolutionary war that Cooper imagined following the news of revolt in Paris never came to pass. 

Cooper anticipated the necessity of an Italian national identity by many decades. 
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 Cooper was a prominent American author and public figure with no personal recollection 

of English colonial domination. He had personal relationships with Lafayette and Polish refugees 

that provided information about European politics and revolutionary action. Cooper’s 

revolutionary anxiety, which lingered in late August of 1830, did anticipate the possibility of 

action in Poland. Paris was quiet while the east stirred. Events in Paris had direct ramifications 

on Poland’s resistance movement. R.F. Leslie noted, “…suddenly the whole situation changed in 

the second half of 1830. Revolution broke out in Paris and a state of suppressed excitement was 

evident in Warsaw, for France was, for the younger generation, still the France of the 

Revolutionary epoch and of Napoleon, which might once again take up a policy of expansion” 

(Leslie 117-118). The notion of expansion, for many Poles, was a general reference to a people’s 

liberty based on the fairness of political and economic representation. Simple democratic 

representation was hoped for in its most basic form.  

 Piotr Wysocki is a key conspirator whose actions where necessary for the November 

insurrection in Poland. Cadets in the Polish Army, of 1829, where frustrated by the prospects of 

perpetual inaction. However, literary circles that influenced and often mingled with Army cadets 

successfully circulated ideas concerning the dignity of a free Poland. Leslie points out, “For all 

these literary associations there was nothing intellectual in Wysocki and his political programme. 

Wysocki himself was scarcely educated at all, though in the hours when he was not instructing 

the cadets in musketry he tried to master Latin and French with little success” (Leslie 116). 

Through June of 1830, political inaction remained the hallmark of conspirators circulating 

around Wysocki. Eventually, news of July’s revolution in Paris swept Poland and inspired a 

renewed resolve for action in Warsaw.  
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 A problem for the revolutionary conspirators arose as Pavlovich Constantine, grand duke 

of Russia, was informed of a possible plot. Relationships between students and the Army 

eventually would reveal Wysocki’s guilty instigations. Wysocki realized that time was not on his 

side and action was needed. Leslie states, “The original date for the rising had been 10 

December, but the news that Constantine had received instructions from St. Petersburg to draw 

up a list of suspects and make arrests compelled him to arrange the revolt for 29 November…” 

(Leslie 121). The new date was significant because the 4th Regiment, where conspiratorial 

membership was concentrated, held responsibility for defending Warsaw’s public buildings that 

day.  

 Warsaw’s military coup quickly took on the attributes of a comedy of errors. At first most 

of the civilian conspirators backed away. Preparations for the eventuality of fire, in Warsaw, 

foiled the beginning of the insurrection. Leslie relates, “The signal, the burning of a brewery, 

was bungled; the fire picket put it out. Only fourteen civilians appeared where fifty had been 

promised for the attack on the Belvedere Palace, which failed because the attackers did not stay 

long enough to seek out Constantine” (Leslie 121). Military and civilian leaders all but ignored 

Wysocki’s plea for action.  

 In 1830, Poland’s grain production was in abject failure. The production of spirits and 

beer suffered under the new price of manufacturing and costs were passed on to consumers. No 

one in the military thought the price of vodka and beer would help the purposes of revolutionary 

rebellion. Leslie understood, “To the disgust of the artisans the prices of beer and vodka had 

been raised on 29 November, a Monday and traditionally a day for drunken brawls” (Leslie 122). 

The new price of beer and vodka was seen as a scandal that enraged the populous. Both 

conspirators and any number of Army officers were taken aback. Anger generated by the new 
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pricing of beer and vodka, was not foreseen by the conspiratorial movement. General workers 

recognized the military was involved in the uprising and joined in the distribution of over 20,000 

rifles from the arsenal to arm Warsaw’s population. Soldiers were further angered that 

regimental colonels had been allotted half their subordinates pay for food rationing. Leslie notes, 

“When the soldiers saw the mob breaking open provision shops and helping themselves to vodka 

they joined in readily. Discipline quickly broke down and the senior officers lost control over 

their men” (Leslie 123). What had started as, at best, military insurrection had become a 

revolution characterized by a popular revolt. It is important to note, revolutionary conspirators 

quickly forgot social justice and took to emphasizing Poland’s independence.  

 Real war with Russia ensued and many thousands lost their lives. Almost a year later 

armed Polish resistance would be quelled by Russian force. Ultimately, Wysocki was widely 

recognized as a Polish national hero. However Leslie relates, “On 18 October 1831 Nicholas I 

was able to issue a manifesto to the Russian Empire announcing the end of hostilities, which he 

followed on 1 November with a partial amnesty for the Poles of the Kingdom. Thus came to an 

end the November Revolution” (Leslie 256). Thru all, the potential independence of Poland had 

become the driving force that focused generations to follow. Two and a half months before the 

emperor of Russia Nicholas I released his manifesto, J.F. Cooper had issued a plea to help 

Poland.  

On July 9, 1831 in Paris, Cooper chaired a meeting of the American Polish Committee. 

Lafayette was absent, though he regularly attended and certainly enhanced the credibility and 

profile of the Committee meetings. For Cooper an important resolution was adopted: “That an 

address in behalf of the Poles be made to the American People, in the name of this meeting; that 

it be authenticated by the signatures of the Chairman and Secretary; that one thousand copies be 
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printed and circulated at home” (Beard 123, Vol. 2). Cooper elected to write the address. The 

main text, within Contributions for the Poles, was the result of Cooper’s efforts. Contributions 

for the Poles only ever appeared once as a Folio imprint in Paris. This edition was for the ex-pat 

community. The plan to circulate Contributions for the Poles in America quickly partook a 

different strategy. Beard related, “Distributed to American editors, it was widely reprinted in 

American newspapers in the first week of September 1831” (Beard 122, Vol. 2). It is likely; the 

printing of one thousand copies in America was simply not cost effective. An American free 

press provided free distribution without any worry of political reprisal.   

Describing the Committee proceedings to Lafayette on July 10, 1831, Cooper asked, 

“You will see that I had the honor to preside, and that it has become my duty, as the organ of the 

meeting, to request you will consent to receive, not only our own contributions, but any others 

that may be the consequences of our efforts, and to remit them to the fine people for whom they 

are intended” (Beard 122, Vol. 2). It should be remembered Lafayette was perceived by many as 

a living hero in both America and France. He willingly executed the duties allotted him by the 

American Polish Committee. Many individuals participated. However, the celebrity presence 

that Lafayette and Cooper provided, garnered credibility and publicity to the Polish cause.  

America did respond. The circulation of Contributions for the Poles in American 

newspapers disseminated arguments that inspired political action. Lafayette wrote Cooper on 

October 22, 1831 about the result of his address, “…on the subject of the Polish cause, 

committees, for the benefit and furtherance of that cause, have been formed in New York, 

Boston, and other places in the United States. I have already received a large sum of money from 

New York, a subscription from the young men of Boston, and another from the West Point 

Academy” (Beard 129, Vol. 2). The service of Kosciuszko to America was not forgotten by West 
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Point cadets. A network of individuals was drawn upon to help Lafayette distribute the collected 

resources. Cooper had produced a political tract that enjoyed wide readership. Contributions for 

the Poles served as an effective article of political propaganda. Despite being printed only once 

in Paris, as an individual imprint, Contributions for the Poles successfully argued for the Polish 

cause in America.  

Contributions for the Poles was only available as a Folio imprint in Paris that American 

newspapers reprinted widely. It was primarily an argument designed for American consumption. 

The argument is a straight appeal to common sentimentalities. Cooper notes, within the address, 

“In the course of ages families swell into communities, and from intimate relations of origin, 

language and usages are derived the feelings and interests that bind a people together. Next to the 

tie of blood that which unites man to his country is the strongest. The sentiment of patriotism is 

among the purest that adorns human nature…” (Beard 124, Vol. 2). Americans could identify 

with the brand of patriotism that Cooper described, as the natural state of human relations, 

embodied within all notions of nationhood. When the address was circulated in America war 

between Russia and Poland’s freedom fighters ensued at the cost of human life. Christian values 

served as another generality that Cooper used to forge the commonalities uniting the Polish cause 

and the interests of an American populace. Cooper beseeched, “Such a fate, befalling the 

smallest community, would be entitled to, and we are certain it would awaken, your pity, but 

when Poland was overcome the fifth power of Christendom was trodden upon” (Beard 124, Vol. 

2). Religion, so often used to divide sentiments, was used to unite a general set of perceived 

values America and Poland shared. Cooper implored, “People of America! You, too, are accused 

of living in the midst of anarchy and lawless confusion – You are said to be tired of liberty – you 
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are reviled as forgetting God…” (Beard 125, Vol. 2). The rhetoric Cooper employed was 

polemic and meant to appeal to passions that inspire emotion.  

Poland is described in Contributions for the Poles as one of the most progressive and free 

territories feudal Europe ever issued. The wrongs perpetrated against Poland are alluded to 

without historical detail to provide good context. For Cooper, “Poland was accused of faction 

and anarchy” (Beard 125, Vol. 2). His address provided Americans with more aphorism then 

logical argument. The partition of Poland is vaguely described as a primary grievance. Cooper 

argues, “When Poland was subdued, by far the larger portion of her territory became subject to a 

people less advanced in civilization than her own citizens. She was thus excluded from the only 

solace of defeat, and was doomed to witness the gradual decay of those arts and opinions which 

form the basis of all national prosperity” (Beard 125-6, Vol. 2). Oppression, and subjugation, of 

cultural endeavors was perceived as a shared grievance. Curiously, Cooper denies his address is 

propaganda; though it clearly is. Cooper states, “We make no appeal, therefore, in the spirit of 

propagandism; Warsaw, the government of the country, and all the essential immunities of 

sovereign power are already regained…” (Beard 126, Vol. 2). Insurgent political dissent, 

publicly expressed by the reality of Poland’s war, freed Cooper’s mind from any charge of base 

manipulation of public sentiment.  

Appealing to American vanity was Cooper’s primary proposition. Cooper reminds the 

American people, “You dread no enemies, you anticipate no famines, you hold at command 

every bounty which a beneficent Providence has lavished upon man. The self-denial and 

hardships of your ancestors are requited to their descendants in a tenfold return of peace, security 

and happiness. To you, then, do we apply to contribute from your abundance, to the urgent wants 

of this wronged nation” (Beard 126, Vol. 2). America is presented, to its own people, in 
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Contributions for the Poles as an anointed example of human freedoms to the nations of the 

earth. Cooper’s America provided a blueprint for the eradication of monarchal powers; an 

example set for all oppressed peoples to follow. Fighting for freedom was a morally sanctioned 

expression of human rights, a privilege of existence. Cooper appealed, “Let it not be said, that, 

while cold and heartless traffickers in the dearest of human rights are combining their means to 

overwhelm twenty millions of men struggling and worthy to be free, that thirteen millions 

animated by the same qualities looked coldly on because an ocean lay between them” (Beard 

127, Vol. 2). The American Revolution set an example for people resisting arbitrary hegemonic 

powers and the tyranny of hereditary monarchy. It rendered natural allies between American 

sentiments and Poland’s struggle for freedom.  

Aware of the political implications implicit in his dalliance, Cooper’s Contributions for 

the Poles awkwardly sought to placate Russia. Cooper admits, “We do not deny, on the contrary 

we have pleasure in publishing, that Russia, by her wisdom, foresight, and liberality, has 

established lasting claims on the friendship and esteem of America. There are numerous interests 

to keep them friends; there are some which might easily render them allies” (Beard 127, Vol. 2). 

Yet, Nicholas I and the Princes of Russia are back-handedly absolved because, according to 

Cooper, they are victims of the ideological errors perpetrated by their predecessors. In his appeal, 

Cooper refuses to yield on political ethics, providential morality, or principle. Cooper 

recognized, “The wrong exists, and we should be false to our origin, our principles and that mild 

religion in which we are nurtured could we hesitate between Poland and her enemies” (Beard 

128, Vol. 2). Appealing specifically to his countrywomen, Cooper reached beyond patriarchal 

systems of power in hopes of solidifying the sentiments of matriarchal approval, and support, for 

the revolutionary activities of the Polish people. At the end of Contributions for the Poles, 
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Cooper refrained the plea for all to maintain liberty. Certainly, preceding the aristocracy of 

Europe, Cooper regarded America as a potentially powerful and politically influential nation.  

Contributions for the Poles shared a common affiliation with the rest of Cooper’s 

politically oriented non-fiction circulating Europe, in the 1830’s: by simply being generally 

ineffectual. Yes, there was a wide newspaper readership in America, and money was collected 

for the relief of polish nationals; to that extent Cooper’s address was a great success. However, 

the degradation of Russia’s monarchy and restoration of Poland within the community of nations 

did not happen during Cooper’s lifetime. Cooper worked for the eradication of monarchal 

systems of oppression. Contributions for the Poles was the most personally invested political 

work Cooper chose to produce. The other political non-fiction Cooper wrote lacked the political 

immediacy his personal relationships demanded of him. An interest in Polish nationalism 

dominated a significant part of Cooper’s social life, while in Europe. Even after Russia had put 

an end to Poland’s revolution, Cooper described to Horatio Greenough in December 1831, “Our 

Polish Committee sits in state, every week, and there is as much form and gravity among us as if 

more serious matters rested in our hands” (Beard 165, Vol. 2). Wednesday meetings of the 

American Polish Committee would continue long after Russia, Prussia, and Austria strengthened 

the hold on former territories of the dual Commonwealth of Poland and Lithuania. The Polish 

problem retained its stature as a political crisis well beyond Cooper’s lifetime.  

Politically oriented non-fiction relates Cooper’s ideological dedication to principles first 

codified by radical Enlightenment figures like Thomas Paine. Principally, Cooper espoused an 

ideology looking to supplant the hegemonic systems of aristocracy and hereditary monarchy in 

Europe, with American style democracy. Of all his non-fiction, Contributions for the Poles 

merits special attention because it signals Cooper’s polemic and activist participation in events 
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before and after the November Revolution of 1830. Cooper’s non-fiction provides the guiding 

ideological principles that animate his popular fiction. Polish Romanticism was characterized by 

proactive contributions of an outward nature concerning intellectual endeavors. Inspired by the 

Polish cause, Cooper explored political fiction as a vehicle for deliberately disseminating his 

ideological critique of European culture and government. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 
 

COOPER’S POLITICAL FICTION AND IDEOLOGICAL DISSEMINATION 

 
 Cooper is a complicated political and literary figure that resists interpretation solely 

dependent on the rubrics defining American Romanticism. The guiding tenets of the radical 

Enlightenment informs Cooper’s political activism. Cooper understood the purpose of revolution 

as politically motivated activity working to replace all systems of hereditary monarchy. I focus 

on the political novel as an effective vehicle of ideological dissemination. Cooper understood the 

function of his political novel as an extension of his philosophy or theory of language. His 

language theory is the guiding principle that connects agency to Cooper’s political novel. Cooper 

endeavored to alter the political opinions of his reader in favor of democratic governance.  

 Cooper’s theory of language shares important characteristics with American pragmatism. 

Both are concerned with the evolution of behavior by challenging belief. New habits are given an 

opportunity to emerge. Cooper’s worked to populate the imagination of his reader with American 

political ideology. His notion of language mirroring reality is shared by the philosopher Walter 

Benjamin and discussed at length. However, Cooper employs language to challenge belief 

systems and realign political habits that support practices. Cooper propounded a proto-

pragmatism indicative of nineteenth century American intellectualism. 

James Fenimore Cooper wrote overtly political fiction with the objective of 

disseminating his social and political agenda. An inherited ideological disposition from the 

Radical Enlightenment characterized Cooper’s political perspective. Cooper wanted hereditary 

monarchy replaced by representational forms of government. His social agenda wished to correct 

the proliferation of misconceptions, primarily within Europe, about the cultural sophistication 

and form of government that founded the prosperity and freedom of the American peoples. 
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Overthrowing the hegemonic systems that oppressed Europe could be achieved if an American 

post-revolutionary government could provide a successful example. The hereditary authorities 

that ruled Europe defended an ideology whose success depended on the ignorance of the 

populace. Systems of government that decentralized wealth and representational power were 

deemed subversive and ignored by many educated political interests that had the most to lose. 

Monarchy did not want to allow a citizenry to imagine any other form of government. Cooper’s 

fiction was meant to deliberately disrupt prevailing perceptions of power based on inherited 

authority. He provided a politically orientated narrative to the imagination that offered an 

alternative system of rule. 

 Fiction provided a literary form that could widely disseminate narratives that gave an 

individual a new political and moral reality wholly experienced within the imagination. 

Monarchal systems of rule could be tested against an individual moral imagination that, for the 

first time, could internalize a version of freedom that resisted oppression as a fundamental 

human right. In privacy, secluded within thought, an individual could read Cooper’s fiction and 

experience the freedom of the frontier and the successes of America’s Revolutionary War. 

Cooper’s political fiction offered his European readers an alternative moral and political reality. 

In the imaginations of Cooper’s readers hereditary monarchy could be challenged, overcome, 

and replaced by representative forms of government that allowed individuals from every societal 

strata to share political power. Fictional examples of American democracy at work helped 

European readers accrue a political awareness that could imagine a world without monarchy. 

Cooper’s political fiction demanded the eradication of oppressive political systems. 

 The three decades in Cooper’s career have important contributions to American political 

fiction: Lionel Lincoln (1825), The Bravo (1831), The Heidenmauer (1832), The Headsman 
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(1833), The Monikins (1835), Home as Found (1838), Autobiography of a Pocket Handkerchief 

(1843), Satanstoe (1845), The Chainbearer (1845), The Redskins (1846), The Crater (1847), and 

The Ways of the Hours (1850). Political fiction, see Fig. 9, was issued in Europe more 

consistently then America. Only in 1841, 1843, and 1849 did American production of Cooper’s 

imprints exceed Europe. Cooper’s texts were distributed to a wide group of populations in 

Europe differentiated by language, cultural community, and monarchy. The Spy in 1821 

presented a positive depiction of the American Revolution to the people in Europe. Lionel 

Lincoln would represent the start of political fictional that supported the view American 

democracy was the natural replacement for systems of government that depended on hereditary 

monarchy.  

 

 
Fig. 9. Cooper's Imprint Frequency: Political Fiction Europe Compared with Political Fiction United States 

  
Scholars have erred by characterizing Lionel Lincoln as a popular failure. In 1960 James 

F. Beard stated, “Lionel Lincoln (1825), in which Cooper’s historian’s instinct warred with his 

story-teller’s instinct, was a failure” (Beard 84, Vol. 1). Social historians have echoed this 

general consensus. The comparative failure of Lionel Lincoln is a reflection of Cooper’s personal 
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disappointment with the Charles Wiley’s sales of the imprint. It did not live up to Cooper’s 

expectations. John Tebbel remarked, “Successful as Cooper’s first three novels were, Charles 

Wiley did not get rich from them, and the fourth, Lionel Lincoln, which Cooper attempted to 

have published anonymously to test whether a book without his famous name would sell, was a 

comparative failure” (Tebbel 267). The often repeated claim that Lionel Lincoln is a failure has 

its origin from Cooper’s personal reflection that sales and critical reception did not meet his 

expectation. Cooper blamed English critics for muting enthusiasm for his books on American 

subjects. 

 Cooper was aware the American Revolution is a topic unpopular with English 

commentators. Writing the English publisher Henry Colburn in 1826, Cooper observed, “unless 

there should be something particularily offensive to English Pride in the subject – This was 

certainly the case with Lionel Lincoln, and it has operated I fancy, a little on its successor, but the 

Mohicans, to a certain extent must sell” (Beard 165, Vol. 1). A year after the appearance of 

Lionel Lincoln, Cooper recognized the book’s marginalization by critics was based on English 

discomfort with the political subject matter. When Last of the Mohicans was published Cooper 

questioned the appetite English readers would have for more American subjects. However, 

Bibliographical data shows England would see the publication of 16 individual imprints of 

Lionel Lincoln between 1825 and 1851, more than in any other country, including America.  

 Bibliographical evidence provides quantifiable information that attests to the success of 

Lionel Lincoln. A total of 49 unique imprints were produced during Cooper’s life. The British 

Empire contributed 16, America issued 13 imprints, Paris France 7, Germany – Zwickau 1, 

Leipzig 3, Frankfurt-am-main 2, Stuttgart 1, Italy –Livorno 1, Napoli, 1, Stockholm Sweden 1, 

Madrid Spain 1, Amsterdam Netherlands 1, and Copenhagen Denmark 1. Lionel Lincoln 
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appeared with a greater publication frequency in Europe, see Fig. 10, than in America. Only in 

1833, 1840, 1844, 1845, 1846, 1848, and 1850, did no imprint appear. Lionel Lincoln was 

translated into French, German, Italian, Dutch, Spanish, Swedish, and Danish between 1825 and 

1842. French and German editions in the English language also appeared. Bibliographical 

evidence provides facts that disrupt the popular description of Lionel Lincoln, as a failure.  

 

 
Fig. 10. Cooper's Publication Frequency of Lionel Lincoln Through Time 

  
Cooper’s novels were often published in countries that did not share Cooper’s political 

ideology. Success was measured by monetary returns. Cooper’s only received financial returns 

from publishers willing to cultivate a relationship with him. He sold publishing rights for lump 

sums for a set amount of time allowing the publisher to issue as many imprints as the public 

demanded. No money could be recovered from the sales of pirated editions that were 

commonplace in the period. Writing Richard Bentley in 1838, Cooper recorded a recollection of 

his publication history in England: 

Precaution was disposed of to Mr. Colburn, by means of the American Publisher, and 
without my agency, the transfer being made by my consent, however – I presume no 
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assignment was ever made by anybody. Spy was a waif, being published without 
connivance expressed or implied. Pioneers was published by Murray, contrary to my 
expressed wishes, but through an authorized friend. One edition on shares, was the extent 
of my connection with that gentleman. Miller published – Pilot, Lionel Lincoln, and 
Mohicans. At this point my regular connection with your house commenced. Mr. Colburn 
publishing every thing from Prairie down to Bravo, inclusive. You know the rest. Mr. 
Colburn I understood bought out Miller, who bought out my rights in the old editions. 
(Beard 306, Vol. 3) 
 

Cooper was aware that fiscal remuneration did not come with the sale of every individual book. 

His business relationships with publishers provided a distorted understanding of his own success. 

Publishers and printers alike regarded Lionel Lincoln as a profitable commodity. They would not 

have produced so many individual imprints if they had not. However, Cooper had developed a 

derogatory opinion of Lionel Lincoln by 1843, stating, “This was intended for an historical 

novel, on an American theme. It failed, like every other similar attempt” (Beard 343, Vol. 4). 

Observations concerning failure seemed contingent on Cooper’s fiscal returns. Yet Cooper 

acknowledged Lionel Lincoln a publishing landmark of sorts. Cooper recognized that for him, 

“Lionel Lincoln was the first Copy Right ever sold, it requiring three or four books to get a 

sufficient name to achieve such a miracle, in America, in that day” (Beard 343, Vol. 4). Success 

is a measure Cooper derived from monetary returns. Cooper viewed his books with an ephemeral 

eye. He was unable to accurately assess popularity and success by the frequency that his books 

were reissued. Cooper’s books were disseminated in many different languages. Lionel Lincoln 

successfully distributed the Cooper’s political history.  

 Although his critical and monetary reward was disappointing, as Cooper’s first overtly 

political novel, Lionel Lincoln provided readers a historical introduction to ideological 

perspectives that animated populous revolutionary actions.  It told the story of Americans 

defeating the oppression caused by hereditary monarchy. However, literary critics of Lionel 

Lincoln cannot ignore the somewhat confused message caused by the political malaise of the 
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novel’s protagonist. Wayne Franklin, notes, “…its main plot hinged on the indecisive emotions 

of an alienated American who could neither risk everything by coming to his country’s aid nor 

enthusiastically embrace the royal banner to which he was technically devoted” (Franklin 455). 

The ideological paradox, which confronted his readers, reflected the cultural struggle that 

continued between England and America after the Revolution. Lionel Lincoln is a historical 

romance that reminded readers the cultural break with England was never completed. 

 Lionel Lincoln is to be admired for the descriptions of the battle at Bunker Hill. It adheres 

to historical accuracy while successfully establishing the pace of action. As a novel, Lionel 

Lincoln is far from a catastrophe with no lasting literary influence. Cooper combined American 

political ideology with a recognizable historical episode for the first time in the history of the 

American Republic, all in a popular art form. With the appearance of Lionel Lincoln, the 

American novel became an instrument of political action. Cooper fully understood the political 

novel disseminated the story of America in a popular and accessible medium.  

 Mechanical reproducibility of Cooper’s texts is the continuing historical and cultural 

legacy of movable type and the printing press. Printing technology continued the relentless 

duplication of cooper’s books. Political ideological had become a consumable product of mass 

culture. Intellectuals and casual readers, alike, were exposed to the mythology surrounding the 

advent of America’s Revolution, rights and freedoms. Anyone reading Lionel Lincoln in Europe 

was personally reminded, by Cooper, “At Philadelphia ‘the Congress of the Delegates from the 

United Colonies,’ the body that controlled the great movements of a people who now first began 

to act as a distinct nation, issued their manifestoes, supporting, in a masterly manner, their 

principles, and proceeded to organize an army that should be as competent to maintain them as 

circumstances would allow” (Cooper 290; Works…Vol. 10.). Individuals unhappy with their 
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government or monarch were given the prose that retold events that culminated in the overthrow 

of oppressive systems for the benefit of common people. As fanciful as Cooper’s stories could 

be, they allowed imaginations to wonder about political freedom and the realization of personal 

rights. Cooper politicized art when he politicized the novel.  

 Innovation is the literary legacy associated with literary emulation in the nineteenth 

century. Emulation or stylistic imitation has been a natural component of literary evolution. 

Cooper borrowed stylistic forms. His stylistic comparison to Scott is understandable. Literary 

historian Leon Jackson clarifies, “…emulation was directed outward; it suggested not simply, 

nor even, the desire to do one’s own best, but rather to surpass the best of another” (Jackson 

191). The origin of Cooper’s career as a novelist was emulation. Jackson relates, “According to 

his daughter Susan, his first novel, Precaution (1820), was a product of emulative thinking, 

written in reaction to his disgust at the English novel he had been reading to his wife” (Jackson 

195). This often recounted family tale relates the origin of Cooper’s career as an author. 

However, Cooper’s great innovation was emulating a literary form for political purposes.  

 Eight years after the publication of Lionel Lincoln, Cooper completed his innovative 

politically trilogy, consisting of The Bravo, The Heidenmauer and The Headsman. Cooper 

established a clear political position in The Bravo’s preface. Contrasting the social and political 

governance of America with the nations of Europe, Cooper states, “Here the immunities do not 

proceed from, but they are granted to, the government, being, in other words, concessions of 

natural rights made by the people to the state, for the benefits of social protection. So long as this 

vital difference exists between ourselves and other nations, it will be vain to think of finding 

analogies in their institutions” (Cooper 411; Works…Vol. 10.). American political institutions 

were for Cooper fundamentally and ideological superior to the systems of governances in 
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Europe. In 1831, the casual European reader of The Bravo was confronted with an ideological 

and political challenge. Cooper stated, “…a government which is not properly based on the 

people, possesses an unavoidable and oppressive evil of the first magnitude, in the necessity of 

supporting itself by physical force, and onerous impositions, against the natural action of the 

majority” (Cooper 411; Works, Vol. 10.). By politicizing the novel, Cooper turned a vehicle of 

mass entertainment into an object of political resistance. Cooper subscribed to the ideology 

behind the Radical Enlightenment that made no allowance for anything other than an eradication 

of hereditary monarchy and hegemonic political systems.  

 Cooper’s assessment of The Bravo’s success was complicated by domestic critics. He 

recognized the book sold well but was unprepared for the abuse from domestic critics. Reflecting 

on The Bravo’s reception, Cooper noted, “This book had more success perhaps, than even the 

Red Rover, at first. It was subsequently attacked on account of its favoring popular rights, and 

then it was less <favored> esteemed. As this was the first of my books in which the scene was 

laid abroad, since Precaution, I was abused as a deserter from my country, and all sorts of silly 

twaddle was uttered, for laying the book in Venice” (Beard 461, Vol. 4). Cooper recognized that 

criticism, both ideological and literary, did not appreciate his political agenda. Social and 

political critique was the critical objective of political novel. Cooper understood America’s 

political system needed to be examined by sympathetic voices before it could be understood by 

populations unfamiliar with representational government. Cooper reflected, “Au reste, The Bravo 

is perhaps, in spirit, the most American book I ever wrote; but thousands in this country, who 

clamor about such things, do not know American principles when they meet them, unless it may 

happen to be in a Fourth of July oration” (Beard 461-62, Vol. 4). On both sides of the Atlantic, 

Cooper’s public did not interpret The Bravo as an expression of patriotism. Cooper thought self-
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critique is necessary for a democracy to sustain freedom from tyranny. Society must submit itself 

to examination from both within and outside its political and geographical boarders. Cooper 

recognized a country that could critique itself could correct its actions. Government, for Cooper, 

should always be an instrument of its citizens.  

 Disrupting the established social order in European cultural communities is the explicit 

function of Cooper’s political novel. Conditions defining the intellectual currents in society were 

continually exploring new contours of plausibility. Cooper’s political novel introduced new 

ideological conditions whereby hegemonic institutions could be challenged. Democratic 

ideology introduced the possible dissolution of existing orders of social organization. Monarchy 

and the concentration of political authority, whose power rested with the prejudices of a few 

individuals, dissolved within a discourse that could imagine the plausibility of representational 

forms of government. Slowly the social order no longer recognized the necessity of binding 

monarchy to political systems needed to regulate the working order of states and nations. E. 

Laclau points out, “…to extricate the concept of democracy from the negative connotations of 

‘mob-rule’ and transform it into a positive concept increasingly articulated with liberal political 

discourse, demanded the whole alternating process of revolutions and reactions throughout the 

nineteenth century” (Laclau 8). Reconstructing political reality, for many reader’s, was the 

aesthetic contribution of Cooper’s political novel. Cooper’s irritation, at the criticism of his 

political texts, reflected his impatience with revolutionary activity within Europe. He thought the 

conditions for an American style revolution for independence was self-evident in the Europe he 

encountered.  

 Despite Cooper’s impatience, revolutionary ideology did circulate within literate 

communities. With the appearance of every new imprint, Cooper’s political novels disseminated 
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a brand of American democratic ideology. Literature was experiencing a revolutionary break 

with established literary models. Mimesis, or imitation, had been associated with the discussion 

of literature and its uses and forms since Plato cast dubious light upon the legitimacy of linguistic 

representations mirroring reality in the dialogue Ion. Literary evolution was deemed an 

identifiable progression of paradigmatic, or revolutionary, breaches that emancipated classical 

rules of representation. Auerbach relates, “…I came to realize that the revolution early in the 

nineteenth century against the classical doctrine of levels of style could not possibly have been 

the first of its kind. The barriers which the romanticists and the contemporary realists tore down 

had been erected only towards the end of the sixteenth century and during the seventeenth by the 

advocates of a rigorous imitation of antique literature” (Auerbach 554). The political novel, 

devoted to disseminating revolutionary ideology, established a new form of representation in 

literature. Cooper had revolutionary objectives that were also aesthetic. His political novels had 

the political objectives of the Radical Enlightenment. Cooper’s use of a moral imagination, in the 

pragmatic sense, was given the advantage of an aesthetic spirit of experimentation that yearned 

for new modes of representation.  

 Reconstituting the novel as an aesthetically sanctioned form of representation in literature 

is a necessary function of the political novel. Language itself, in its mimetic obedience to literary 

art, is compelled to imitate American political ideology within narrative representations of 

society and government. Cooper’s own language theory, or philosophy of language, lends itself 

to ideological political representations of class structure and government.  

 Cooper’s philosophy of language is largely dependent on the On Language section of his 

book, The American Democrat. Cooper commences, “Language being the medium of thought, its 

use enters into our most familiar practices. A just, clear and simple expression of our ideas is a 
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necessary accomplishment for all who aspire to be classed with gentlemen and ladies. It renders 

all more respectable, besides making intercourse more intelligible, safer and more agreeable” 

(Cooper 171; The American). Thought, as an expression of language, is infused with a degree of 

expressive objective power. Political and societal hegemony is connected to the language in its 

reciprocal expression of thought. Language compels objective reality to conform to new models 

of organization. Class distinction, for Cooper, is dependent on the ability of upper classes to 

stabilize language to a point where usage is recognizably codified by an educated class that 

sanctioned use. 

 Cooper thought language, as a tool of hegemonic oppression, is effective only if usage is 

stable. Resistance to systems of oppression needed the same linguistic sources of stability. The 

inability to negotiate sanctioned euphonic articulation and sentence structure lessened the power 

to command. Common words were given distinct articulations for correct usage. Cooper noted, 

“The polite pronunciation of ‘either’ and ‘neither’ is ‘i-ther’ and ‘ni-ther,’ and not ‘eether’ and 

‘neether.’ This is a case in which the better usage of the language has respected derivations, for 

‘ei,’ in German are pronounced as in ‘height’ and ‘sleight,’ ‘ie’ making the sound of ‘ee.’” 

(Cooper 173; The American). He stressed the politeness of correct pronunciation to consecrate 

the power associated with being able to name the world in a fashion recognizable to both masters 

and subordinate classes.  

 Distinguishing difference in class was almost wholly dependent upon Cooper’s use of 

dialogue in his novels. Cooper maintains, “The inefficiency of the effort to subvert things by 

names, is shown in the fact that, in all civilized communities, there is a class of men, who silently 

and quietly recognize each other, as gentlemen; who associate together freely and without 

reserve, and who admit each other’s claims without scruple or distrust” (Cooper 174; The 
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American). Novels acted as a symbolic mirror, or imitation, of the world Cooper occupied as a 

citizen and political activist. Language is the metaphysical support propping up the structures of 

hegemonic power.  

 The power of language could name and therefore control nature. Naming any relationship 

garnered a sanctioned imitation of natural order. Cooper observed, “He who employs laborers, 

with the right to command, is a master, and he who lets himself to work with an obligation to 

obey, a servant. Thus there are house, or domestic servants, farm servants, shop servants, and 

various other servants; the term master being in all these cases the correlative” (Cooper 175; The 

American). The power to command is a right that Cooper connects with the correct usage of a 

codified and culturally sanctioned employment of language. The symbolic function of language 

within localized communities is bound by vernacular patterns of speech practices. Servants were 

bound by language to their masters.  

 The instability of language is a perceived threat to those with power. Cooper understood, 

“Many words are in a state of mutation, the pronunciation being unsettled even in the best 

society, a result that must often arise where language is as variable and undetermined as the 

English” (Cooper 172; The American). Correct usage was a class signifier Cooper imposed upon 

his audience. Linguistic stability is necessary for political and ideological enforcement of 

governance. Symbolic standardization had to be maintained by those who already mastered the 

rules for instruction. Class distinction depended on the dispensation of culturally sanctioned 

avenues of thought, always a function of language for Cooper.  

 Cooper sought facts, and the avenues to them, throughout his career as an ideologue. 

Incorrectly using language is equated with disrupting relationships between cultural components 

of civilization. Attempts to name social practices incorrectly for shallow aims could misshape 
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institutions governing society. Cooper recognized, “Some changes of the language are to be 

regretted, as they lead to false inferences, and society is always a loser by mistaking names as 

things. Life is a fact, and it is seldom any good arises from a misapprehension of the real 

circumstances under which we exist” (Cooper 173; The American). What Cooper understood 

was subjective reality is composed of individual phenomenological perspectives engaging 

constituent systematizing elements that are objectively real. Misusing language could blur reality 

but could not reconstitute it. Organizing a cultural community around sanctioned usages of 

language inscribed an image on the mirror of nature that dictated the distribution of power within 

a society. Cooper’s philosophy of language was essentially a rationalized tool of hegemony 

employed to coerce populations of readers to internalize his subjective expression of his 

idealization of objective reality. Democracy was considered the most efficient way many 

opinions could be compared and fused into an image mirroring the needs of a populous 

commanding action from a government.  

 Disseminating the merits of American democracy is the role of Cooper’s political novel. 

Cooper viewed fiction as a vehicle for moral instruction that is concerned with immutable 

principles. In 1822, Cooper wrote, “We love an interesting fiction, because, however paradoxical 

the assertion may appear, it addresses our love of truth – not the mere love of facts expressed by 

names and dates, but the love of that higher truth, the truth of nature and of principles, which is a 

primitive law of the human mind, and only to be effaced by the most deplorable perversion” 

(Cooper 2; Shorter Fictions). Fiction is understood to be a symbolic product of the human mind 

distributing a reflection of reality dictated by the laws of nature. Political fiction would attempt 

to meld morality and democratic ideology. The moral imagination of Cooper’s public would 

recognize the justifications for rebellion in the service of human freedom and dignity.  
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 Cooper imbued the novel with a political value. It represented a dissension that is 

recognized by readers from different cultural communities. His novels expressed the notions of 

dissent already voiced in Europe by the Radical Enlightenment’s call to replace monarchal 

systems of government. At the inception of The Bravo, Cooper noted in A Letter To His 

Countrymen, “I had had abundant occasion to observe that the great political contest of the age 

was not, as is usually pretended, between the two antagonist principles of monarchy and 

democracy, but in reality between those who, under the shallow pretense of limiting power to the 

elite of society, were contending for exclusive advantages at the expense of the mass of their 

fellow-creatures” (Cooper 94; Writing on Places). Cooper gives admission that democracy was 

not the only viable system capable of replacing monarchy. Democracy itself is recognized as 

corruptible in certain tyrannical conditions. The supremacy of democracy is contingent on the 

capability to express opinions from a variety of differing human political representatives. 

Cooper’s opinion is democracy being the most viable articulation of governing that can resist an 

unfair concentration of power. Monarchy is a political reality that existed solely as an extension 

of another individuals suffering. Cooper’s thought the extravagances of a few did not outweigh 

the needs of many. 

 Cooper sought to impose his political ideology on the people in Europe. Novels were 

identified as potentially powerful disseminators of ideology. He connected the subversion of 

governing systems to the very function of the novel. Cooper understood, “The object was not to 

be attained by an essay, or a commentary, but by one of those popular pictures which find their 

way into every library; and which, whilst they have attractions for the feeblest intellects, are not 

often rejected by the strongest” (Cooper 94; Writings on Places). Class infiltration is an essential 

component. Cooper rejoiced in the capacity of the novel to breach the interests of distinct 
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classes. The political novel is deliberately conceived to provide pedagogical support for the 

dissidents willing to oppose systems of hegemony.  

 

 
Fig. 11. Cooper's Publication Frequency of The Bravo 

  
Bibliographical evidence would support Cooper’s messages finding favor among his 

readership. A total of 43 imprints of The Bravo were produced during Cooper’s life. America 

issued 9 imprints; the British Empire 7; Paris, France 10; Germany: Berlin 1; Frankfurt –am –

main 3; Wien 1; Stuttgart 2; Barcelona, Spain 1; Christianstad, Denmark  1; Stockholm, Sweden 

1; Italy: Napoli 2; Firenze 1; Milano 1; Gravenhage, Netherlands 2; and Bruxelles, Belgium 1. 

The Bravo was published in Europe; (fig. 11), more frequently than in America. Between 1831 

and 1851, The Bravo appeared in several languages including English, French, German, Spanish, 

Danish, Swedish, Italian, and Dutch. A very diverse group of speech communities in Europe 

responded to Cooper’s brand of ideological dissidence.  

 Lionel Lincoln and The Bravo are politically bound to the greater concept of revolution 

and what that meant to Cooper and his readership. Hannah Arendt noted, “The modern concept 

of revolution, inextricably bound up with the notion that the course of history suddenly begins 

anew, that an entirely new story, a story never known or told before, is about to unfold, was 
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unknown prior to the two great revolutions at the end of the eighteenth century” (Arendt 21). 

Cooper represented the first generation of literary artists to use a conception of revolution that 

was forward looking and transformative. Revolution is a word originally used as an astronomical 

description associated with movements returning to points of origin. The dramatic politicization 

of revolution, from the Glorious Revolution in the seventeenth century toward the events shaping 

the American and French revolutions in the eighteenth century, is closely associated with the 

political strategy of restoration. Lionel Lincoln and The Bravo represent a political notion of 

revolution where restoration is no longer viable or desirable. Political thinkers associated with 

the Moderate Enlightenment sought restoration and limitation of monarchy. Cooper’s 

understanding of the radical enlightenment interpreted revolution to mean replacement of 

monarchy.  

 Political systems that supported hereditary monarchy were being challenged by the 

intellectual objectives of new generations of Cooper’s readers. His overtly political novel offered 

a new and transformative conception of both governance and the world. Restoring monarchy was 

no longer an option. Arendt commented, “If we want to learn what a revolution is – its general 

implications for man as a political being, its political significance for the world we live in, its 

role in modern history – we must turn to those historical moments when revolution made its full 

appearance, assumed a kind of definite shape, and began to cast its spell over the minds of men, 

quite independent of the abuses and cruelties and deprivations of liberty which might have 

caused them to rebel” (Arendt 37). Removing the concept of restoration from the ideological 

notion of revolution is the political legacy of the American Revolution. The non-threatening 

subtlety of the political novel, as a technology of textual dissemination, effectively transmitted a 

powerful message of revolutionary ideology. Quietly the imaginations of Cooper’s readers 
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worked to devise a world with the ability to resist monarchal systems that concentrated power at 

the expense of citizens.  

 Young readers would have their political dispositions partially formed by Cooper’s 

transitive association with revolutionary ideology. In the 1929 study Children’s Literature, 

Walter Benjamin recognized Cooper’s works were part of a list of commonly cited books that 

adult readers fondly remembered from childhood. Many of the books were in no way originally 

produced for the consumption of children. However, the books certainly participated in the 

formation of a sense of selfhood, for the adult. Benjamin reflected, “We do not read to increase 

our experiences; we read to increase ourselves. And this applies particularly to children who 

always read in this way. That is to say, in their reading they absorb; they do not empathize. Their 

reading is much more closely related to their growth and their sense of power than to their 

education and their knowledge of the world” (Benjamin 255-256, Vol. 2.). Forming rudimentary 

ideological positions are codified in childhood. The familiarity and comfort of society is initiated 

in the symbolic systems of representation that language provides. Class distinctions are what 

Cooper associated with the correct habits of usage. A sense of ideological power was connected 

to the ability to command, or name. Cooper single-mindedly thought, “All cannot reach the 

highest standard in such matters, for it depends on early habit, and particularly on early 

associations. The children of gentlemen are as readily distinguished from other children by these 

peculiarities…” (Cooper 176; The American…). Improving an individual’s class distinction was 

simply dependent on a factor of discipline that Cooper reasoned only few attained. Language 

remained Cooper’s ultimate arbiter of power and class distinction.  

 Adherence to a mimetic philosophy of language is a critical feature that Benjamin shared 

with Cooper. Jurgen Habermas notes, “Benjamin conceives words as names. In giving names to 
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things, however, we can either hit their essence or miss the mark; naming is a kind of translation 

of the nameless into the language of humans” (Smith 110). Representation for Benjamin would 

be a secondary function to expressive forms. Yet, Cooper and Benjamin recognized the 

objectively real structure that allowed for a translation of things into names always mirrored the 

nature of the world. Cooper binds ideological political power to the translation of things. He 

thereby commands the social and political relationships within a community. The essence of 

things and relationships are always at the command of those inscribing and codifying the rules 

for political negotiation within a civilization. Cooper rejected Benjamin’s notion that a mark 

could be missed by the individuals whose social rank depended on the stability of language to 

confirm their structures of class division. Only by disrupting the hegemonic systems of language, 

that mirrored the structures of class, could Cooper re-inscribe the realities dictating political life.  

 Cooper recognized democracy and capitalism as distinct institutional features informing 

society. Only later, in the twentieth century, would they become indistinguishable for some 

political thinkers. Cooper, at the dawn of the American industrial revolution, recognized 

hereditary monarchy as a system where the good of the few outweigh the good of the many. 

Monarchy aestheticizes politics in the same manner Benjamin recognized fascism aestheticizes 

politics. Benjamin knew, “All efforts to aestheticize politics culminate in one point. That one 

point is war. War and only war, makes it possible to set a goal for mass movements on the 

grandest scale while preserving traditional property relations” (Benjamin 269, Vol. 4.). 

Protecting accumulated wealth and property is the objective dictum of hereditary monarchy in 

the nineteenth century. The citizens of Europe were trapped within a system of governance that 

did not allow participants to politically explore alternatives. Isolation was the feature that 

characterized the populations of Europe while the industrial revolution developed. Cooper 
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politicized the novel and introduced a communicative and aesthetic resistance to the hegemonic 

systems of governing that dominated Europe during the Age of Revolution. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 
 

C.S. PEIRCE AND COOPER’S PROTO-PRAGMATISM 

 
 This study explores the intellectual relationship between the proto-pragmatism of Cooper 

and the fully developed pragmatism of Charles Sanders Peirce. Pragmatism is a distinctly 

American philosophy codified by Peirce. Cooper’s proto-pragmatism anticipates tenets of 

pragmatism. Peirce's pragmatism resulted from the American intellectual tradition that Cooper 

exemplifies. Cooper’s political literature shares intellectual ground with later developments in 

pragmatist philosophy.  

 In the prefaces of Cooper’s political novels overtly political statements are densely 

consolidated. The final section of this study provides a close reading of the political messaging 

that appears in the prefaces of Cooper’s political novels. Political fiction appears in each decade 

of Cooper’s thirty year career. Cooper’s political activism is represented in each preface. 

Cooper’s political novels spread an alternative to hereditary monarchy in Europe. He 

professed distinctly American principles. Cooper noted, “The leading distinctive principle of this 

country, is connected with the fact that all political power is strictly a trust, granted by the 

constituent to the representative” (Cooper 91). Social station is an important notion for 

understanding Cooper’s perspective on monarchy. Cooper believed, “Station may be divided into 

that which is political, or publick, and that which is social, or private. In monarchies and 

aristocracies the two are found united, since the higher classes, as a matter of course, monopolize 

all the offices of consideration; but, in democracies, there is not, nor is it proper that there should 

be, any intimate connexion between them” (Cooper 135). Monarchy represents a monopoly of 

influence, in both political and private life, that is hereditary. American democracy represents a 

potential alternative to the institutional habits of hereditary power.  
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 Power tends to defend itself in an ad hoc manner. Censorship of printed material is one 

traditional way monarchal governments attempt to control dissent. However, censorship is not a 

simple relationship between dissenter and oppressor. European authors knew the social and 

political influences shaping audiences. And Cooper did too. Cooper wrote as an American. 

Minor instances of censorship posed no real threat to his voice or political ideal. Cooper 

expressed himself with an abandon supported by American freedom. Hereditary monarchy and 

aristocracy is Cooper’s ideological enemy. Cooper’s political novels suggested new political 

possibilities to his reader.  

 American intellectualism is founded on resistance. Dynamic individualism from romantic 

intellectual culture and political revolution from the radical enlightenment cast the foundation of 

distinctly American thought. Cooper holds, “that it is requisite of liberty, that the body of a 

nation should retain the power to modify its institutions, as circumstances shall require” (Cooper 

111). America’s theory of government is connected to the experiences and practices of 

participants. Peaceful revolution became the political norm in America’s ever changing 

leadership. Monarchy and aristocracy in Europe lacked the ability to peacefully replace itself for 

the greater good. Cooper understood the intellectual foundation of American institutions are 

invariably linked to the experience of citizens. Participants in American democracy had the 

ability to correct the institutions of government. This, in itself, is representative of proto-

pragmatism.  

 Hereditary monarchy is the distinguishing characteristic of European government that 

America replaced with democratic institutions. American philosophy developed as a result of 

intellectual resistance to European dominance. Understanding the theoretical foundation of 

political institutions and their practical ramifications on the public is the heart of an American 
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intellectual tradition that would become pragmatism. Liberty is a civic good that is protected by 

American institutions. Cooper says, “Liberty is not a matter of words, but a positive and 

important condition of society. Its great safeguards, after placing its foundations on a popular 

base, is in the checks and balances imposed on the public servants” (Cooper 97). American 

government is a philosophical relationship between theory and practice. Cooper thought 

understanding America rested on accurate accounts of America’s revolution and representational 

government. He sought to achieve European sympathy. Cooper’s political novel’s carried 

America’s political example.  

 Cooper lived at the crossroads of American intellectual history. European philosophy 

provided the foundations distinctly American intellectualism defined itself against. Pragmatism 

is the philosophy resulting from intellectual traditions needed to practice the theory guiding the 

institutions of American government. The Federalist Paper’s, Constitution, and Bill of Right’s 

constitute the core of American political theory and institutional practice. Early American 

pragmatic philosophy is concerned with traditional subjects of philosophy such as epistemology 

and metaphysics. Proto-pragmatism is concerned with intellectual individualism and the 

relationship between political theory and social practice. Pragmatism is a distinct American 

philosophy.  

 William James is the first American philosopher to popularize pragmatism. Charles 

Sanders Peirce founded pragmatism. James openly granted Peirce credit for inventing 

pragmatism in the 1870’s. Peirce formulated his own pragmatic doctrine. Peirce and James were 

very young when Cooper died. Yet their lives did intersect. The America that engaged Cooper 

fostered the young Peirce and James.  
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 Peirce provides the earliest formulation of pragmatism. His philosophy remains the 

earliest counterpart to any examples of proto-pragmatism. Peirce’s philosophical development 

provides Cooper’s proto-pragmatism an intellectual compliment. Grounding Cooper’s proto-

pragmatism in nineteenth century thought is important. Peirce’s pragmatism offers a 

philosophical explanation of principles only crudely evoked by Cooper’ endeavor.  

 Peirce improved and modified his pragmatism in paper’s treating many different subjects. 

He practiced a philosophy that often requires more interpretation than later pragmatists, such as 

John Dewey. Peirce clarified the definition of pragmatism several times. Pragmatism is a 

criterion of understanding. Peirce scholar Cheryl Misak notes, “There is a connection between 

understanding a concept and knowing what to expect if sentences containing the concept were 

true or false. If a concept has no such consequences, then it lacks an important dimension which 

we would have had to get right were we to fully understand it” (Misak 2). Pragmatism is a 

project of legitimate understanding. There is also a prophetic component to Peirce’s thought. 

Peirce uses the hardness of a diamond in a thought experiment. A diamond is known to be hard 

by the future potential consequences of trying to scratch it. Misak observed, “…The practical 

effect here is formulated as an indicative conditional, as a matter of what will happen. Peirce sees 

that if he formulates practical effects in this manner, it makes little sense to describe the diamond 

which is never scratched as being hard” (Misak 3). The prophetic component of pragmatism is 

shared by proto-pragmatism. Political theory is concerned with future consequences of its 

dictates. Cooper’s political novel hoped to affect the future political practices of his readership.  

 Peirce did attempt to succinctly clarify the doctrine of pragmatism. Peirce said, 

“…Through subjection to the test of experiment, to lead to the avoidance of all surprise and to 

the establishment of a habit of positive expectation that shall not be disappointed. Any 
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hypothesis, therefore, may be admissible, in the absence of any special reasons to the contrary, 

provided it be capable of experimental verification, and only in so far as it is capable of such 

verification” (Peirce 267). Peirce did not restrict verification to propositions concerning physical 

objects. He was no logical positivist. Metaphysics is not a target to be discarded. Peirce thought 

metaphysics could benefit from a rubric demanding clarity. Pragmatism does not seek clarity 

through defining concepts. Misak noted, “We must be alert to the fact that what Peirce arrives at 

when he applies the pragmatic maxim to a concept is not a definition of the concept, but rather, a 

pragmatic elucidation. He examines a concept through its relations with practical endeavors” 

(Misak 4-5). Peirce did not place empirical experience above all other considerations. He is 

concerned with the origin and role of human belief. Misak states, “A perpetual belief, he argues, 

is merely a belief that is compelling, surprising, impinging, unchosen, involuntary, or forceful. 

Such beliefs need not arise from the senses” (Misak 5). Pragmatism is concerned with any 

hypothesis that has consequences for practical experience.  

 Cooper thought American democracy offered the best form of government. Hereditary 

monarchy is Cooper’s political target. Political fiction disrupted habits of expectation that 

involuntarily supports hereditary systems of rule. Cooper’s attempt to modify the belief of his 

reader is a pragmatic endeavor. Political fiction sought to verify the superiority of American 

democracy. Readers could test the propositions against their personal experiences. In pragmatic 

terms, supporters of hereditary monarchy suffer from an ill-conceived habit, founded on a belief 

that can be modified. Peirce stated, “that there are such states of mind as doubt and belief– that a 

passage from one to the other is possible, the object of thought remaining the same, and that this 

transition is subject to some rules by which all minds are alike bound” (Peirce 9). Political fiction 
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is an instrument introducing doubt to modify belief. Cooper’s proto-pragmatism shares the 

proposition that introducing doubt can modify belief.  

 Peirce’s theory of inquiry is the method of settling a belief. It is central to Cooper’s 

expectation for the political novel. Supporting hereditary monarchy is a political habit. A King or 

Queen’s subject obeys from habit. Political habit governs the institutions we support. Peirce 

understood, “That which determines us, from given premises, to draw one inference rather than 

another, is some habit of mind, whether it be constitutional or acquired. The habit is good or 

otherwise, according as it produces true conclusions from true premises or not; and as inference 

is regarded as valid or not, without reference to the truth or falsity of its conclusion specially, but 

according as the habit which determines it” (Peirce 8). Cooper deemed the political habits 

supporting hereditary monarchy dubious and harmful. The act of reading Cooper’s political 

novel is an act of inquiry. Cooper relied on the act of inquiry to introduce doubt. 

The political novel introduced a political alternative to hereditary monarchy. Cooper held 

it true that American democracy is a political solution to systems of hereditary rule. Doubt is the 

condition Cooper sought from a reader of political fiction. Peirce believed, “Doubt is an uneasy 

and dissatisfied state from which we struggle to free ourselves and pass into the state of belief; 

while the latter is a calm and satisfactory state which we do not wish to avoid, or to change to a 

belief in anything else. On the contrary, we cling tenaciously, not merely to believing, but to 

believing just what we do believe” (Peirce 10). Reading is often a pastime meant to reinforce 

ideas and concepts already held. Cooper infiltrated this pastime with revolutionary politics. 

Doubt in the status quo is the objective. 

Pragmatism and proto-pragmatism require belief to be supported by experience. A 

subject of a King has a belief in the political system that nourishes life. Experience corroborates 
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the good and bad aspects of that system. Doubt puts held belief into question. Cooper hoped 

descriptions of American life would encourage European readers to doubt their own political 

system. Misak observed, “Peirce characterizes inquiry as the struggle to rid ourselves of doubt 

and achieve a state of belief. An inquirer has a body of settled beliefs– beliefs which are, in fact, 

not doubted. These beliefs, however, are susceptible to doubt, if it is prompted by some ‘positive 

reason,’ such as a surprising experience” (Misak 10). Cooper hoped a political novel would 

supply the experience needed to initiate doubt. Fictional tales of uniquely American experience 

provided new surprises a reader could internalize.  

Belief is a powerful state. Attaining new belief is an uncomfortable process. Cooper’s 

proto-pragmatic moment is bound to the attempt to initiate doubt. Hereditary monarchy is a 

complex political system. Cooper’s political project undoubtedly irritated people who foresaw 

the subversive implications. Peirce writes, “The irritation of doubt is the only immediate motive 

for the struggle to attain belief. It is certainly best for us that our beliefs should be such as may 

truly guide our actions so as to satisfy our desires; and this reflection will make us reject every 

belief which does not seem to have been so formed as to insure this result” (Peirce 10). Peirce 

and Cooper share the objective of settling opinion. Peirce ultimately wants to settle true opinion. 

Cooper wants to offer a political opinion personal experience supports.  

New belief is a modification or replacement of old belief. Cooper provided conflict that 

initiated the struggle with political belief sympathetic to hereditary monarchy. Pragmatism offers 

a model for how new belief is formed. Misak recognized, “Inquiry is that struggle to regain 

belief. The path of inquiry is as follows: belief– surprise– doubt– belief” (Misak 11). A reader 

enters a book with political belief supporting hereditary monarchy. Cooper’s political novel 

offers American democracy as an alternative. The alternative surprises the reader. Doubt about 
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hereditary monarchy ensues. Belief in American democracy provides an alternative to be 

believed. Pragmatism offers a model where new belief is a legitimate expectation. Cooper’s 

proto-pragmatism recognized that reading does modify belief.  

Replacing political habits that support hereditary monarchy is hard. A new surprising 

experience must be introduced. Doubt must initiate an inquiry that provides an experience 

verifiably more true than any old belief. The process reinforces the veracity of belief. Misak 

noted, “When we replace a belief which has come into doubt, that new belief stands up to 

experience better than the old one. So we accept it, act on it, and think for the time being that it is 

true. But we know very well that it eventually might be overthrown and shown by experience to 

be false” (Misak 11). Adopting American democracy provided an individual opportunity to 

support a new political system. The experience of choosing reinforces belief. Therefore 

reinforcing belief in American democracy, Cooper offered an alternative to hereditary monarchy 

that circulated widely in Europe.  

Cooper’s political novel acted to inspire the imagination of a reader. Imagination has a 

prophetic component. Peirce notes, “When a man desires ardently to know the truth, his first 

effort will be to imagine what that truth can be” (Peirce 43). Imagination allowed a reader to 

imagine life in a political system where the people direct power. Peirce concluded, “There are, 

no doubt, kinds of imagination of no value in science, mere artistic imagination, mere dreaming 

of opportunities for gain. The scientific imagination dreams of explanations and laws” (Peirce 

43). Cooper’s proto-pragmatism sought to inspire dreams of new political law for the 

unrepresented. Scientific imagination sought avenues to truth. Cooper relied on imagination to 

reveal his truth in political fiction. John Dewey eventually unlocked the moral component of 

imagination. Empathy becomes an important part of a pragmatic conception of imagination. 
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Cooper’s political novel sought to inspire empathy in a reader. Empathy is necessary when 

experience forces the adoption of new belief. Empathy generates the ability to identify with the 

circumstances of others. Good and bad choices are then vetted in the imagination.  

   Peirce’s phenomenology compliments the role of imagination for reading. Imagination 

joins different forms of experience. Phenomenology is concerned with the present content of 

mind at any time. Peirce’s three categories deal with articles of thought. Each category is an 

individual component of a singular phenomenological reality. Peirce believed no experience 

exceeds the three categories. The order of categories is important. Peirce classified them as 

firstness, secondness, and thirdness. Each category participates in every experience. Misak 

observes, “With respect to the categories, Peirce argues that we can abstract or prescind certain 

notions from experience and classify them as belonging to one or another of the categories. We 

can prescind Firstness from Secondness and we can prescind both from Thirdness, but we cannot 

prescind in the other direction” (Misak 20). One category may be a predominant part of any 

experience. However, all three categories participate in every experience. Each category is a 

mode of being. Peirce said, “They are the being of positive qualitative possibility, the being of 

actual fact, and the being of law that will govern facts in the future” (Peirce 75). The categories 

allow experience to establish general patterns an individual can rely on. Peirce’s phenomenology 

does forward a prophetic quality the imagination shares. Both carry predictive notions. Cooper’s 

political novel is reliant on the prophetic notions of every reader.  

Firstness is a qualitative category of possibility. Each mode of being participates in 

experience. Peirce says, “The mode of being a redness, before anything in the universe was yet 

red, was nevertheless a positive qualitative possibility. And redness in itself, even if it be 

embodied, is something positive and sui generis” (Peirce 76). Redness is one quality of 
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phenomena among many. The recognition of certain qualities over others is a product of 

evolution. Peirce notes, “The qualities merge into one another. They have no perfect identities, 

but only likenesses, or partial identities. Some of them, as the colours and the musical sounds, 

form well-understood systems” (Peirce 77). Phenomenon always exhibits quality. Firstness is 

actualized only as possibilities. The first category can only manifest as an unbounded multiple 

that exhibits unlimited freedom. Peirce observes, “The first is predominant in feeling, as distinct 

from objective perception, will, and thought” (Peirce 79). Any quality of feeling in memory or 

imagination is potential. Peirce considers possible qualities that may not be realized. Imagining 

the quality of feeling is possible without incidence. A quality is actualized potential. Peirce 

states, “The world is that which experience inculcates. Quality is the monadic element of the 

world. Anything whatever, however complex and heterogeneous, has its quality sui generis, its 

possibility of sensation, would our senses only respond to it” (Peirce 87). The first category is a 

unique quality of potential being.  

Secondness is the brute actuality of an object. Peirce noted, “I instance putting your 

shoulder against a door and trying to force it open against an unseen, silent, and unknown 

resistance. We have a two-sided consciousness of effort and resistance, which seems to me to 

come tolerably near to a pure sense of actuality” (Peirce 76). The second category is comprised 

of facts. Every occurrence is an individual actual present. Facts can be material substance. Peirce 

understands, “We do not see them as we see qualities, that is, they are not in the very potentiality 

and essence of sense. But we feel facts resist our will. That is why facts are proverbially called 

brutal. Now mere qualities do not resist. It is the matter that resists. Even in actual sensation 

there is a reaction” (Peirce 77). Qualities alone have no reaction. We perceive matter directly. 

The second is manifested as a mediating constraint. Peirce observed, “The real is that which 
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insists upon forcing its way to recognition as something other than the mind’s creation” (Peirce 

79). Actual reality is active. Facts create law in nature. An event is cognition of perception. 

Peirce states, “We perceive objects brought before us; but that which we especially experience– 

the kind of thing to which the word ‘experience’ is more particularly applied– is an event” 

(Peirce 88). Events are contrasts of perception that contribute to experiences. There is a struggle 

and reaction accompanying even simple feeling. A fact is only part of a phenomenon bound to a 

moment in time. The second category is fact as brute mediating force.  

 Peirce observes, “By the third, I mean the medium or connecting bond between the 

absolute first and last. The beginning is first, the end second, the middle third. The end is second, 

the means third. The thread of life is a third; the fate that snips it, its second” (Peirce 80). 

Thirdness binds the first and second to continuity of order. The third exhibits a prophetic notion. 

Peirce notes, “We constantly predict what is to be. Now what is to be, according to our 

conception of it, can never become wholly past. In general, we may say that meanings are 

inexhaustible” (Peirce 91). Thirdness is necessary for phenomena to garner meaning. Peirce 

recognizes meaning must have an interpreter of two relationships; creating a triadic relationship. 

The third allows for the future consequences of any relationship with phenomena to be 

contemplated.  

 Peirce’s phenomenology is an expression of American metaphysics with roots deep in the 

first half of the nineteenth century. Kant and Aristotle are the origin of Peirce’s interest in 

categories of phenomenon. Hegel is undoubtedly the origin of Peirce’s formulation of triadic 

dialectical patterns. The prophetic component of Peirce’s phenomenology is important. It offers 

an American metaphysical model for intellectual evolution. Cooper hoped to evolve the political 

allegiance in a reader. He intuited the act of reading could alter political perception. Cooper 
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thought that a good argument would necessitate doubt in hereditary monarchy, therefore, 

opening a reader to the merit of American democracy. Cooper’s model for intellectual and 

political evolution is bound to good argument and demonstration. He exhibits a moral 

imperative. Cooper thought good government was a moral necessity and right for all. Combating 

hereditary monarchy is a fight for freedom. Cooper’s evolution is conceived as a teleological 

movement toward the good, in a classical sense. Belief in intellectual evolution is Cooper’s 

prophetic moment. Peirce’s prophetic phenomenology offers a model where intellectual 

evolution is systemically necessitated by human cognition.  

 Cooper exhibited the political optimism America had to offer. His proto-pragmatism is a 

byproduct of the radical enlightenment and individualism associated with romanticism. Cooper’s 

political novel offered a model for the future. Political evolution is a concept introduced to an 

individual who never previously imagined the potential of democracy. Many people in Europe 

were uncomfortable with the continuing resilience of hereditary monarchy. Cooper’s political 

novel reminded a reader that monarchy is not the best system of government. Peirce’s 

pragmatism and Cooper’s proto-pragmatism provide models of intellectual evolution. 

Pragmatism is a philosophy exhibiting and developing features of American intellectualism. Its 

origin hails from the intellectual current that distinguished Cooper’s politics. Pragmatism 

provided epistemological and metaphysical models that extended the intellectual optimism 

already characterizing American thought. Cooper’s political novel acted as a model for socio-

political evolution.  

 Pragmatism is designed to resist. It is characterized by methods of modification and 

evolutionary change. Proto-pragmatism also centered on evolutionary development. Peirce’s 

philosophical interests far exceeded any formulation of Cooper’s prophetic proto-pragmatism. 
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Yet Cooper acted to change the world by circulating democratic ideology. Cooper wrote political 

fiction in every decade of his career. The proselytizing of American democracy is evident 

throughout. Cooper’s political novel merits attention based on circulation and popularity. His 

most polemic writing appears in non-fiction. Cooper’s political novel relies on subtle persistence 

and persuasion. Readers of novels look for entertainment value. A different criterion of prejudice 

is evoked when reading history, travel writing, or philosophy. Cooper’s political novel exposed a 

reader to ideology disguised as pure entertainment. However, Cooper used the preface to state or 

infer the political motive connected with the story. Preface’s often included overtly politically 

charged statements. They served as Cooper’s declaration of political intention. Evidence is found 

in the preface and introduction of every political novel.   

 Lionel Lincoln is Cooper’s first attempt to shape political opinion with a novel. Cooper’s 

fame grew rapidly between 1820 and 1825. It took only five years to appreciate the potential 

audience at his command. Cooper quickly adopted the novel to serve political purposes. He 

adopted historical evidences, then populated the setting with characters of fiction. Other romance 

writers did the same. Cooper’s innovation came with the proximity of the events. Many readers 

lived through or knew people who experienced the American Revolution. English citizens were 

as invested as Americans. Cooper writes, “He has pilfered from no black-letter book, nor any 

six-penny pamphlet; his grandmother unnaturally refused her assistance to his labors; and, to 

speak affirmatively, for once, he wishes to live in peace, and hopes to die in the fear of God” 

(Cooper 211; Works, Vol.10). He speaks of possibly suspect historical sources; supplying the 

inference contemporary issues need only living memory. Before God his truth to the facts 

assures a reader. Chapter one is immediately provocative to English and American readers. 

Cooper starts, “No American can be ignorant of the principal events that induced the parliament 
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of Great Britain, in 1774, to lay those impolite restrictions on the port of Boston, which so 

effectively destroyed the trade of the chief town in her western colonies” (Cooper 211; 

Works…Vol.10). Circumstances at the advent of American Revolution squarely lay blame on 

England. Cooper turns historical facts into political mythology. 

 The Bravo appeared in 1831 and benefited from Cooper’s experience living in Europe. 

An exploration of republican democracy set in Venice. The Bravo is the first book in an 

ambitious trilogy. Cooper testifies, “A true republic is a government of which all others are 

jealous and vituperative, on instinct of self-preservation, we believe there would be no mistaking 

the class. How far Venice would have been obnoxious to this proof, the reader is left to judge for 

himself” (Cooper 412; Works…Vol.10). The instructive purpose of The Bravo is immediately 

made known to the reader. Cooper challenges the reader to test any convictions against the 

outcome of the novel. Modifying the political perspective of the reader is an intention made 

known before the story begins.  

 Second in the trilogy is The Heidenmauer. Appearing in 1832. Again Cooper used a 

European setting. Cooper incorporated his travel experiences in The Heidenmauer. Curiously, 

Cooper’s political motifs are introduced with a description of Paris: 

For a time we quitted Paris, the queen of modern cities, with its tumults and its color; its 
palaces and its lanes; its elegance and its filth; its restless inhabitants and its stationary 
politicians; its theories and its practices; its riches and its poverty; its gay and its 
sorrowful; its rentiers and its patriots; its young liberals and its old illiberals; its three 
estates and its equality; its delicacy of speech and its strength of conduct: its government 
of the people and its people of no government; its bayonets and its moral force; its 
science and its ignorance; its amusements and its revolutions; its resistance that goes 
backward, and its movement that stand still; its milliners; its philosophers, its opera-
dancers, its poets, its fiddlers, its bankers, and its cooks. Although so long enthralled 
within the barriers, it was not easy to quit Paris entirely without regard - Paris, which 
every stranger censures, and every stranger seeks; which moralists abhor and imitate; 
which causes the heads of the old to shake, and the hearts of the young to beat; - Paris, 
the centre of so much that is excellent, and of so much that cannot be named! (Cooper 
601; Works, Vol.10) 
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This reads like a loving testimonial. And Cooper meant it to be so. Paris is Cooper’s first city. It 

represented the intellectual and political center of culture. The Revolution of July 1830 inspired 

Poland to fight for unification. Paris provided a place of safety for Poland’s political refugees. 

Cooper’s reader knew Paris as a symbol of political reform and intellectual possibility. Any 

contemporary associated Paris with revolution and the removal of hereditary monarchy. Cooper 

reminded a reader that hereditary monarchy is replaceable. Paris is a prophetic warning to the 

capitals of Europe. Hereditary monarchy had viable political alternatives.  

 Cooper’s years of residence in Europe expanded consideration’s for European political 

culture and general history. He used history to illustrate the continuity of political reality. History 

provided a reader with context that helped explain current systems of rule. Cooper noted, 

“Germany, as well as most of Europe, was formerly divided into a countless number of petty 

sovereignties, based on the principles of feudal power. As accident, or talent, or alliances, or 

treachery advanced the interests of the stronger of these princes, their weaker neighbors began to 

disappear altogether, or to take new and subordinate stations in the social scale” (Cooper 605; 

Works, Vol.10). Hereditary monarchy represented a system of oppression designed to 

concentrate political power. History corroborated Cooper’s political interpretation of European 

monarchy. Ordinary citizens are complicit through complacency. Cooper wanted a reader to 

doubt the political and moral legitimacy of hereditary monarchy. American democracy offered a 

replacement that concentrated power in and for citizens. The introduction of The Heidenmauer 

warned the sponsors of hereditary monarchy and presented a reader with a viable alternative.  

 Later in 1832, The Headsman appeared as the final installment of the first trilogy. The 

introduction provided a parable to Cooper’s reader. It is about an American family traveling 
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throughout Europe. The gentleman enjoys passing time sailing on a Swiss lake. His guide is a 

Vaudois boatman named Monsieur Descloux. They ruminate on sailing and discuss politics: 

Monsieur Descloux then spoke of the revolutions he had seen. He remembered the time 
when Vaud was a province of Berne. His observations on this subject were rational, and 
were well seasoned with common sense. His doctrine was simply this: ‘If one man rule, 
he will rule for his own benefit and that of his parasites; if a minority rule, we have many 
masters instead of one’ (honest Jean had got hold here of a cant saying of the privileged, 
which he very ingeniously converted against themselves), ‘all of whom must be fed and 
served; and if the majority rule, and rule wrongfully, why, the minimum of harm is done.’ 
He admitted that the people might be deceived to their own injury, but then he did not 
think it was quite as likely to happen, as that they should be oppressed when they were 
governed without any agency of their own. On these points the American and the 
Vaudois were absolutely of the same mind. (Cooper 4; Works, Vol.10) 
 

Cooper introduced the idea of American political solidarity with European counterparts. He used 

storytelling to illustrate common grievances with hereditary monarchy. A reader is asked to 

agree or disagree with Cooper’s parable. An agreeable reader identifies with American 

democracy. Cooper wanted a reader to doubt the fairness of hereditary monarchy. America’s 

existence is proof majority rule is viable. The Vaudois’ agreement with the American is founded 

on simple reasoning. Every reader understood the moral implication. Oppression is a symptom of 

concentrated political power. Cooper hoped a reader would act on newly founded conviction and 

oppose any political systems based on heredity. Cooper sought to convince a reader that 

hereditary monarchy is not in their best interest.  

 Through the mid 1830’s Cooper concentrated on writing travel narratives and non-fiction. 

The Monikins is a Swiftian satire that appeared in 1835. Cooper briefly abandoned the romance 

novel. He doubted the impact of the political novel for a short time. However, in 1838 Home as 

Found represents a return to overtly political fiction. The preface introduces the subject of self-

critique. Cooper thinks it is important and even patriotic to point out problems in your own 

community. American democracy provides the political process to correct problems. Admitting a 
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social problem gives the best chance for resolution. Recognizing a problem exists is the first step 

toward finding a solution. Cooper observed, “The governing social evil of America is 

provincialism; a misfortune that is perhaps inseparable from her situation. Without a social 

capital, with twenty or more communities divided by distance and political barriers, her people, 

who are really more homogeneous than any other of the same numbers in the world perhaps, 

possess no standard for opinion, manners, social maxims, or even language” (Cooper 3-4; 

Works,Vol.6). It is important to remember the youth of Cooper’s America. He saw no guarantee 

that American democracy would last. He feared America’s greatest enemy is a lack of social 

unity. Democracy provided a solid set of principles for the nation. Cooper thought social 

disharmony could harm its future. Cooper knew democracy is a system that accommodates and 

even celebrates diversity. However, the fragmented customs of a society could give democracy 

the ability to vote itself out of existence. Cooper did not want America’s political system 

dismantled. His contemporary reader sometimes made the mistake of thinking Cooper’s 

criticisms of America was un-American.  

 Cooper often praised America as the best possible nation. His patriotism is born of pride. 

Yet praise was often accompanied by a warning that concerned the preservation of the nation. 

Cooper says, “That the American nation is a great nation, in some particulars the greatest the 

world ever saw, we hold to be true, and are as ready to maintain as any one can be; but we are 

also equally ready to concede, that it is very far behind most polished nations in various 

essentials, and chiefly, that it is lamentably in arrears to its own avowed principles” (Cooper 4; 

Works, Vol.6). The preface challenges the reader to seek the veracity of his claims in the pages 

of Home as Found. Self-critique is an important component of a functional democracy that 

Cooper introduces to a reader. To maintain greatness citizens in a democracy must be vigilant.  
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 Satanstoe appeared in 1845 and is the first book of the second trilogy, also known as the 

Littlepage manuscripts. Cooper is concerned with land law and management. He had a lot to gain 

by supporting laws favoring his family circumstances. Satanstoe is interpreted through the guise 

of its intention. Cooper wanted to sway opinion thereby affecting the political outcome in New 

York rent laws. The Trilogy as a whole concerns itself with Cooper’s interest in New York’s 

public debate. However, Cooper’s intention for the novel is important. He intended the trilogy be 

politically persuasive. Cooper stated, “For ourselves, we conceive that true patriotism consists in 

laying bare everything by their right names” (Cooper 244; Works, Vol.8). His political intentions 

are consistent. Even though Cooper’s personal political view concerning land law did not gain 

favor. The preface challenges the reader to uphold the values that a functioning democracy 

needs. Self-critique often provides the rational support needed to confront doubt and change the 

habits that reinforce undesired circumstances. Cooper’s prophetic proto-pragmatism is an 

inherent component of the challenges prescribed to readers. The future need of a democracy is 

never far from Cooper’s mind. 

 The second Littlepage book also appeared in 1845. The Chainbearer uses the preface to 

clarify Cooper’s position on New York law. Cooper observed, “The column of society must have 

its capital as well as its base. It is only perfect while each part is entire and discharges its proper 

duty. In New York the great landholders long have, and do still, in a social sense, occupy the 

place of the capital. On the supposition that this capital is broken and hurried to the ground, of 

what material will be the capital that must be pushed into the place!” (Cooper 228; Works, 

Vol.6). On a macro political level revolution that replaced systems of hereditary monarchy is 

admired. Cooper worried about the social institutions in America eroding. Hereditary monarchy 

is a singular social institution that supports a government where few gain advantage. Cooper 
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thought democracy best accommodated many social institutions where numerous individuals 

profit. Cooper warned, “We would caution those who now raise the cry of feudality and 

aristocracy to have a care of what they are about. In lieu of King Log they may be devoured by 

King Stork” (Cooper 228; Works, Vol.6). Cooper specifically worries that personal property 

rights would yield to population needs. The detail concerning New York land law is not our 

subject. However, Cooper’s deliberate use of the novel as a political tool is important. His 

intention is to modify public opinion by disseminating ideology in literary narratives. Time over 

time Cooper wrote a story to support a political objective. Cooper’s objectives invariably 

concerned teaching a reader about an important component of a functioning democracy.  

 In 1846 the final Littlepage book appeared. The Redskins is explicit in its political 

intention. The preface provides a reader details concerning the anti-renter controversy. Cooper 

states, “The discriminating reader will probably be able to trace in these narratives the progress 

of those innovations on the great laws of morals which are becoming so very manifest in 

connection with this interest” (Cooper 461; Works, Vol.6). Cooper understood a trespass on 

liberty to be immoral. Cooper thought the right to property is a component of liberty. Rent law 

infringed on the total rights of the property owner. Therefore, Cooper viewed any law limiting 

property rights as potentially immoral. Cooper claimed, “No well-intentioned American 

legislator, consequently, ought ever to lose sight of the fact, that each invasion of the right which 

he sanctions is a blow struck against liberty itself” (Cooper 461; Works, Vol.6). He used the 

preface to directly appeal to lawmakers. Making the appeal is not out of place. Cooper’s 

innovation is the extent to which literature is used to make a political argument.  

Three novels in two years appeared with the overt intention to sway opinion. Cooper twice 

exerted this kind of effort in his career for political ends.  
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 The Redskins is concerned with illustrating the ramifications of dynamic legal matters. 

Cooper relied on simple story telling to reach the broadest possible audience. He even used 

America’s burgeoning mythology to gain sentiment. Cooper noted, “When Lee told Washington, 

at Monmouth, ‘Sir, your troops will not stand against British grenadiers,’ Washington is said to 

have answered, ‘Sir, you have never tried them.’ The same reply might be given to those 

miserable traducers of this republic…” (Cooper 463; Works, Vol.6). The traducers of republican 

values are inevitably rent reformers. Cooper appealed to sentimentality and used hyperbole when 

it fit. American subjects are used throughout Cooper’s career. Cooper’s preface clarified political 

intention.  

 The Ways Of The Hour is Cooper’s final novel. It is political fiction. The preface opens 

with Cooper’s political objective. Cooper starts, “The object of this book is to draw the attention 

of the reader to some of the social evils that beset us; more particularly in connection with the 

administration of criminal justice” (Cooper 3; Works, Vol.9). Cooper thought a jury could be 

easily compromised. Ironically, he thought a jury trial one of the few ways justice could be 

received in a monarchy. When power is concentrated a jury gives voice to other opinions. 

Cooper hoped The Ways Of The Hour would lead to jury reform law. Cooper argues, “In cases 

that are connected with the workings of political schemes, and not unfrequently in those in which 

political men are parties to the suits, it is often found that the general prejudices or partialities of 

the out-door factions enter the jury-box” (Cooper 3; Works, Vol.9). Political concerns became 

focused on American domestic affairs in his last decade. Cooper attempted to educate a reader. 

The potential of political reform is always present in Cooper’s broad narrative. Reform is a 

democratic value. Cooper’s political fiction provided narratives that sought to describe how 

democracy worked in practice. His non-fiction provided plenty of theory for interested readers. 
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Fiction gave a European reader a new world to imagine. Cooper understood that democracy must 

be practiced. He clearly states the purpose of all political novels in the final preface. Cooper 

relates, “All that is anticipated is to cause a portion of his readers to reflect on the subject; 

persons who probably have never yet given it a moment of thought” (Cooper 3-4; Works, Vol. 

9).  

 Cooper’s political novel is conceived as a means to spread democratic ideology. His 

fiction enjoyed a wide readership and popularity. Cooper’s non-fiction detailed the political 

theory animating the political novel. His non-fiction political theory never gained popularity and 

a broad reading public. Cooper’s intellectual agenda borrowed from two dominate strains of 

thought. First, the radical enlightenment challenged citizens to replace all systems of hereditary 

monarchy Second, Polish romanticism offered a model of individuality motivated by political 

action. Cooper’s closeness to the fight for Polish independence helped put personal political 

objectives in order. He wanted to join the fight. Literature is the most effective weapon at 

Cooper’s disposal. Cooper sought to explain the injustice of hereditary monarchy. He wanted 

every European reader to doubt the moral legitimacy of hereditary rule. Cooper provided 

introductions and prefaces that prescribed political reform. Explaining the unfairness of 

concentrated power is contrasted by the fairness of democratic values. Cooper hoped to form 

political solidarity with individuals suffering oppression. He offered American democracy as a 

political model designed for and by the people. Cooper told the story of life in a just country, 

which included blemishes at times.  

 Self-critique is important for an effective democracy. Cooper attempted to make the point 

clear to American and European readers. The preface and introduction stated the political 

objective of the story. Cooper knew people usually read a novel for entertainment. His agenda is 
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a program of subtle political persuasion. Only the future could assess Cooper’s success. He is 

adamantly against hereditary system of rule. Cooper’s political novel enjoyed a large readership 

across Europe. Democratic models of representation replaced hereditary monarchy through the 

twentieth century. At the very least, Cooper’s political novel contributed to the demise of 

hegemonic systems centralizing power by hereditary rule.  

 Cooper’s prophetic intellectualism is proto-pragmatism. He enthused a political optimism 

that worked to shape a new future. Pragmatism codified currents of American intellectualism. 

German and Greek metaphysics and epistemology formalized the philosophical concerns of 

American philosophy. The political optimism and prophetic intellectual resistance characterizing 

revolutionary politics filled in the rest. C.S. Peirce is the founder of America’s golden age of 

philosophy. Cooper’s intellectual pursuits represent the strains of American ideology that 

became pragmatism.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

 James Fenimore Cooper is an early American literary figure who revolutionized literature 

by politicizing the novel. He used the political novel as an instrument for disseminating 

American ideology. When I started my research I worked to produce an intellectual history of 

Cooper based on bibliography as a point of departure. The guiding principle of my research is 

that verifiable physical evidence should be the foundation Cooper’s intellectual and literary 

history.  Bibliography provided the data needed to develop an inquiry into Cooper’s intellectual 

activism. Cooper’s letters and journals provided an expanded historical context. I then surveyed 

the broader intellectual ramifications of Cooper’s work during the first half of the nineteenth 

century. The Cooper that my course of inquiry revealed is a political activist who remains a 

complicated political and literary figure. 

J. Fenimore Cooper is a political activist whose political writing disseminated the 

ideology of the radical enlightenment. Cooper’s political activism is expressed in his support for 

the independence of Poland. He politicized the novel thereby creating an effective way to 

disseminate the American social and political experience into the general reading population in 

Europe.  

 Cooper’s critical heritage is a legacy of marginalization. He served the American cause 

by supporting political freedom and disseminated the story of American democracy as a political 

alternative to hereditary monarchy. English critics disliked the political ideas presented in 

Cooper’s texts. They conspired to minimize the importance of Cooper’s literary contribution. A 

derogatory comparison to Walter Scott became the most repeated and damaging observation 

from English critics. Cooper as “The American Scott” is a marginalization meant to subvert 

American literature into a subordinate relationship with English literature. American critics 
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repeated English opinions. Cultural independence was still being established. English critics 

successfully marginalized Cooper’s legacy as a political activist. 

 Bibliographical data is very effective at providing quantitative analysis needed to 

accurately answer questions concerning the distribution and popularity of Cooper’s political 

texts. Studying the distribution frequencies of Cooper’s texts made it possible to establish the 

political fiction Lionel Lincoln as a best seller. Literary historians often repeated Cooper’s 

conjecture that Lionel Lincoln is a failure. In Cooper’s mind it is a failure. However, Lionel 

Lincoln is Cooper’s first political novel and it successfully spread the story of American 

independence throughout Europe and England. Bibliographical data shows Cooper’s non-

political fiction was more popular than his political fiction. It shows his political fiction was 

more popular than his political non-fiction. Bibliographical analysis verifies Cooper’s political 

fiction is more effective than his political non-fiction as a disseminator of political ideology. His 

political fiction was widely read in Europe.  

Cooper’s theory of language shares characteristics with American pragmatism. Both 

concern an evolutionary practice that challenges belief to disrupt and alter habit. Cooper’s 

portrayal of American life inculcated the imagination of his reader with unique American 

political principles. The proto-pragmatism of Cooper anticipates pragmatic philosophy by 

codifying a system whereby language is employed to disrupt the beliefs of individuals to realign 

political opinion. Porto-pragmatism is indicative of nineteenth century American intellectualism 

as practiced by Cooper. 

 Cooper’s activism and political ideology is an expression of porto-pragmatism. Political 

resistance to hereditary monarchy and European governments is an evasion of European 

philosophy that characterized an intellectual tradition of American thought that founded the 
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philosophy of pragmatism. Cooper effectively used the political novel to disseminate democratic 

values. He relied on the moral imagination of his reader to consider the potential of American 

political institutions replacing hereditary monarchy.  
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